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Ixn late 196.?, at a press conference with the newly appointed
Commandant of the Marine Corps, General Wallace M. Greene, Jr.,
reporters were surprised when he spo&e on the Marine Corps of the
future. He suggested that by the late 1970 's, Marines sight be
rocketing to trouble spots In faraway lands In a matter of minutes.
.e public, and Marines, were equally surprised. The laage of the
Marine Corps Is one of burly Marines assaulting enemy beaches. The
modern Corps, however. Is a highly complex organisation of men and
equipment organized Into both air and ground fighting forces.
Ihe Marina Corps will function only so well as its manage-
ment processes sustain it. Added to the traditional ones, there
has been, during the last several years, a proliferation of
automated systems. From a beginning with one computer in 1953, the
Marine Corps now employs over forty computers and alraost two
thousand people In automated systems. Clearly, these systems are
having major Impact upon the Corps.
..Ineteen major systems have evolved, although the exact
number is debatable because of the interrelationships that exist

2between the various systems. This stud/ addresses Itself to the
development of these nineteen systems and the integrated ays ten Tor
their management.
lae aajor questions to be answered are why the Marine 3orps
has developed so many systems, aid what their impact appears to be
on the ;orps as an organization* m answering these questions,
each system is examined from the viewpoint of why it was developed
and or HM it oontrlbutes to the overall management process* Is
effort has been made to Involve the reader in the technical aspect
of designing advanced data processing ayatema. kaphas is , however,
has been plaoed on the developmental stage slnae the majority of the
systeas are in that stage.
Hoaely allied to the primary questions are subsidiary
questions, whether the systems were developed because of need or
by reaction to outside pressure will be examined for each system*
Attention will be focused on the meaning attaohed to the
classification of various systems* the various organisational
procedures used in the systems development effort will also be
examined to determine their Impact on the Harine headquarters*
In conducting this study it was first necessary to survey ar^d
analyze the literature in the fields of management and data
processing to develop a framework in wnlch to view systeas develop*
ment* .any different points of view were encountered because ot the
extensiveness of the literature and the partisan attitudes of the

contributors. Nonetheless, sufficient commonality existed to
provide a point of reference.
Information about the s/steas was obtained through
examination of directives and files of the .larlne ~orpa and through
interview with staff officers at the headquarters. Over fifty
officers vere Interviewed • Many informal discussions with various
other staff members also contributed valuable information. Of
those interviewed, only eighteen have been cited in this study.
Their information was sore germane or else adequately summarised
information obtained from the other sources. The interviews and
informal discussions also provided a degree of Insight into the
dynamic nature of the ..ariae Jorps systems effort* Recognition of
this dynamic effort provided the realization that in dealing with a
complex organization any study conducted of it is only valid for onB
point in time. Thereafter, what was a problem has been solved only
to be replaced by others. 3ecause of this, specific solutions to
problems were not sought. Instead, effort has been directed towards
more clearly identifying the areas of possible change*




The ..arlne Corps— .-i lervlce
a three services" ie a phrase used freely In and out of
government, if ft aarine is present he Is usually quicfc to rise to
correct the error* The statue of the ..urine iorps Is one of the
facets of the Department of defense aoet frequently misunderstood*
The .Marine Jorps claims as its birth the resolution of the
Continental uoa&ress on .iovember 10, 1775, authorizing the
formation of two battalions of Marines. >ut it was not until
July 11, ifft that "an Act for the Setabllshment and Organizing of
a jrfarlne Sorps" 1 created a separate corps of marines as a military
service. Later, the Congress passed the .lot of June 30, 1334,
entitled "An Act for the Better Organization of the Marine Oorps."2
This aot carried forward the separate status of the Marine ?orps
and placed it firmly within the "Saval Establishment. "^
ii i ii i up—»— m n i————
.
—in m i m i ii———. i i una i n i m « n i n ii i
Lj
- >•» statutes at Lar*e. X, p. 594.
UAtl i/» P. 712.
^The term "waval Establishment" is synonymous with "Depurt-
aent of the :»avy" and embraces all activities committed to the care
of the Secretary of the Navy. Neither term should be confused
with M .»avy Department, H which refers to the central executive
offices and bureaus located at the seat of government.

The National Seourlty Act of 1947* as amended, provided
for ths jepartaent of defense to je ooaposed of three military
departments and four services , all under the coordination and
direction of the Secretary of Defense, This act reaffirmed the
status of the 'arine Oorps as a separate service within the
Department of the Savy« This status has also been affirmed and
2
the relationships involved clarified by the Secretary of the iavy,
ancern with the status of t* lne Corps has had a
continuing influence on the thinking of Xarine Corps offioers.3
-Jven though legal status has been repeatedly reaffirmed in legisla-
tion, the long battle has created scars or biases.^ it is not the
purpose of this paper to trace the evolution of the legal status of
the iarino ;orps; but recognition of this Influence Is important to
understanding the >&rlne Corps and how it functions*




-tlonal Security Act of 19*7, Public Jtw 253» 60th
Congress, as aaended by Public aw 36, 31st Congress and Public I*atr
216, 31st Congress (1W)i
2 See Department of the tevy, ^.ssl^ament and distribution
of Authority and Aesoonaiblllty for the administration of the
ja-partment of the
,
*avy , General Order -io. 5 (yashln^ton: November
20, l>:-3), paragraph 11.
n example of this concern is contained in the Senate
Report, 34th Congress, 2nd Session, ieport io» 2484, July ) t ly56
on Revision of Xltle 10, United States Code entitled "Armed forces"
and Title 32, United States Code "riational Suard."
-e battle for survival and status Is dealt with in
considerable detail ^ Colonel i. .. einl, ;, 1*5 Soldiers of th«
(Annapolis, -'d.: ival institute, 1962),

6The ^arloe ?orpg— a Foree-la-Headlness
I larlne Jorps as a "forco-in-readiaess" began when the
first .Arlne was recruited at run iavern in Philadelphia after the
1775 resolution of the Jon tinea tai Congress. Less than a year
after being forced -arlnes executed their first aaphlblous landing
on the irltish island of New Providence in the sahaaas and captured
munitions for the Continental affftJN i'hroughoat the Revolution*
marines served with distinction.
I created in 17?3 the Corps served aboard ships during the
quasi-war with France* in 1305 i Marines seized the fortress of
jsrna, iripoli froa the ^arbary Pirates and the Stars and itripes
were hoisted over territory in the Old «,orld for the first time*
They were on practically every American warship in the »ar of I3l2 f
and i' I ashore la the Battle of 31adeasbur& in 1814, and with
Jackson in the Battle of New Orleans, la 1337, the marines fought
in the Seslnole .are and In 1347 they seized 7hapultapec, the
"Halls of ontazu&as."
' th terry in the opening of Japan, one-sixth of the dorps
was first to land—six officers and 200 metxl then there were
landings at Shanghai and Canton.
lor to the Qlvll war, Marines captured John :Jrown at
harper's Ferry while under the ooaaand of Robert It Lee. Though
split during the Civil *ar t U. arlnes participated in twenty*
eight aajor land and naval battles.

7In the years follow! rines landed to protect 4aerican
lives and property In over sixteen different countries* The Corps
tinned to distinguish itself In the .ipanish-itaerioaa War, aoxer
rebellion, /era Grus # Haiti, and ianto oaingo, ores. Nicaragua*
ig .aria ><*r I # .marines served with the Jiray* Geraan
intelligence classified thea as "storm troops." their highest
classification, and the Geraan troops called them "devil do^s."
trance naaed a forest for them and awarded thea the Jrolx-de-Guerre
three tlies*
.'ollowi ay I, ..urines perforated a nuaber of
domestic chores* i'hey ^oarded the banks and aaila after a criae
wave broke out* Xhe criae wave ended. At the same tlae they
served la ;«lcara&ua and :hlna*
ar II found the marines organized and ready* ;he
first oounteroffenslve against Japan was launched by the .urines
at Guadalcanal* Guadalcanal demonstrated readiness but amphibious
virtuosity was shown as the i&rlnea advanced across the Pacific
aalclfi iwa. ;>niwetok, i eleiiu. j.wo Jlsa. Okinawa and aany others,
that were only specka on a sap* household words*
in I).. .-, the strength of the Marine Corps was slightly over
i;,000. jy the start of World War II it had grown to 65.000. and
by the end tnere were approximately 500, 000 .larines* ny 1950.
however, the Gorps had bean reduced to a strength of 75, . xhe
Ghairaau of the Joint Jnlefa of -taif had publicly predicted that

lar^e scale aaphlblous operations vers a thing of the past*
Thea she poured across the jjBth parallel In
Korea. *eoeral .'acArtvar, faced with a catastrophe, called for
Marines to assist the Aray. As soon as shipping was assembled, a
Marine brigade, which was raady, sailed. -*w pages of glory were
added to the larlne's history by the Pusan ?lre ,>rl
;
;ade, as well as
by the Inchon landing and the remarkable "attack in another
direction" froa the Jhosln Reservoir.
a war in ^orea ended but the Marines were kept busy in
such places as Lebanon, iuea Canal. Formosa, and 3uba. Then coae
the Dominican Republic and Vietnacu In /letnaa the first sajor
victory (operation Jtarli^ht) was the result of a .^iarlne amphibious
landing.
Years of bein c; prepared haB found the marine 3orps
participating In over 300 battles in Its 191 years. These years
have ^iven the Marine ?orps a heritage and the power of pride in
tradition ia3 luaense strength in unifying a fighting force. This
pride and belief in their Sorps as the nation's primary foree-in-
readlness is one of the inner driving forces of /.arises
.
~lue ;orps has the mission of seizure and defense of
advanced naval bases, as well as land operations incident to naval
oaapai&ns, and "... such other duties as the President may

9direct." 1 Ln addition, it has the responsibility for development
of ax&phlbious warfare doctrine, the security of naval Installations,




the Marine Oorps is ooapossd of three ^rlne divisions,
three air wings, a supporting establishment, a reserve, and a
headquarters .-^ Its strength today is approximately 290 t OOO.
ore 1 shows the basic structure of the Marine 3orpa.
eadquarters, J. 3« I arias Corps is established to assist
and advise the Ooaaandant of the 'arins Jorps in discharging his
rssponslbllltles
•
The Operating /cross fall into three categories: Marine
3orps Operating forces assigned to the operating .orces of the
.iavy, or to unified ooaaande ; Security orcea assigned to shore
activities of the 3aval .stablisnaent; and the forces not otherwise
assigned, such as state Departaent security guards, etc. .larlne
liHational security net, 19*7 » Section j).
or detailed stateaeat of functions see Joint ^lefs of
$t*tt Jnl^ad
;
\3tioa irmad sprees (<J . . Pub. 2 (Washington,
,.: Separtasnt of >ifen^e, L)>?) 9 pp. 23-24.





U. S. Marine Corps
Fleet Marine
Forces
Forces Afloat Forces not
otherwise
ass igned
A fourth Marine Division has been authorized for the Vietnam crisis.
The Marine Corps Reserve is organized into a Marine Division/wing Team.
Fig. 1.—Marine Corps Organization
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Jorps Operating Forces assigned to the Operating Foroea of the iavy
fall Into two categories: I'leet .tarlne Forces and Ship's .Detach-
ments*
The ..arine Jorps .ieserve exists to provide a trained force
of qualified officers and enlisted personnel Immediately available
far active duty In time of war or national emergency. It provides
the "alack tine" In terms of personnel and equipment to -eet
mobilization requirement during the period needed for the recruit*
aent and training of additional :arin*r 'or pa units.
The Supporting Istablishment provides the facilities
necessary for recruiting and training personnel, maintenance of
equipment, supply and schools. It supports ttu rating forces.
The Fleet iarlne forces, or constitute the bulk of
Marines assigned to the Operating forces of the .avy. The Atlantic
and Paolflo fleets both Include .^leet Marine forces, which are
Integral parts of the fleets, a J'leot Harlae Force is a balanced
force of ootabined arms. Including aviation, it consists of one or
more divisions, one or more air wings, and a force troops containing
artillery, engineers, armor, motor transport, service and numerous
specialized units to reinforce or support the marine divisions,
the ?>;?•« are organized, trained and equipped to carry out the
primary missions of the larlae Corps.
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-ioadquartqrs, J T •;, ar^ne :oros
effort will be sade to trace the evolution of the
headquarters staff organisation; nor will an attempt oe made to
explain the theory uader which it is organized. AS one writer has
said, "one oan nowhere find a statement of the theory under whloh
Headquarters, Marine Jorps Is organized. The reason for this is,
of course, that the structure that has been adopted has no supporting
theory." 2
w^ers have explained the organisation as
• • • a composite of three types 01 organizations: a
functionally organised policy and planning staff; an
administrative staff, also organized funotlonallyj and,
a major component staff aadc up of agencies combining
planning and administration for major segments of the
Marine Jorps.
3
it a history of the evolution and an analysis of ; it-ad-
quarters, 0< 3« marine Jorps see .\enaat . ondit and :4aJ or John
John3tone, rlef History of string ;or^3 "3taff Organisation .
:arlne ;orps ,lstoricai Reference Merles, jaber 2 £; (Washington:
lstorlcal branch, 0*3 division, headquarters, J. , [arlne Oorps,
1963); i/so J. >colforo, Jr., "fhe Organization of Headquarters, J. 9
rlne 3orps," (Jnpublishsd master's thesis, j1 of Jovernaent,
Business and international Affairs, The George Washington University,
1965); and Colonel w, T. Bigger, . "The jtructural Organisation
of headquarters, J. 3. >iarine Oorps, for ^lannin. f ro^raming and
Judgetin*r, r ' Unpublished thesis, lndustrlil Jollege of the Armed
forces, .« ashington, )« . , 1959)*
2aoolforo, op. olt .. p. 57.
^Joadit and Johnstone, pp. clt .. p. 33*

j£ardl*33 of its evolution or the underlying theory behind
it, its current structure ie the oasis from vhlofa it must oope wit .
the future,
a ieadquarters consists of the immediate office of the
Commandant, tne immediate office of the Jhief of 3taff, offloes of
four Dej hiefs of itaff, six staff assistants, eleven divisions,
two departments, the marine ;orpa Jommand Center, and various
hoards and committees* figure 2 shows the staff organization*
immediate vffloe of toe Commandant
rhe Jomaandaat of the orps is directly responsible
as a command assistant to the Jeer® the Navy for the
readiness, administration, discipline, internal n^anlz&tion,
training, supply, efficiency, and total performance of the marine
Jorps* tie >:3:iand8 all Marine forces and activities except those
assigned to tne operating foroes of tne av/. Basically, ne has
two iaajor responsi olll ties* x'irst, he must secure the necessary
men, money and material to enable the Marine Sorps to perform its
missions* Secondly, he must provide the direction and control
necessary for the effective utilisation of these resouroos by the
field commanders to ensure combat readiness. I detailed statement
of his duties and responsibilities is presented In Appendix X*
jadquarters, .. • . arine Jorps, headquarters lanqal
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Fig. 2.—Organization of Headquarters, U. S, Marine Corps
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The ivssistant Commandant taies over the duties of the
Commandant In case of absence or disability and performs suoh
functions as tne Jomiaandant may specifically direct. Ihe .Ulltary
Secretary Is responsible for the organization and function of the
Commandant's immediate office* The Sergeant iajor of the marine
Corps Is the senior enlisted man. He advises the Commandant In
matters pertaining to enlisted personnel and assists the Commandant
In the performance of his duties, 1
.jarlne ?orps boards an? Commits?
Ihe Permanent Marine Corps Uniform i3oard advises the
Commandant on all matters pertaining to uniforms and uniform
2
regulations for all personnel. Other boards such as promotion
boards and various oommltteeo are formed periodically for special
purposes. Ihey may be made responsible directly to the Commandant
or to other members of the staff.
The Chief of Staff directs, coordinates, and supervises
the staff. He Is assisted by the Secretary of the General staff
In the coordination and management of the staff . The Secretary
1Ibld .. p. 1-5.
2ibJLi. # p. 1-29.
3 Ibid ., p. 1-5.
..
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of the general Jtaff supervises the administrative function of the
Immediate Office of the Chief of Staff . Though not shown In
.figure 2, a Special projects Officer is also provided to the Chief
of 3taff
.
2 He assists in coordinating activities concerned with
preparation of brieflag folders for trips and appearances of the
Commandant, Assistant Commandant, Chief of staff, and other
Department of defease officials for trips outside the Washington
area.
It is of Interest to note that the Chief of Staff has
twenty-four different staff elements reporting to hla. To assist
in coping with such a span of management, four assistants are
provided.
Four Deputy Ohiefa of Staff are responsible for assisting
the Ohief of Staff in directing, coordinating, and supervising
staff activities in specific areas and in performing such other
duties that the Chief of Staff ma/ specifically direct*
Plans and Programs
Ihe Deputy Ohief of 3taff (Plans and Programs) coordinates
staff aotlon in matters pertaining to Joint Chiefs of Staff
llbld .
2Ibld .. p. 1-6.
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participation and sarves as the Operations usputy for the Marine
Corps with respect to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Us assists the
Chief of Staff in the areas of planning, programming, budgeting. 1
He has Wo primary assistants. They are Assistant Deputy Chiefs
of Staff. One for plans directly assists in the area of planning
and in coordinating the staff activities relative to Joint Chiefs
of Staff participation. 2 He also has the ooilateral Job of being
the Director of the Joint Planning sroup. This group is responsible
for staff assistance in the areas of joint strategic plans and
studies, current and future strategy, recommendations on political
military natters and commands established by the President.-^ Xhe
other deputy for programs provides direct assistance in the
directing, coordinating and supervising activities regarding
programming, financial matters and in the development of
information systems. 4
research, Development and Studies
The Deputy Chief of Staff (Research, Development and
Studies) assists in directing, coordinating and supervising staff
activities in research, development, test and evaluation. He
coordinates the Marine Corps study program. He also has two
1lbJ^., p. 1-9.
2lbld .. p. 1-10,
•* Ibld .. p. 1-11.
4
Xbld .. p. 1-10.

assistant deputies; one for research and development aad one for
studies, 1
Air
All natters pertaining to equipping, manning, training,
organizing and supporting marine Corps aviation units and
installations are under the Deputy Jhicf of itaff (Air), tie also
perforas duties concerning Marine Corps aviation matters for the
Chief of Naval Operations, 2
Administration
The Jeputy Chief of 3taff (Administration) is charged with
directing and coordinating staff activity in the field of adminis-
tration. -^ In addition, he serves as the Direotor, Management
Analysis Croup. This group was established initially to function
under the Deputy Chief of Staff (Programs) but on January 1, 1967
was placed as a staff element in the Office of the Chief of Staff ,5
fhe responsibilities of this group are to provide direct support to
the Chief of Staff through the analysis and presentation of problems
llbld .. p. 1-16.
2
ibJLi.. P. 1-15.
^headquarters, ^. j. /.arine Corps, 4IS8 ions/ i?u not ions
Assigned J3/3 (Administration). Headquarters 3ulletin 5000,
Cepteaber 1, Doo.
A
.leadquarters, J. 3. sarins Sorps, establishment of Manage*
M*\ Aaayjls, croup. Off^e of rne ;*4c{ „pjT Staff, Headquarters




in the interfaces of military management systems; Isolation and
exaalnatlon of information overlaps or insufficiencies in functional
area operating ays teas; assessment of external information ays tea
requirements and the marine Oorps capability to respond; and to
represent the Marine Corps to external activities as required to
accomplish the other missions. 1
divisions and Jeoartmeats
The ;-l Division, headed by a general officer, the
Assistant 3hlef of Staff, J-1, formulates plans and policies for
manpower management and personnel matters necessary to implement
the Commandant's policies and decisions. 2
Phe —2 Division, headed by the Assistant Chief of Jtaff,
ii-2, is responsible for plans and policies regarding all types of
intelligence matters and electronic warfare. 5
The 3-3 Division, headed by a general officer, the Assistant
Chief of Staff, a-3, formulates plans and policies regarding
training and operations of Marine Corps ground units, marksmanship
training, historical records and the civic action program.
:, leadouarters rtanual . p. 2-3.




Ihe d«4 Olvieion, headed by a general offloer, the
Assistant CJhlef of Staff, 3-A, formulates plans and policies for
logistics matters to include supply, evacuation, transportation,
construction, maintenance, embarkation, allowance and replacement
factors, and the development of equipment, 1
The Flsoal Division is headed by a civilian who is assisted
by a general officer* ?he Fiscal Director is responsible for
fiscal policies, budget preparation, and disbursement functions, 2
The Personnel Department, headed by a general officer,
the Director of Personnel, is responsible for procurement,
administration, distribution, promotion, etc, of personnel;
maintenance of personnel records; and for coordinating the data
requirements from the Personnel Accounting System,^
The division of Reserve under the Director, marine 3orps
Reserve, a general officer, Is responsible for plans and policies
for the organization, training and administration of the .Marine
Corps Reserve,*
fhe Supply Department, headed by the Quartermaster General,
is responsible for the operation and management of the Marine Oorps
Jupply System; all matters pertaining to facilities under the
Ooaaandant's management control; and is the Marine Jorps stock
i?uad manager .^
x ibld .. p. 5-3. 2Xbld .. p. 6-3.
^ iDld .. p, 7-1. *lbid ,. p, 3-1,
5 lbld .. p, 12-1,
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The Administrative Jivia ion under its vireotor is
responsible Tor administrates and maaa^eaent services in support
of the headquarters and for providing support to field commands in
the arsas of management engineering, industrial relations and
publloatlona and printing, 1
The Division of information under its director is
responsible for .larlne Jorps puolio information policies and
programs. 2
The Inspeotion division under the inspector General conducts
3inspections, investigations, and audits of nonappropriated funds*
The Jata Systems division under its Director is responsible
for matters pertaining to automatic data processing equipment and
systems and the operations of suoh equipment within the head-
quarters.^
The Folio/ Analysis division under its Director maintains
continuous examination of current or projected policies to provide
continuity, coordination, and timeliness • This division also
assists in writing speeches for the Commandant.^
The marine Corps Command Center under its Director provides
a command center for the Commandant as part of the World Wide Mill-
tary Command and Control iystem. u
1 iold .. p. 10-1. g Xbi4 >* p. 12*1.
3 ibld .. p. 1>1. * Ibld .. p. 14-1.
5 jbld .. p. 11-1. 6iMi.i P. 15-1.
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A detailed statement of the missions of the various
departments and divisions is contained in Appendix II,
*t»fl? frMls *»«**»
£he responsibilities of the Director Worsen lariues, Staff
Hedioal Officer, itaff Dental Officer, and Stall Dhaplaln consist
of advising the 3oamandant in their areas of professional competence^
The legislative Assistant to the Commandant provides advice
on legislative matters and coordinates the preparation of the
:4arine Corps position on bills and legislative proposals, 2 The
Counsel for the Commandant provides advice on matters of business
and commercial law and other matters within the cognizance of the




t'itle 10 of the United Jtates Codes establishes the
regulator/ procedures that must bs followed in the Marine Dorps*
Ihls fact cannot be forgotten when evaluating the processes of
management, Subtitle A of Title 10, as revised, contains ten parts
of 165 chapters with over 2600 specific regulations or General





ilitary Law governing the Department of defense. Jhese laws
joveri Drganlzation and general military power; personnel; training;
and service, supply and procurement* Subtitle governs the .iavy
and Marine :orps. It contains 459 chapters with over 2S00 specific
laws governing organization, personnel, education, training and
general administration. In addition there are numerous ;xeoutive
Orders and the laws contained in the annual appropriation acts,
ilthln the authority granted the Secretary of Jefense and the
Secretary of the :&vy additional regulations are imposed.
iese aforementioned constraints result in the development
of even more constraints within the Marine 2orp3 to ensure that the
sum of Its parts is within proscribed bounds.
fables of Organisation spell sut the organization of each
unit, right down to the Individual Marine, his duties, his ran*,
his special qualifications, and his weapons. A commander can maice
recommendations for changes in his unit's organization but such
changes are only approved by the Commandant after full consideration
of the effect on all similar units and the Harine 3orps as a whole.
rabies of Equipment list the equipment required hy each
unit* These tables show the major lteas of combat equipment such
as crew-serviced weapons, radios, and vehicles the unit will use
regardless of where It is sent to fight. Again a commander can
recommend changes but such changes must also be considered in light
of their total effect.

;l3s 3l Allowance ^lve tat basic quantities af standard
lteas 3jch as cots, clothing loo&ers and specialised Its as wlcr. var/
in direct proportion to the number of men In a unit and its a^ulpseni.
i t iuopllss are predstsrmined quantities of supplies,
repair parts and spare equipment a unit must maintain in Inventory
above its day-to-day usage requirements to enable It to be able to
deploy to combat lamed lately, fhe iaiportanoe of this concept has
been demonstrated repeatedly during the Jold *ar.
thin this regulatory f rameworfc. the Marine Oorps aust
function and the Introduction of now procedures, methods or systems
must always be evaluated In the li&ht of these constraints. The
laws can be changed, and this occurs, but tne constitutional power
and the will of the Jongress will ultimately, and rightly, nave the
last say,
loiatlonahlps to the Jnlfled Commands
As previously indicated the Commandant does not command the
fleet .sarins forces. In this lnstanoe "command" is used in terms of
operational control or "• • • those functions of command involving
the composition of subordinate forces, tne assignment of tasKs, the
designation of objectives and the authoritative direction necessary
to accomplish the mission. n * the Mf'f are under the operational
XJoint Jhiefs of 3taff, 'J?UAf , p. 31.
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ooatrol of the Ileet coaaandere who, ia turn, are under the
operational control of a unified coaaand. A unified coaaand Is a
coaaand with a broad continuing aisslou, under a single ooaaander
and composed of significant unite of tvo or aore services. 1 rigure
3 shove a simplified exaaple of the organizational structure of a
unified coaaand.
It would appear froa figure 3 tnat If the chain of coaaand
le structured In such a way, then that Is the way finances, supply
support, etc., should also flow. This Is not practicable, however,
because of the high degree of flexibility that aust exist. The
structure of a particular unified coaaand can ooapletely change
within a matter of hours or ainutes. it Is easy to visualize what
would then occur In financial or other supporting procedures. £he
key Is that the unified ooaaander has operational control and the
service chiefs provide the necessary support. Another way to
consider this arrangeaent is that the service chiefs run production
and the unified co^aanders run aarfcetln*: .
?uaaary
e arine 3or?s is a separate military service with its
position and status specified by law. its aisslons or objectives
are also established by law and it has an organisational structure





















Fig. 3.—Example of Unified Command Structure

2?
to carry out the objectives. & stair oas beeu provided to assist
the Joaaaadaafc is carrying out his responsibilities* It aust
operate within constraints aodi in close coordination villi the otner
aiiltary services,
I a military service it anftt operate in an effective
aanner ao4 la so in the aoet economical manner possible, ro do
i it aust have effective aana&aaeat processes or systsas* in
the ae*t sampler various «/?*« of systeas vriii be defined. In the
iXovin^ chapters aaaageaent tysteas the Serine .Jorps has or is
developing will be discussed*

Pi .ill
fhe purpose of this ohapter is that of providing a
definition of terms. In particular, the terns "command,"
"management, " "systems, " and "control" are examined in detail,
encompass lag and often ambiguous though they may be, they provided
the frame of reference on which this study was made.
V9ai»ad, anfl .^qa^a^f^
The words "command" and "sanaee-neat" are used freely and
frequently within the defense establishment, their meanings are not
always clear, in one context they are accepted as synonymous terns,
in another, aanageaeat is seen as an element of command, when
either is associated with the term "systems" the problem is
compounded*
The Jhalrmaa of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General iarle
wheeler, . >• Army, has stated: "management is inherent in command,
but the converse is not true since aanagement does not include as
extensive authority and responsibility as command." An opposing
Jeneral &arle G. «heeler, "4aaagemeat is For the Troops,"




viewpoint hat been presented by : . ->bert s. Anthony J "some people
draw a sharp distinction betwsen command and management. I believe
suoh a distinction Is also a fallacy. . . • The commander is the
manager in the sense that he and only he makes the decisions. "*
is thl3 difference one of semantics or a real onev
Webster's dsfinss "command" as:
1. Xo jive an order or orders to; direct with
authority.
2. have Jurisdiction over; control.
3. To be able to have and use. . . .
5. To control (a position); overlook ... to
exercise power or authority, be in control, act as a
commander.^
*h« ^lcUoaarj of united states .jllltary lerns for Joint
r
Jaa^r^deflnes command as:
1. The authority wnioh a commander in the Military
Service lawfully exercises over his subordinates by
virtue of rank or assignment. Command includes the
authority and responsibility for effectively using
available resources and for planning the employment
of, organizing, directing, coordinating, and controlling
llitary forces for the aooompllsnment of assigned
missions, it also Includes rssponslbillty for health,
welfare, morale, and discipline of assigned personnel.
1 address by the Honorable Robert I, nnthony, Assistant
Secretary of defense Comptroller) before 1966 ;;avy Supply
Conference, Harris burg, Pennsylvania, !ay 4, 1955 (mimeographed),
abater's :;ew World Dictionary of the Aaerloan Language
( iew rorx: Xhe a'orld Publishing Co., 1957).
'joint Jhlefs of Staff, Department of defense, jlcUonar
oi united states Military Terms for Joint Usage (3hort title--Joint
Dictionary ). J33 Pub. 1. January 1. 1956. The Jo^nt jjctlonary is
prepared in coordination with the military services by the Joint
Chiefs of 3taff and ths Secretary of Defense has directed its use.

?. kn order given by a concander; that 13, the will
of the coduaaadar expressed far the purpose of bringing
about a particular aotlon*
j, a unit or units, aa organization, or an area
under the eonaand of one individual*
4, So dominate 0/ a field of weapon fire or ay
observation froa a superior position.
*
If the last two, of the ei^ht definitions cited, are dis-
regarded bocause of their pure allitary application, two related
aeanln 3 reaaln. /irst, "coasand" connotes authority and
responsibility; secondly, it la the decision of a coaaander
expressed for the purpose of bringing about action. This second
aeaning is baaed upon the assuaed validity of the first.
The functions of aana^-eaent are generally agreed within the
literature to include decision aaking, organizing, staffing,
planning, controlling, budgeting, communicating, and directing*
fhe allitary defines "aanageaent" as:
A process of establishing and attaining objectives
to carry out responslollltles* Kanageaent consists of
those continuing actions of planning, organizing,
direct! . f coordinating, controlling, and evaluating
the use of aen, aoney, aaterlals, and facilities to
accomplish alsslons and tasks, Hanageaeat is Inherent
in oonsaad, but it does not Include as extensive
authority and responsibility aa coaaaad**
One aajor difference is apparent: The concept of authority
and responsibility appears in the definitions of "ooaaand 1 ' but is
not present in "s&oagesent. " The responsibility aspects of coaaaad
are thus woven into the fabric of the military thought processes*
^bld *. p. 42.
?lbld *. p. 114.

n
ahlls examination of tnis point is beyond the scope of this paper,
it must be recognized tiat responsibilities accepted by a military
sammander are broader than those of a business manager. The
manager is not responsible under law for the mental, moral, and
physloal welfare of his employees and their families, but the
military ooamander is. 1 ..ore importantly, the nature of military
decisions affects the life or death of their people and the nation.
.us, whatever the debate, "command" is associated with the
authoritative transmission of the decisions of the responsible
zander. Concurrently, whether the decisions Involve combat
operations or business-type matters, they are often reached through
the processes of management.
systems ^e^ned
./stems" is used as freely and frequently as "command" and
"management." within the defense establishment, it has besn
combined with other words to form phrases such as "management
systems, ' "command systems," "control systems," and "supply
systems." Webster's defines "systems" as:
1. a set or arrangement of tniags so related or
connected as to form a unity or organic whole: as, a
solar system , irrigation system , supply system . • • •
a set of facts, principles, rules, etc.
olassifieu or arranged in a regular, orderly form so
as to show a logloal plan linking the various parts.
...
l3ee paragraph 7«d.(5), Appendix I.
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.ethod or plan of classification.
6* A regular, order1/ way of doia«$ something}
order; method; regularity • . . .*
William . -Ill, a management consultant aad writer la the
field of management, notes: "in a relatively few years, the phrase
'systems and procedures' has acquired considerable meaning in
business .ianaa;eTjent and public administration."2 ill does not
define either word and always uses the* as a phrase* Lie writes of
a systems and procedures field and describes its role in the Job of
management. Si states:
?ry person who supervises, directs, or administers
the activities of subordinates . , • has a responsibility
. • • for the systems and procedures that he and his
subordinates employ—the how of getting things done,
the ways and means used to accomplish the tasks assigned,
and the methodology of the wor* processes used*^
la 1950, .ilchard i>* «euachel puDliehed a book: entitled
Jtreaaliaed iuslneas iroceduros . *hea he revised the book in I960
he changed the title to Management by Systems . 1* I'eusohel defines a
system as
:
... a network of related procedures developed
according to an integrated scheme for perfuming a major
activity of the business.
r 'ir ' i" ' - - - — - ._ in- _,- . r M . ,. . T - _ -,-,- B -te „ m , mam i ii — i , m m m i mi m i ~ f H"n i !» I i— i i n nir fii ' "~ '
Setter's „ , t , pp. 1430-1431.
*t<Hliam &• '3111, "Systems and Procedures, " Systems and
f
roceflures : A Handbook for juslaesa and industry , ed. '/lotor lAZzaro
B&glewooi ;liffs, ?«*. J.: ;re'ntice«Uil, inc., 1^59), p. 1*
* ioU .. p. 2.
:iard /. ^euaohel, Hanageaent oy System, 2nd ed. ( .aw




the semantics problea raised within management
ltter&tore has been tne lapact of the ooaputer. A whole new
language has evolved beoause of it. in an effort to clarify soae
of the problems oreated, the iureau of the Judgst has prepared a
i3sary of automatic data processing teraa tor use as an
authoritative reference b/ all officials and employees of the
executive aranoh of the government. fhis glossary defines
"system" as: "An assembly of procedures, processes, methods,
routines r techniques united by some i'orm of regulated interact!
to form an organized whole.
The reader will note that the words "procedures" and
"methods'* have appeared in all (or nearly all) definitions. Such a
relationship is undoubtedly generic and is clearly involved in any
definition attempted. F#T the purposes of this paper, methods and
processes are the ways in which people, machines, or a combination
of both, perform specific tag £9. Procedures are the sequential
application of appropriate methods ar*d processes established for the
uniform accomplishment of the routine actions required to perform thu
functions of an organization. Accordingly, and for the purposes of
this study, a system is a group of related procedures united by
regulated interaction to fors an organized whole for performing the
functions ot an organisation.
bureau of the budget, Executive Office of the President,
Automatic L>ata Processing Glossary (Washington: WO, 1962), p. 1.
2 Ibld .. p. 5*.

e term "subsystem" suggests ths exists dt, or
lesser, systems, i^arge o Lsatloss caa have many complex
functions, dividing the larger fuse t tons Into manageable parts,
systems are created to handle component parts. isse systems
Interact to acnieve the larger functions they are in fact subsystem
oses of tni8 stud/, however, "systems" and "subsystems" are
considered generally synonymous, although the subsystem will
always be subordinate to a larger system.
tie viewpoint of command, a command system would be a
ays >r transmitting the decisions of a commander. This is,
of course, a process of oom^unicatlon. The commander's voice, the
ward slash of his swora to launch the attach, or a teletype
message, are all elements of command systems. A command system
oecome3, therefore, the whole group of related procedures whic.j
provide the uriorella under which the authority and responsibility
of command in a military organisation are exercised, ks such, it
deals not only with the functions of directing and controlling
but with tae whole spectrum of military activity.
Control
The military concept of control is allied to tr*e concept of
r.mand and all Its meanings. Ls relationship is demonstrated by
the manner in which standard military definitions have been
develo - . i xxiltary definition of control is: "Authority which
may be something less than full command exercised by a commander

over pa, oats or other organizations, x
om&and and control " is also used with
regularity and quite often in connection witn systems. It is
defined as:
q arrangement of personnel, facilities, I \e
means for information acquisition, processing, and
diss sanation eap, by a commander in planning,
direoting, and controlling operations. 2
ere are other uses of the word "control" by the military
that warrant examination. "Administrative control" is a phrase
used to delineate co-^and relationships. It is defined as:
section or exercise of authority over subordinate
or other organizations in respect to administrative
natters, such as personnel -anapeaent, supply, services,
and other matters not included in the operational missions
of the subordinates or other organizations.
3
other T.illtary phrase that follows the save conceptual pattern is
"operational command.** It is synonymous with "operational
control"^ and defined as:
Those functions of coanand involving the composition
of suoorilnate forces, ths asslunaent of tas&s, trie
designation of objectives and the authoritative direction
necessary to accomplish the mission. ... it does not
include such matters as administration, discipline,
internal organization, and unit training, except when a
subordinate commander requests assistance.
p nil w ——— »» —-»—— i ii i i i» i ii i».» ». m i i .mm-mwm
^•Jolnt Llotlonarj . p. .
bid ., p. 4>.
3 +bld ..p. 2.
3 ibld .

-jaices a clear distinction between the
administrative or management aspects of military command and the
operational aspects, similar dichotomies are drawn by Anthony la hifi
writings about management control systems. ,?e writes:
auagemeat control is the process by whioh managers
assure resources are obtained and used effectively
and eiflClentl/ in tne accomplishment of the organiza-
tion's oojectivas. . . .
anageaent control system is a total system in tne
sense that it embraces all aspects of the company's
operation. . . .
Control/ i« a process carried on wlthl * t^e frame-
woric estaolished by strategic plannin . ojectives,
facilities, and financial factors are more or less
accepted as given. *•
This approach seems to simply add that aanagement oontrol is doi;.
the functions of management effectively and efficiently.
defines operational control as "• • • the process of assurl . it
specific tas&s are carried out effectively and efficiently.
"
2
jt.ier writer emphasizes the information process. ie
writes: essence of control is action whioh adjusts operations
10 predetermined standards, and its oasis Is information in tne
nands of ^ana^era . (Italics mine.K
>oert V* Anthony, et al. t Ana^ement Control 3jo terns :r.t J
..•.sea • - \ - n ^ i - ." ( iomewood, ill.: Liehart o. Irwin, Inc., 1J65),
2 Ibld .. ?. 7.
i, ;herwln, "The /eanin Control," ieadla.o in
^ns^ement . eds* .-iax j. ards and -illian . . Islander
( Jlncln.iatl: South-Western Publishing Jo., l)5d) f p. 42.5.

spects, certain elements of oontroi systems oan
be deri/ed wh
.
>esie sets forth as;
1. -rttistormlned goal ... or yardstick.
A ^eaas of measuring current activity • . • •
coapari:*-. current activity with a
criterion.
4. a means of oorrao tin current activity
so as to acnleve the desired ,^oal. i
j .ijuiiti: of ^njLorjatlcri «ottl.-.
e common thread tnrougnout the systems just presented is
the need for information, Systems exist to fill this need. An
information system, therefore, is "the network of sll ooam-inlcations
etnods witnin an organization. Information say be derived from
nany sources o trier than a data processing unit, suon as by telephone,
3> contact wit i other people, or by studying an operation."
Information systems involve the Whole process of communications, but
ill Information cannot ae in constant flow, nor remembered by a
decision ma<ter. "a system for looatlng and selecting, on demand,
jertain ( jnts, or other graphic records relevant to a ^lven
jraation requirement from a file of such material" is an Informa-
tlon retrieval system.
Joseph ... assle, ^asentlaie of lana^ement (^nglewood
Cliffs, . '.; . rentice-JIall, Inc., lycA), p. .''
.
' k 9 5**i » * • iloaaarr . p. 5*.
i.

I be useful to management, however. Information must be
processed to isolate tnat which is important* Therefore for
.'poses of this study, a management information system Is a s/stea
Loation| storage, and retrieval of information, ifII
iaas i of processing It so as to produce useful
i for tne performance of the functions of management*
.8 distinction oe twees management control and operational
ntrol mainly serves the purpose of differentiating the type
information required* information systems, on the ether hand,
peraeate organisations, out management information systems must be
tallorej to produce Information useful to management's needs at the
various levels* vastly, all systeus must rely upon the communica-
tion system to oonnect them in a network to form the management
ays: . it is apparent then that many types of systems exist but
in the U. analysis all can he considered within the context of
lOageaeat systems, the classlf ioatlons only serve the purpose o£
providing a -sans of discuss ln the various aspects of management
in more manageable terms*
-ine aorps recognizes this interrelationship by
defining a management system as: "one which gathers information;
then processes, evaluates and Interprets the Information and develop.;
operating Instructions. The system next distributes the Instructions
and finally checks to see if they* re carried out. '
^adquarters, j. >. arlne ^orps, Marina Oorps Jommand and
.iana/.oaest presentation (2A*P), December, 196t, p. iI-^5.

js Jystams-».»a introducti
±he «arlne Oorps has many systems that fit the deXialtlo.is
previously developed. .are are many, however, that involve the
routine processes of dally business. j.s paper will examine the
new system: L are bein& developed and the systems be.
modified fco taxa advantage of computers.
-jae ay a tarns are classified by the • .urine Jorps as oommand
and management systeais • They are further classified into three
categories: functional area systems, tactical systems, and informa-
tion systems. Ihe functional area systems are, in turn, divided
into four parts: manpower, disbursing, supply, and maintenance.
Financial maaa*je..aeat is not classified as a system though,
lo$iaali,
, , it is dearly one anu will be treated as sucn heru.
orlne Jorps Joiaaaad and jaaageae/at Presents tijg
discussss fourteen major systems that are in various stages of
development or implementation. r&ls study will examine these and
jr syste that are pertinent. *he classification used by
tne .1'arlne Jorps has oeen followed except that manpower and dls-
oursin^ systems are discussed within trie same chapter oecauss of
close relationship that exists between them. The /arise Jorps has
i ; - .; :. op. oit ,

also classified aojie ay i as lnf i systems is
claasif lcatioi -:4s been abandoned beciaae all ayate-as could fit
Is cat's The ayateae so classified have bean 1 -er
"other systems'* along with two others of interest. There are
undoubt iany other ays tea* Lfl the marine ?orpa t but
attent i3 irawn to the newer systems.
•a beginnings of these systems could probably be traced to
the eataoilshaeat of the Marine ;orp3 itself, « -aodern manage*
sent revolution In the ullltary, however, had Its foundation In the
tional jeourlty *cjt of 19^7 «^ trlaary eapnaaia waa on the aan^
aent of aoney and froa this other ayateas have evolved, :r t ila
reason tne financial aana^eaent syates will be discussed flrat.
or full dlacuaslon of this point see J '. tela,
The .ian?* ,t of Jeieaae (ualtlaore: fhe Johns aopiclna ?re98, 19
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Acquis it ion of the necessary men, money and material to
accomplish the missions of the sarins Qorps and the effective and
efficient utilisation of these resources are the two major
responsibilities of the Commandant* Of all the systems that the
.Marine Corps has to assist in its management, that involving
flnanoial matters is probably the most important.
Understanding the financial management system of the Marine
Oorps requires understanding why and how the present system was
achieved* rfith this as a starting point, the impact of the latest
system can be placed in proper perspective* For these reasons the
background of the initial system is presented* It is followed by
a description of the existing system and the system to be
implemented on July 1, 1967*
Prior to the enactment of the National Security Act of 1947,
there was no legal requirement having to do with financial manage*




The Anti-Jeficienoy Aot of 1906— tn« primary statute relating to
expenditures—represented an effort to stop deficiency appropria-
tions and to tignten controls over budget execution* The Budgeting
and Accounting Aot of 1921 made a significant contribution towards
linking financial planning with objectives. 2 Section 1211 of the
Appropriation Act of 1951 modernized the anti-deficiency statutes,
but the real beginning of financial management was litis 1/ of the
National iscurl ty Aot Amendments of 1949 which ". . . contemplated
nothing less tnan a financial and management revolution in the armed
services."-*
One of the results of the amendments was that the military
services would not only prepare, present and justify estimates, but
also establish procedures to account for and report on the cost and
performance of identifiable programs* Oongress no longer wanted a
shopping list of goods to be bought, but. Instead, careful
systematic planning of the oosts of equipping, maintaining and
training ths services.
Ulfrsd H. Teiohler, LGD.i, ft*, et al .. "Administrative
Control of Funds'— The Antl-deflolency Story, Unpublished group
ressaroh project, The George Washington University Savy Graduate
financial .Management Program, 1962), p. 3.
Executive Office of the Presldsnt, :>ureau of the 3udget,
?he Bureau of the budget, dhat it is. What It joes (Washington, tUO.i
GPO, 1966), pp. 5-13.
3jesse jaurxhead, Government Sadgetln* (Sew Yorki Simon and
Schuster, inc., 1949), p. 163.
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Xhe same act established the role of the ooaptrollere within
the Department of Defense and the services • Their responsibilities
were for the preparation of budget estimates and the establishment
and supervision of principles, policies and procedures relating to
budget preparation and execution*
On June 1, 1950 the office of the Comptroller of the ilavy
was created* almost three years elapsed before comptrollers were
established below the departmental level in 1953.
*
Prior to the Secretary of the navy's polloy statement the
Sarins Dorps had tafcea action to implement title IV* A fiscal
division had been created within the staff of headquarters , Marine
Corps* but it was under the control of the QuartermasterGeneral*
Xhe first major breakthrough In implementing Title IV was the
creation of the Sarins Dorps Stock ?uad and the separation of ths
Fiscal Division from the control of the quartermaster-General.
*
The fiscal Director was given the responsibilities of a Comptroller*
1 J. 3*| Department of the iiavy* Secretary of the ^avy
Instruction 5400*4* November 13. 1953* p* 1*
2Kenneth W* Doadit and Major John B« Johnstone, J3HC.
*.,3r*-+I -4ft9ry of .ferine Dorps D^a|f ^anUa^pn, Marine Dorps
Historical aeferenoe Series, Huxiber 25 (Washington: ilstorloal
Branch* i-3 Division* Headquarters* a* S* Marine Corps* 1963)* p.2S.
ijor I* A* Wilcox, J3MJ* et aj. .. "financial Management in
the Marine Dorps: An evaluation" (Unpublished group research
project, Ihe seorge Washington University iiavy Graduate financial
sanagement Program* 1962). pp. 12*15*
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At levels below the headquarters, field coacacders were
never fully aware of the aoney required or the methods used la
obtaining supplies necessary to support their operations* Ihey fcnew
that the payaasters paid their troops and the supply departaent
provided their supplies* with ths beginning of fiscal year 1955 and
as a result of Title 17, the marine Corps developed a plan to share,
or decentralize, the financial management responsibility. Xhe
plan required the allotment of funds to field commanders and for
then to take an active part In budgeting for these funds, Ths
rationale In this plan was that the most accurate cost data were
available at the point where requirements were developed and
decisions were made to spend the funds* fhis point was at the field
ooaaanders headquarters, 2 /ieid ooaaanders would be provided with
budget guidance to assist hla In preparing rsallstlo financial
plans
•
idget guidance contains Information based upon the marine
Jorps Annual Program Objectives. The guidance provided Is
information relative to the budget year and the budget year plus
one for the following categories:
l^arins Oorps Institute, au^ot formulation and ^eoutlon.
HOI 34.661 (Washington, D. 0.: iarine Oorps institute, marine
Barracks, 1965), p. 1-3.




(-) Personnel . Includes planned military and
civilian personnel allocation to the command.
(2) iralnln^ and Operations . Contains guidance
relative to types of training to be required at both
the unit and the Individual level.
(3) ^o^lstlCB * Includes Instructions relative to
rental housing
,
purchases from the Stock Fund,
expected price increases authorized, maintenance of
facilities, and levels of supply to be maintained*
(4) Aviation . Inoludes guidance on available
training, Installations, material, and troops.
(5) special Service Ac^lyltlfs. Contains guidance
on appropriatea fundsupport for library books,
athletic team activities, and off-duty education. 1
the primary reason for decentralization of financial
management responsibility was to provide for a uniform system of
budgeting but there were other Important reasons. Commanders would
have control of their finances comparable to their control in other
areas. Oost-oonsciousnesa would be developed in all personnel
through acre thorough realization of the cost of material and
services consumed. More accurate data for development of budgets
would be created and more detailed justifications could be provided.
Decentralisation also would provide the Commandant with a method
whereby he could ensure a more efficient use of resources.
Commanders to whom appropriated funds are allotted or sub*
allotted have the following functions:
a. To examine their mission and assigned tanks and
determine the most economical means by which they may be
accomplished.
b. To prepare budget estimates setting forth fund
requirements for accomplishing the mission and assigned
tasks as required ^oy the issuer of the allotment or sub*
allotment.
Marine Corps Institute, p. 2*33*
2 Ibld .. p. 1-3.
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o. Do saoait these budget estimates, acooapanled
by detailed Justifications, to the allotment or sub*
allotment grantor*
d. lo prepare a financial plan for utilisation
of funds that is authorised in response to the budget
request*
e* 7o Insure that funds are utilized in acoordance
with approved plans and directives of higher authority*
i • To insure that funds authorized are not over*
ooaiaitted. over-obligated or over-expended,
f« iO maintain resords reflecting the status and
utilisation of authorized funds and to account for these
funds to either the CJoaaandant or the grantor of the
sub-allotaent. as specified by current regulations and
directives*
h* l'o conduct a continuous review of their fiscal
operations* 1
The unique structure of the Marine CJorps and its position
within the Apartment of the rtevy results in its being supported
directly by {arlne Corps appropriations and Indirectly by appro-
priations of other defense agencies* fhe primary sources of funds
are four appropriations and one revolving fund* they are:
a* Military Personnel* .ferine Oorss provides the
funds to finance costs directly attributable to personnel*
b* Reserve Personnel* larlne ?or?>a provides funds to
finance costs directly attributable to personnel in the
Marine Jorps Reserve and in the Officer Candidate Programs.
c Operations an? fo^e^ance,, Marine 3orp» provides
the funds to finance costs of ths operation and maintenance
of the arlne Corps* fhls appropriation is of primary
oonosrn to the field co&aanders because it directly
affects his operations*
d* Procurement, Marine Jorss flnanoes the purchases
of major lteas of equipment and ammunition*
e* Marine Jorps Jtocfc ?uad is the revolving fund for
whioh operating capital was initially furnished from funds
appropriated by Jongress and absorption of inventories at
ths time of its creation* Its operation capital is
sustained by transfer of funds froa other appropriations
*
z
jadquarters, J. 3* ;4arlne Corps, marine Oorps goaraanders
t
od financial Manaaeaent ,-ianual, . Marine Corps order P7000,9A
Uashlngton, j. C. : February 1. 1965)$ P* 3*
2 Ibld *, p. 1.
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£h9 other appropriations that support the Marine Corps are:
S illtary Personnel, Mavy
ieserve Personnel, May/
Operations and Maintenance, :.avy
Litar/ Cons traction, Navy
.Illtary Construction, .i'avy Ueserve
Aircraft and Helated Ixoouresent, -avy
'cureaent of Aircraft and .lsslles, >avy
vy ..anageaent ?und
.oearoh, i>evelopaent, Teat and evaluation, »ayy
/aaily Heating Defense (Marine Corps Subheads) 1
Of all the appropriations that support the Marine Corps
there are only seven for wilob the rlarins Corps has forsal
responsibility for budget forsulatlon and execution, These are the
Marine Corps appropriations; Research, Development, Test and
evaluation, ,avy; and Faally Housing, Defense. The Fleet Harlne
Force commanders become Involved only with Operations and 'ainten-
anoe, Marine Corps* Headquarters, 'arine Corps and colanders
vithin the supporting establishment formulate budgets for the other
2
appropriations* One exception to this is the involvement of
riarine Corps aviation in contributing to budget formulation under
the auspices of >avy aviation commands*
une of the purposes of decentralizing financial manageaeat
wlthiu the arine Corps was to align financial responsibility with
command responsibility* Methods of funding have not supported this
concept* it aust be realized, however, is that field commanders
Vutrlne Corps Institute, p. 2-3*
2 headquarters, J* 3* Kuril
januai, .iariae
TmT, p. 3-3.
;* Ma ine Corps, financial Accounting
;4anu l. marin Corps order P7300.3A (Washington, ;;. C. : June 3*
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have control only over a limited number of activities. For this
reason, they have been given financial responsibility for only the
things they can directly control. There are cases where they
receive funds from other appropriations but the main direction and
control is exercised by Headquarters, J. 3. Marine Oorps
.
The Plannlng-Programmlng-audgetin;; System
In the late 1950 *s the gaps between budgets and plans were
recognized at Headquarters, J. S. Marine Corps. Study and develop-
ment commenced in 1957 and the Marine Corps Planning and Programming
System was established in 1959. Thus, the Marine Corps had three
years experience when the Department of Defense Implemented its
planning-programming-budgetlng system (PP33) in 1962.
The planning-programmin^-budgetlng system has been the
subject of numerous books and articles and, therefore, will not be
discussed in detail. 2 The system within the Marine Corps consists
of a planning process which provides for methodically determining
objectives; examining alternative methods; selecting a course of
action; and achieving a decision. This establishes direction and
control for the approved plans which are decisions of the Commandant
or higher authority. Programming is the process by which plans are
•*• tarlne Corps Command and Management Presentation , p. 11-14.
p
r'or discussion of the plannlng-programming-budgetlng system
see Charles J. Hitch, iteolsloa Making for Jefense (Berkeley: 1965)
and David Novick, ed.. Program Budgeting (Washington: CPO, 1964).

trans latea lata approved programs, it Involves deteraination of the
quantity and t losing of resource requirements and emphasises the
realities of cost, feasibility and effectiveness, programming also
Identifies alternative courses of action In terms of cost and
effectiveness to achieve approved objectives or plans. Josts froa
a programing standpoint are placed In three categories. These are:
the development costs of a program; acquisition costs; and the cost
i
of operating the program over its useful life. fhe cadge ting
process translates the costs of programs Into the appropriation
language for annual budget requests.
2his relationship is explained by the Marine Jorps in the
following manner:
e annual Marine Jorps budget request is not an
entity unto Itself. It has Its roots in the past, and
must be directly related to what Is to be done in the
future as reflected in programming documents. The
portion of the total oosts of approved marine Jorps
programs required during the budget year equals the
iariae Jorps budget request for that year, plus those
portions of appropriations not sponsored tij the Marine
Jorps, out union support It.*
ihe fourth process Is the appraisal function, ihls "• • •
Involves the timely and impartial analysis of all essential informa-
tion in order to evaluate the progress, effectiveness, eXflolency
3
and balance of the total effort," —in simple terms, an accounting
and review process.
*• leadquarters, J. S. Marine Jorps, Marine lorpn .Manual for
Planning and Programming . Headquarters Order ?3121.2, January 29,
1965, P. 1-3-




thM oonoept of decentralization of financial management is
also used within the headquarters. Sach .arias ;orpa appropriation1
and saca .av/ appropriation for which the headquarters la Involved2
has a staff officer as the appropriation sponsor. This results in
staff officers having cognizance over an area being responsible for
financial management supervision of that area.
Ihe organization for programming Is contained in Figure
This snows the interrelationships and responsibilities involved in
developing arlne Jorps programs. Figure 5 shows the organization
for budgeting and program costing and the appropriation sponsors.
me sequence of planning and programming and the flow of
decisions, guidance, information, advice, proposals and response
are shown In Figure 6. Xhls figure also relates the PPB8 system
in the .iarine Jorps to the Jcpartmente of the . avy and jefense.
Once a program has been submitted and approved it becomes part of
the Five .'tar ^efense Plan.
To change a program, a Program Change Request (previously
known as a Program CShange Proposal) must be submitted. This process
Is reflected in Figure 7.
^s shown in Figures 4 and 5, all major staff elements are
involved In the system, though in different relationships. The
focal elements in tno process are the Jeputy Chief of Staff (Plans
1
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I PROGRAM OBJECT IVES |
SEQUENCE Or PUNNING AND PROGRAMMING
DESCRIPTION
\ The Marine Corps Long Range Plan (10-20 years In future)
CJI.RS3) I consists:
1. Appraisal of strategic situation.
2. Long range concept of operations.
3. Long range force structure to be evolved.
4. Estimate of Marine Corps requirements.
1 Tho M. U-Rango Objectives Plan (2-10 years
1. Appraisal of Murine Corps roles and slsslons.
..is operations for cold,
general war.
r« and organizational objectives con-
..rps.
4. Pi .ors.
..ps Prograja Docuscnts provide lnfor-
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.on of how CMC plans to employ
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flow of Decision, Guidance. Information, Advice, proposals and Response
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PiCGUH frYTSAKPl {M.wcA...-«ti .... YCft. Pr,r.. .. J
riKAlt)
J$BU!X>aT Translates FYDF Into Appropriation Language $Q
Subject Issues—Transmits decisions of SecDef that bind budget submission
(This Figure has been adapted fron >!,inual for Planning .ind : . '121.2, and
)'. irlno Corps Con-.arlrrs and Flnancl.il r-"-nt . .7300.9A)
Fig. 6.--Sequonco of Plan.-,. - tho Flov of Decision,
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Fig. 7. --Program Change Request Flow Chart
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and Program*) and the Fiscal Director, this relationship is also
reflected in their missions.*
At is not readily apparent is the disparity that exists
between the appropriation structure 2 and the Department of Defense
program and program element structure, figure 3 reflects the
program and program element structure of the marine Corps prior to
the irapiementatlon of the department of Defense Jiesouroes Management
3/steoi, which will be discussed later.
ill the staff is involved with programs and budgets but the
programs are expressed in program language and tne budget is
expressed in appropriation language, /unds are granted, spent,
managed, and accounted for in terms of appropriations resulting in
the costing of programs being a problem of calculations for which
relationships may or may not exist. As a consequenoe the budget
wnioa in a well managed business is looked upon as an aid to
management in executing their plans, ^ is in the Department of
defense a constraint, ieoognltlon of this fact and other problems
has resulted in the Resources Management System.
^ee appendix XI
«
23uora . p. 4?.
-Robert • Anthony, '"-lew frontiers in Defense financial
Management, Jhe federal Accoaatant . £1, Jo, 4 (June, 1962), p. 24,
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figure 3.—Programs and Prograa Jleaents in the
;,artaent of ^elenae .'ive lear jefenae
Plan In which Marine Sorpa
rcea are Involved
strategic fetaj.JLatpry forces
issile forces, >*e Based
pfflt^ental Air and .4isaHj.e i)efenge Forces
. veillaace and *arnin.; Jyats-as
lfftl?a; jurpjsa/prpea
-tack. Garrler strifce Forces
.'/alliance and Ocean Control Forces
Aapnioloua Assault Forces
orpoae Jo-abat forces
aclal Soabat support forces
logistic and Operational Support /orces
naand Ooaaunioatlons and Joaaand Support
arine Jorpa Jivlslon/Wlnp. feasa
leet support 3aoes, stations and Activities
General Purpose forces
General Support





individual Training and education- Mavy
Individual .Training and Sduo&tlon-marine Jorpa
Intelligence and Security- avy
inicitiona- »av/
Ttlo Support- Javy
iistio Support-, arine Jorpa
Llitary Faiily acueing
oaand and seneral Support-;7avy
ioramand and General Support-Xarlne Corps
ational Military Joamaad Syates (IKQA)
defense Atomic Support i'ro&rasi-iJavy
-upport-Savy
4Adapted froa Appendix A to J. S, Marine Corps headquarters
Order PJ121.2, January 12, 1965.
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&rlae Corps Post :>oaaX
.te ok.ground.
fhe development of coat-ef fectiveness ,ais within the
Jepartment of release raq aires a rapid and accurate sethod of
estimating the costs of many alternative programs and is directly
involved with planning and programmir. is requires the develop-
meat of a cost aodel. The cost jiodel is an attempt to evaluate in a
systematic, reproducible and aocurate manner tne cost Implications
of alternative programs of the ;iarlne Corps. Costs of the
alternatives are useful to the Marine Oorps in ma&iag oost-
effectiveness studies in deciding among alternatives and in
response to requests for such Information by the department of
defense. 2
On June 27 » 1966 two directives were issued to the head-
quarters on the subject of the development of a Marine Oorps Oost
odel. One directive stated the policies and procedures for the
development and implementation of the cost aodel-' and the other
4
established work groups for development of the cost model.
^or a discussion of the application of econometric cost
models see Charles J, itoh and Hoian aan, "he Ccoaoialog of
196TF
wc lease la trie ~uc*.eur ~^g ^ Cambridge : arvard University Press,
1 1).
adquarters, , -^rine Oorps, Policies and Irooedares
for tas ^evslopnent and implementation of the /arlae 0oro3 Post
Model
.
Ceadquarters Order 525Q.1. June 27. 1966.
3 lbld .
h
adquarters, . rine Oorps, Establishment and
i v.actiai.^ .-. o l .-.arlnfc Corps jest »-.od,ei .or* croups , headquarters
Order 5250.
2
f June 27, 19*4.
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Post Ao&el Concept Defined
A cost model is a set of data relating to the C03ts of
various basic elements of a military service and the interrelation'
ship between them which will enable the total costs of any force
structure or the incremental costs due to change to be estimated.
The .~;arina 2orps Soot Model incept has been defined as
follows:
1. i'he objective . • . will oa to enable various
interested parties within the . ariae aorps to determine
the cost implications of proposed alternative tarlne
Gorps programs with the necessary rapidity and accuracy
wnlch will assist in arriving at timely and a riate
decisions.
2« enlevement of this oojeotlve requires the
establishment of a structural model of tie Marine Oorps
which will express the interrelationships oatween
various activities of the marine 3orps, and whloh will
show how tae costs of all activities would change in
relation to a given proposed chan ~e in any one of the 7!.
fhe operational focus of the model will be primarily
on -arlne Dorps foroes involved in the execution of
tie statutory responsibility for seizure of advanced
naval bases and other land operations required in the
00 f a naval campaign.
3. The impact of changes in the force level and
force structure of the .{arlne Jorps upon the otner
services and Department of defense agencies is required
as a part of a model used for portraying tne costs of
proposed programs.
4, Jost-estluaatlQo relationships wnlca provide
accurate estimates of cost and aaapower iajolioationa
of new weapons systems will comprise a necessary adjunct
to such a model.
^
*fiq« o . olicles aau xrooeaurea . . . , headquarters




is model will encompass all as peats of cost pertaining to
the Marine Jor ?s including all aviation aspects now Included In the
del.
AespoaslbUltles
i Deputy Jhief of Staff ^aarca, development and
. »udlesj Is given the responsiolllty for primary staff supervision
in all policy matters concerning the cost model. ie al30 serves as
chairman of the Advisory Jomftittee for trie Jost odel and Is to
supervise tae development and internal coordination. The advisory
committee consists of representatives fr 3 following staff
2
sections:
>uty Jhief of itaff (research, development and studies)
Deputy Jhief of itaff (Plans and raus)
Deputy Jhief of ^taff (Air)
Assistant Jhief of 'Staff, ~-l
assistant Jhief oi Jtaff, u-2
Assistant Jhief of itaff, &-3
assistant Jhief of Staff, J-4
-cal Director of the /arlne Jorps
Data v/s terns Division
. Lrector of Personnel
ifter caster general
3
Iwo ty;>es of worx groups are specified. 9 Jost -todel
Development «or< ^rou? consists of the xarlne Jorps Operations
Analysis ,roup and its assigned officers. lei Advisory <or<
l lold .




Groups consist of the representatives of the various Interested
staff elements. The function of t>iese groups is to provide
assistance to the developmental <;roup.* The use of work groups
assures broad staff representation during development of the model.
The/ can apply collective professional and technical Judgment and
experience to developing and evaluating tha model.
caouroes ent 3vst
utle apparent advantage was realized by submitting
performance t/pe budgets from the point of view of equating the
2budget to national goals.
Jharies J. iitch became the assistant Secretary of Defense
(Comptroller) in 1961 and implemented the rianning-Prograajsing-
3udgetin^ "»yate:a. This system provided for long-range planning,
a program structure in terms of missions, forces and weapons to
accomplish national objectives, and the analytical comparison of
alternatives. Planning and programming have proved to be workable
and effective but these phases have not yet been integrated with
budgeting. PJ 2 has been in operation six years, yet the Department
of Defense still sub-cits budgets under the performance appropria-
tions. Thus the budgetary process as described by Aaron Vlldavsky




remains ". . . incremental, fragmented, non-pro gramaatic, and
sequential. *
in the daa-i©r of i?65i to »bert l« >nthony was appointed
Assistant Jeoretary ot jefenae ( Comptroller) with a mandate to mane
2
aajor changes in the programm ing, bai^eting and accounting systems.
ij October, 1905* the Secretary of defense had received and
approved a memorandum prepared by Dr« *nthony which set forth the
concepts lor a aanagsaent control system. ^ la system was named
project . (an acronym for Priority Management uf forts ) and is
to be implemented iif July 1, l>t>7* in January, 1966, tee Secretary
of Jcfense promulgated a directive setting foi e responsibilities
of the Comptroller as follows:
a* Advise and assist JeeOef in Programming,
budgetary and fiscal functions,
b. . ovlde for design and installation of resources
Management systems thr
e. Jollect, analyse, and report management inforua-
tion for , ), and other?
i/ouroa -lldavsdy, ihecolltlos of the 3ud<etary Frooass
iton: Little, irown and ;o., 1V»M, p. 135,
^Office of the assistant Jeeretary of defense (Comptroller)
a ?rlser on Project Pill.; (Washington: apartment of Defense,
.'ioveaoer, 1>06>, p. 4.
** resources .management system," a presentation to
Comptrollers of 3ureaus, Offices and headquarters, . . lrlne
CJorpa, rvpril 26, 1.
^Office of the assistant secretary of uefense (Comptroller)
A. frlaer on »To^eot ni..~. p. 4.





Ihus, Jr. Anthony was given two chorea: first to develop
and Install Project PRIMS and secondly to develop a comprehensive
system for management control.
The overall system affects the entire management process and
Is envisioned to Integrate plannl , budgeting,
management of Investment items, management of operation, accounting,
reporting and auditing. * two corollaries evolve from analysis of
the various writings and speeches on this system. First, emphasis
will be on the total costs of resources consumed and the outputs
attained. jcondly, the authority to impose a workload or mission
will be accompanied by the responsibility to provide resources
necessary to perform assigned tasfcs. 2
The goal of the Hesouroes Management !3ystes is to ". • .
provide all managers at all levels within the the means by whioh
to assure that resources are obtained and used effectively and
efficiently in the accomplishment of ODD objectives .""
obert !« Anthony a "the *hat and Why of Project Prime,"
An address by Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller } iobert
. Anthony to jefense management Systems bourse, aval Postgraduate
School, onterey, (California. ast 5, 1
2 lblq>




>Ject jaases pro Lag and budgeting,
operations aud maintenance, and appropriation and fund account!
ihus a distinction is made between the nanagement of operations and
oapital acquisitions . . is concerned with resources consumed
(inputs ) ana results (outputs) obtained by responsible managers
within a specified time frame or in accomplishment of a specific
taste. The other processes or systems provide empnasis on the items
and projects being acquired. 1
i reject £ requires changes i* tee programming system.
The present programming process is based upon two types of planning.
The first is the preparation and continuous updating process of the
tfive Kear Jdfense Plan. i'he second is the development of the annual
budget for the current year wnich is the translation of the
financial aspects of the programs into appropriation language.
This is a reexamination of the programs in the light of overall
pbalance and tneir financial feasibility. Jhanges to the program and
program element structure are required to implement Project P
/lgure 9 shows a comparison of the old program structure
with the new program structure. This reorganization results in the
Anthony, "the What and *hy of Project
jvioit, op. clt .. Ohapter 3.

b4
Mx. oir, p;t:y; 22*. NOV PROGRAM
VIII Retired Pay
IX Military Assistance
I Strategic Ratal itory Forces
II Conlnental Air Missile Defense
Forces
III General Purpose Forces
IV Airlift/Seal if t Forces
V Reserve & Guard Forces
VI Research & Development
VII General Support -
—
Strategic Forces
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Chart developed fro* A Primer on Project PRPC * page* 13-35
Fig. 9.••Comparison of Existing DOD Program Structures with the Nsat Program
Structure 0nder Resources Management.
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program structure being divided into two types— those activities
which directly contribute to the defease posture on whloh
Independent decisions are made and those activities that are
dependent oa the size and position of the independent aotivitles
for detenlalng their 3lze and resources. The analogy involved in
restructuring program elements is that there are nlsslon program
elements (basically the fighting forces) and the service program
elements (the suDporting forces). The mission program elements are
charged with all costs including the service and support received
from the service units. The service program elements reflect those
costs for which the mission elements do not pay. This results in
full-costing procedures for those forces which contribute directly
to national defense.
Operating expenses will be budgeted by program element
structure. aerating expenses will include cost of military
personnel and costs of operations and maintenance. lib the
existing appropriation structure tnls will require budgeting for
two appropriations simultaneously. Uniform functional accounts will
also be used to provide a common basis for expense reporting in all
2the services. Ibe major problem at this time is that Congress has
not ohanged the way it desires to see the budget submitted. If
Congress does not change the format of the appropriations then,
Office of the Assistant lecretary of Defense ( Jo/nptroller)
,
| .rimer on irojeot Pallid , p. 31.
2 lbld .. p. 59.

theoretically, conversion will oe accomplished at the military
department level and the services will function under the new
procedures.
.,.>: v Jhan>ke3
oseat accounting within the services is financial
account: oared to the requirements of external reporting and in
306 t cases not readily usable to military managers* Three factors
appear within Project that are of -flcant change. At the
present time the costs of military personnel are budgeted and
accounted for by each service on an aggregate basis. In the Marine
Corps, for example, two-thirds of its annual budget is attributable
to the cost of personnel.^ It is badgeted for by ieadquarters,
Marine Corps. Jnder 11 services provided by military
personnel to an organization will be budgeted for and charged to
that organization. e one exception to this will be the military
personnel assigned to corbat units. this case each service will
accumulate standard costs for each coabat unit.
i ibia >. p. A3.
2 Captain u. ^uKemaa, <j.i.'.J, "vjst nocouating in the Appro-
priation Operation aad laintenanoe, .iarine Corps," (unpublished
master's thesis, i'he George nashington jniversity. 1963)
.
^d«tet of tne unite i Jtata.s ^ovarnmeat. for the fiscal gear
^nilnu; J^ e 50. 1957 («aghln*top: Government Erlntla* Office. I960),
ffice of the Assistant Secretary of defense (Comptroller),
.t .rimer on -ro.leot ..... . >. .;. 31.
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the next significant changes are the factors of expense and
Investment items* This is a departure from current procedures in
that anything far whioh a oommander obligates his funds is
considered to be a cost or expense* In some oases it could be over
a /ear before he receives the item for which the obligation was
made* Under P&XJtB expense items are items that contribute to the
current operation of the organization* Investment costs are
associated with the acquisition of equipment and real property*
The rationale in determining what is an expense or investment item
is contained in Figure 10.
Changes in the accounting procedures are envisioned in
light of the establishment of the uniform expense structures*
.establishment of uniform accounts will provide the llnfc between
programs, budgeting* accounting and reporting. 1
The other major change Involved is extension of the working
oapltal funds, fhe cost of inventories in the stock funds will be
oarrled in suspense until time of issue at which time they will
become expense items to the organizations receiving them* This
results in less "free goods" being available to operating units—
they will pay for what they use. 2 Industrial funds will also be
expanded and for the same reasons*







































Fig, 10. --Investment Cost Decision Diagram
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The purpose of ?RIMS la to .uake coaaaaders aware of the
fall 008 t of their operatioas and to provide thas with management
toola that will eaable than to compare their actual oosts vfitn their
budgeted ooats* It will also provide higher echeloas with a means
for determining that reaourcea are used efficiently aad effectively.
*r. Anthony has stated:
ft matter how sophisticated a combination of accounts
aad reports may be, it is worthless unless it has two
characteristics; (1) the operating aaaager aust fiad it
useful} (2) It aust motivate operating managers to take
actions which are la the best interest of the total
enterprise.*
the purpose of the decentralization of financial management
la the .iarlae 3orps was to give commanders responsibility for their
flaaaces comparable to their responsibility la other areas, the
functions they are called upon to perform in relation to their fuads
fora the basis of Carlos 3orps financial aanageaent as it relates
to the commanders. Conceptually the Resources ^aaageaeat System aad
Project PS1KB are not greatly different thaa the systea that aow
exists. The areas of difference appear to be aore mechanical thaa
conceptual, "o atteapt will be aade to evaluate the meohaaical
changes involved since as the deadline for implementation approaches
changes are continuing to occur.




Since the FMF commands are combat units they are exempt
from oosting military personnel. Considering the constraints on
personnel in FMJ units this appears only logical. The FMP commander
does not have any significant control over his personnel strengths,
therefore, budgeting and accounting for their costs would be just
an administrative burden. The value of costing military personnel
at levels above the FMF and in non-combat organizations could prove
of value. Certainly the costs of military personnel must be
included in the program element structure if the costs of programs
are to be meaningful and useful.
Full costing is another matter. Much of the materials that
FMF commanders receive are received as free goods. By having to
pay for the things they use and services they receive they cannot
help but be more conscious of the costs. In this same light the
separation of expense items and investment items will provide the
commander with a much clearer picture of his operating costs. As a
result he should be able to deduce alternative ways of accomplishing
the same objective and then choose the one that is the most
effective and least costly. Whether or not the system will
positively motivate the commander can be answered only by the test






rlficatlon of the accounting structure and unified account^
should produce the greatest advantage* mil costing and accrual
accounting, as envisioned b/ Project tsilAi, will show what current
cos ts are and what the/ are closer to the time of occurrence than at
present* Xhls should provide for closer control and should also
generate more accurate data for the budget. Hopefully, F&IKB will
integrate tne budgeting, accounting and reporting process*
?roa this latter aspect the greatest benefit could be
derived* it Project fllMl will provide a means of developing
accurate cost data upon which to base budgets then a major step
forward will be taken. Jut this step can only be taken If the new
data developed contribute aore than the present data in the form of
Justification for the Congress. From a budgetary viewpoint this
beoomes a question that only time and the Congress can answer.
Thus the appropriation structure becomes the major problem.
If Congress feels that the new program structures will ira prove its
control, then the appropriation structure may be changed. If
conversion of the data accumulated under this new system does not
prove to be readily convertible to the appropriation structure, as
Or, sathony has stated, or if Congress doee not yield, then it is
foreseeable that the burden of two accounting systems could befall
the Marine Corps. The ramifications of this are many. What -aust be
remembered is that the Marine Corps is Involved in matters of life
and death—not profit and loss. Any system or procedure that does
not contribute to oombat effectiveness and success on tne battlefield
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is far more expensive than the cost of its Implementation and
operation*
Ihe decision to decentralise financial management in tne
marine Jorps was a sound one. The requirement for all marines to
participate in financial management has provided a sound foundation
upon which to build a financial management control system. Develop-
ment of tne marine Jorps Jost .lodel will help place financial
planning on a more solentlfio basis. Project F&HI3 is another step
and the ^Sarins Jorps should not find too great a change except in
the mechanical aspects of accounting.
*
• iarine Oorps attitude towards the new system is summed up
as follows;
The answer is quite simple••whatever the system,
whatever the requirements, we will adopt it and operate
it to gain and expend resources to the best Interests of
*ue ~orps and the Jaited States. 2
1 interviews with J. *'. Jojllaao, Assistant uead. Accounting
Branch, /iscal division, headquarters. &. 3. .-iarlns Oorps,
February 3rd and 24th. 1?67.




As previous ly discussed, any syste-n or procedure developed
by the xiarlne Jorps siust comply with existing legislation and the
regulations of the Jepartaent of Defense, A system was needed to
ooaply with the standardised requirements of the jepartaicnt of
Defense Military standard Requisitioning and Issue Procedures
(«(IL5THI?) and Military Standard Transaction Reporting and
Accounting Procedures (XX13THA7 J. 1
In addition, the concepts of the Military Supply and
Transportation evaluation Procedures (JflLStSP), Military standard
Transporta tion and ^ovsaent Procedures (KIi&rAMP), Military
Standard Contract Administration Procedures (KLLSOA?), and the
Defense Supply Agency Mechanization of Warehousing and Shipment
Prooesslnj (M0HA3P) must be used in designing the system.
eadquartere, <J. ->• tarin© Jorps, M i?:ig •> Intro iuo 1 1 o n





1 ;-. the ;a3ply Jepartaeat completed a study of the
supply business la the Marine Oorpa. This stud/, Supply department
Study 3-62, provided recommendations for how the toarine Jorpa could
not only *eep in stop with, but ^et ahead of the trends la the
Department of Defease toward standardization, centralization, and
sophistication 1 rho ;-iarlne Corps Unified Materiel, .Management
Systems (IMMNt) and the Supported Activities Supply Syst^sai (SAS^l)
were the results of this study.
• .larine Jorps Jalfied aaterlel Management System has been
defined aa "an integrated supply management system which satisfied
internal and external requirements through full use of modern
J
management techniques and automatic data processing equipment,
Xhe scope and complexity of 5 become readily apparent
when it la realized that seventeen manuals of instruction are
required, jns manual provides an overview of the total system,
fifteen other manuals are for each of the subays terns, and one manual
provides the reference for card layouts, for us, and definitions of
codes and term3 used.
•'' Ibid ., p. A-01-,.
' ajor :i. ft calling, 33HO. n . . the *ord, M Marine Oorps
Sasette . LI, »o. 1 (December, 1963), p. 36,
. 1-W InWrtmpUon ^a^t 98t ?U«> P« A-01-3; not all havi
been promulgated and are in the process of preparation.
n *«
rhe purpose of centralisation was to estaollah clear-cut
lines of responsibility and authority; to eliminate duplication;
and to provide a means for the supply system to 6e aore responsive
to current and future requirements.* In addition, automation was
more readily adaptable to a centralized system. lek access time
to computers 9 memory banks, nano-seoond processing time, and the
uss of communication networks supported this concept. the use of
oomputers permits the use of simulation sodels, forecasts,
probability theory, and management by exception of the thousands
of items in the supply system* Automation also provides the
capability to integrate the quantitative aspects of the supply
operation with the financial operations. 5 The design of the system
provides for simultaneous recording of all transactions in each
a
area affectod.
Marine 3oro3 -latrloutloa Jvatam
the title " ariae Corps Distribution System" is given to the
fifteen functional subsystems that comprise . . l^ure 11
provides a listing of the MtHBU subsystems and their number
* Marine Coraa ^oi&jiaad and uauu^iant xreaaafcatloa . oo. alt .,
p. 3up-9.
2 ibld .
interview with hajor L. R« Seaman, JSMQ, Systems and
Procedures ieotion, Jupply department, headquarters, J. )« arine
Corps, February 13, 19'37.
V.3 ^r94H9U<>ft :1W,A» vPt °l**
oiq
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-ore XI. *arlne 3orps Unified lateriel >lanagement
System Subsystem Sames and Sumbar Identifiers
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16 Mechanisation of *»arehousing and Shipment
Processing ( '?)
37 Direct Support 3 took Control (U330)




12 Depot Maintenance Manage?Eent
13 Controlled Item Management
1A Budget Data
15 Special Programs




identifiers. Xhe relationsnip of the subsystems with other Marine
Corps and department of defense systems is shown in Figure 12*
The Inventory Jontrol i-olnt (13?) and the remote Storage Activities
iA's) are linfced by the Automatic Digital Network (AUTODIO.
•101 also links the total system to the Defense Supply Agency
(UUL) activities, such as tne Defense ^-istics Servloes Center
(Ji#S3) f defense cupply Centers (DVC's), Defense Contract
Administration Services regions (jO/Ux'b), and with installations
of the other services where necessary* Data in each Marine Corps
functional subsystem are available to any other subsystem for use in
preparl-14 rsports and documents*
jae of the major objectives is to provide the means whereby
a military unit drops a punched card requisition in a communication
terminal, and the data contained on the card are transmitted
electronically to the Inventory Control Point. At the 10? the
computer processes the requisition. Issues sn order to the Hemote
;>rage Activities to issue or ship the requested item, and provides
the unit with a status report* figure 15 depicts this process*
The inventory Control Cubsystem provides centralised control
of stocks* issues* receipts, and requirements* this subsystem has
the ability to segregate the inventory record of the central











See Figure 11 for names and numbers of Subsystems
Fig. 12.—Relationship of MUMMS Subsystems with other Marine Corps
and DOD Systems.

Fig. 13.—MUMMS Requisitioning Procedure
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the Issue and backorder of supplies • Ous toners are automatically
provided with status reports* Demand Is forecast, stock levels
puted and requirements are Identified from Initial planning to
ultimate use.
The icey features of the Inventory Control .Subsystem are
rapid transmission of transactions and data via aul resulting
In faster up-dating of records and fast response to user's needs*
Jse of MXL3THIP provides the means to spaa* tne eaaa language
within the Marine Jorps, as well as with other agencies. In
requisitioning and Issuing supplies . KltfffteJ also provides the
jeans of meeting the reporting requirements of the Department of
Defense.*
e master Inventory file Is the major element of the
subsystem. It Is the "master memory" containing control codes,
asset data, demand data, movement lata. Interohangeabillty and
substltutablllty data, repair data, location data, and Identifica-
tion for any Item with a federal a toes: number. 3 x Q short. It
provides a fully cross-Indexed, correlated catalogue.
The stores Accounting Subsystem automatically records and
accumulates all data required for financial analysis of Inventory
>adquarters, >. >• arine Dorps, A^ltary standard
Requisitioning and Issue Vrooedures . marine Oorps Order i?4^3'3*17A.
-larch 15, 1965.
2department of Defense Joint Regulation No. DOJJ 4540.2- ,
l^t^ry 3*aaflar<l ^asportation and ^ve ffleat ^oyd'uyff,
Hmjp l, \j-*j%




movement and for control and accounting of cash resources as well
as financial inventory balances. Timely management reports are
prodaoed for review and decision making and for financial control
aotlons*
• Automated Procurement Subsystem provides semlautomated
requests for oontraot or price quotations for supplies or services
for commercial purchases cased upon requirements generated by the
Inventory Control Subsystem, ?he semlautomated request consists
of a printed request for quotation and a printed document containing
previous procurement history; identification of potential suppliers;
specification and drawing numbers; and other pertinent data
necessary for the buyer to select, solicit bids, evaluate and award
contracts* The key feature is the reduction in administrative lead-
time due to a complete procurement package being provided the
buyer •*
Xhe Mechanization of Warehousing and Shipment Processing
^system (MOVASP) automates the procedure for shipment of supplies,
receipt of supplies, storage operations, and the preparation of
management reports, It simplifies the warehousing and shipping
operations through elimination of unnecessary manual methods. 2 The
location and shipping data; data for maximum freight consolidation,
printing of shipping documents from computer files; and management
reports are all provided automatically.
1
Ibld .. p. i-03-3.
2 lbld .. p. i-34-3.
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The Jlreot Support Stocfc Control Subsystem (£69 :) records
and accumulates all data required for routine record keepi*-
requisitioains, reporting and for development of hletorloal data.
This subsystem contains the accounts of self-service centers which
provide certain classes of consumable supplies, retail olothln&
outlets* subsistence outlets, ammunition outlets, petroleum product
outlets, and separate Individual clothing outlets* Ivocordfcaeplag
at these issue points is eliminated. Past demand history provides
the basis of automatic requisitioning and records and reports are
developed automatically, it also provides for automatic disposal
of excesses and redistribution between issue points based upon
programmed rules.*
The Technical Data management Subsystem (TDK) establishes
the policies and rules and develops the procedures related to the
Federal Cataloguing ?ro-ram and selected management data programs
of the department of Defense. This subsystem provides for the
automation of cataloguing techniques, records of technical docu-
mentation, and the development and publishing of Marine ~orps
federal catalog management lists. 2
The applications Subsystem (APPL) provides an automated
capability to identify repair parts to all of their applications to
component items of equipment or to the end Item of which the
^• Ibld .. p. 3-05-3.




component is a part* Peculiar aad ooaaon itea* can be easily
identified, the capaoiiity exists to identify the ran/« and
density of repair parts required to support a specific Itea of
equipment. Various changes to publications and the ability to print
parts application lists are also part of the system. 2
i ^rovlslonln-: Jubsyatem (£207) assures that the Initial
spares, repair parts, special tools, test equipment required to
initially support new iteas are obtained and properly distributed
to trie organizations receiving the new Items. This subsystem,
functioning tnrou^h other subsystems, establishes supply support
with single managers; updates application files; and causes new
iteas to oe entered into the Inventory Control oubsy3te:a. it also
I prepares repair parts orders, component lists, and repair parts
lists, financial management data for budgeting are generated and
I
the effectiveness of provisioning is evaluated*
xhe iar Reserve Jubsystsa ( develops the reoord of
all aaterlel requlresents authorized for acquisition by the Marine
Corps on t.;e day mobilization is directed. Various withdrawal
plans sstaollsn requirements or Inventory levels which are processed
routinely in the inventory Control .Subsystem to ensure that the
proper inventory reserves are protected. jpoa the execution of a
withdrawal plan tne necessary transactions ars generated to the
x ibld .. p. ;J-07-3.
sA«
^ lbld .. p. ii-03-3.
t1<
Inventory Control Subsystem to cause release of the required
aaterlel.^ In essence, the War Tteserve Subsystem provides the
automated means for the supply system to respond to war plans and
aobllization requirements In the nuclear age,
intenanoe .Management .Subsystem Is
utilised by the repair Divisions at tho :arins Corps Supply Centers
for the automatic development and processir: ; of maintenance
management information. Labor utilisation, cost analysis reports,
quality assurance reports, materiel requirements and usage, and
historical data are developed through computer analysis of files
vaioh are kept current by employee input at remote devices. IS of
the reacts devices and simplified prepunched cards permits data to
be obtained at the source.
The- Controlled Item ianageaent Subsystem (00X12
contains complete asset data for principal items and depot repalr-
aolss. iul3ltlons for these items are compared against allowances
of the requisitloner by the computer. If the requisition is within
allowances it is processed; otherwise it is suspended for management
action. & oomplete range of allowance-type requirement data are
contained within the subsystem for the development of provisioning,
war reserve and application requirements. A complete assst picture
is recorded in the subsystem files and it also provides budgeting
data. 3
X Xbld .. p. 3-0>i.
2
I£i&-» P» 3-10-3.




Ih_ ;%% jata ,-iosystem extracts, accumulates, and
projects information vhlcu can be summarised to nest the needs of
budget and financial management reports. Che product of this
system is a Justifiable request for funds based upon actual accrued
accounts iiformation.
^oial Programs Subsystem ( ) is designed to
provide program manager one place for control, cost information,
and statue of his prograa. Special progress are included in the
syetea and miscellaneous management projects can be added as the
need arri/es.
apply Janageaent Information Subsystem ( 0)
provldeo the focal point for collecting useful data from all of the
subsysteas and for summarizing it into meaningful management reports
aaoh subsystem includes processes for generating input to this su
system. our areas for reporting have been pinpointed. They are
Alu
.
workload analysis, ' workload analysis, readiness
reporting and control, and financial analysis through integrated
reports.-*
te Allotment Accounting Subsystem is a completely automated
eye tea that records funding data froa the time the inventory Oontrol
>int initiates a requisition until the funds are liquidated. Ihis
system not only provides control to ensure that the funds are not
1ibJLd., p. *-12-3.
2 ibld .. p, xJ-15-3*
3 ;pld .. p. J-14-3.
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ovsrcoaaltted or oyer obligated but also provides all the data
necessary for tne preparation of local financial aanageaent reports
and for such reports that the Joaaandant of the Marine Jorps .light
require.*
Soaaary
HUHH3 was originally scheduled for operations to coaaence on
January 1* l?67t but technioal difficulties with coaputera and their
progrsas navs caused the date to be aoved to May 1, I967« ione-
t:eless when finally iapleasnted Kt&fKS will integrate supply and
supply f iaanolai aanagaaent through slaultaneous or near siaul-
taneous recording of transactions* .tsquisltlons will be processed
within the systea at the speed of iigbt because the coaponent
functional parts of the supply systea are United together. The use
of high speed ooaputers will reduce the reactioa tine and will
laprove the aocuracy of available aaaageaent laforaation data. The
.iarine Oorps will have an integrated, automated systea of
centralised supply amna^eaent that will provide all level;; with
aanageaent data*
I i provldse for a highly integrated systea for the
overall iarine ;srp3 distribution systea the need still exists for
controlled, rapid and reliable flow of supplies to and between units.
x Ibld .. p. J-15-%
o
Interview wltn Lt« Jol. . v. ^aves, , ^dalnistratlvs




rimely and accurate management tools are also required by the using
units* These requirements have resulted In the supported Activities
Supply iystem UA33*). 1
The 3A3i'f .iyatem
I develop all aspects of 3 a full-tiue tasic force was
established on June 15, 1966 based upon a Table of Organisation
2dated April 21, 1964. This task force functions under the staff
supervision of the Quartermaster Saneral of the Marine Jorps.
ree phases were established for the task force* fhe first
phase has been completed and the second phase is progressing. Ihe
final phase Is to be completed during fiscal year l?t
Jpon completion of the three phases a system will be
developed that Is envisioned to function as follows:
the requisition will take the form of a simple format
card delivered by mail or messenger or a message by
electronic means. At Jarvioe jattallon It will be entered
Into a computer by punched card* The computer will oxen
determine If assets are available within the Service
battalion to fill the requisition* if available, the
system will automatically initiate action to have the
requisition filled* At tne same time the requisitioning
activity's supply records will be updated, thus
eliminating tne need for 703 cards at the us In; unit
level* All accounting and documentation such as pick-
ups, drops, survey action, usage data and computation of
requirements, will be done at the service unit.
eadquartera J« U Marine Jorps, the Supported &ctlylt|es
iuppl.Y 3 tern (,,-.;.: ;. .Sarine Jorps jrder 4400.3, June 15, 1966.
3 Interview with L%« Joi. »aves, » op. cit *

If sufficient assets are not in stoc&, will
than interrogate the records of other uslnj an its to
determine if an excess situation exists where by
redistribution oan be effected to fill tne requisition.
If no excesses exist, • will then, because of its
.patibility wit; , enter the requisition into
that e/stec for processing and acti">n« ion ultimate
issue of the material, no matter what its souroe, the
unit's records held at Service Jattalion would be
automatically updated. 1
ill not only provide a Unit from the using units to
but it will provide a centralised, integrated supply system
within the divisions . it will also tie the using units aad Service
battalions acre closely together* The iervloe jattalions will
function not only as stoo&age and issue points but will also be
.
2
the divisions' supply management Information centers.
>ummar/
I is implemented its interface with will
produce an automated, integrated supply system etre toning almost
from the frontline .-Marine to the desx of the Jonmandant. is




.ariae Joros Jomaaad and !ana^emeat Presentation , op. olt .
2 Interview with .1aJor ieaaan, f op f oit .
3 ibld .

pie are the .iarine Corps' most valuable resource. The
coats of military personnel are approximately two*thirds of the
rlne ;orps oud^et. Personnel and pa/ systems have been in
existence since the first marine enlisted, out a continuing process
of improvement in the *aanasemeat af this manpower has been
conducted, it is tne new automated systems that are pertinent to
is study. Personnel and military pay have been combined because
of the interrelationship that exists and the integration of the
functions that is occurring.
f-er3oaael iyatem,
» personnel management the marine ;orps has twe systems.
"The marine Dorps Personnel System embraces all functions relative
to personnel aanagement." It • • . does not embrace matters
relatl > the administration of affairs. . . . Personnel
,4-Wt o£ Vae VajLt,e4 >frates w T ft , oa t cjlt.
dquarters, . i. aarlno Jorps, Marine Jorps Personnel




aaa&jreaent is defined by the .iarine ,orps as ". • . t..a process of
planning, organizing, directing, and sapervlsln- the procurement,
development, utilization and administration of personnel.''* It is
o
considered to be a function of all levels of command.
•sonnel procedures are the essential methods by which
personnel aanagement is effected, they **« a continuous process
operatln e career of a iarine, with the exception of
his procurement and separation. 'iinoe personnel iai: it is a
function of eoaaand, oommanders aust implement procedures in
accordance with policies of the ^o^andant that will:
a. lace the ri«ht person on the right Job ....
b. • - iulaie the individual's desire to perform his
duties efficiently through incentives ....
c. utilize the individual's intelligence, preferences,
and aptitudes • • • •
d. Provide the individual with opportunities for
professional development
. ...
lae mechanics of maintaining personnel records and prepar.
correspondence on personnel matters is personnel administration,
This a^&iii is a function of comma vssanders are assisted at
lower echelons by adjutants, personnel officers, etc., who are
charged with the supervision of the personnel systa effecting
the policies of the Commandant three principles aro followed:
(1) .lflcatlon of administration; (2) Accomplishment of speed,
lJAkL-
*IfcU»f ?• 1-4.




flexibility and iwlforaltj of administration; and (3) Iffioient use
of aachine records. 1-
At tne headquarters level the operation managers are the
Aeslstau <i£ of ^taff, j»1 (..aapawer Jocrdlnator) aad tne
.Aractor %t . ersonnel. -.rigadier General .tayaoai i. Davis, trie
present ;-x, explains their relationship la thia way:
4e say i*aat aaapowor belongs 5 long as we
are leniln^ la numbers; onoe oases are Involved, it is
a ^ersonnal Jepartaent problea. The Jireotor of
Personnel recruits iarlnes , classifies and assigns thea,
proaotes thea, and eventually retires t nakes
the estimates, sets the ^oalo, and establishes criteria
in teras of nuabsra and standards: hew aany recruits,
of what qualification; how aany najors, to be sslected
froa woat size 20.1a; now aany eergeaats, to oe assigned
to what oraaaisatlon. 2
.are is also a close interrelationship with other staff
elements. 1 i-1 mast
• . . w08el/ with the director of Personnel on
personnel policy aatters, the director of teserve on
reserve personnel aatters, the Assistant ;hief iaff,
•3 on personnel training, the director of Administra-
tion for civilian personnel, the Jeputy 3hie' iff
(Air) for aviation personnel aatters, and with other
staff agencies in personnel aatters affect reas
under their individual functional responsibilities.
IIbld .
>dler General Gayaonu «• Javis, » :arlne manpower,"





j aecoad syatea involving peraoanel is t.ia .iariae Jorpe
Peraoanel atea . It ii l "« « t ays tea of
standard procedures established for reporting, recording, aain-
teaanoe, Jiaseiiiinatioa of aliitary personnel information and
atatl8tica. Jhe praaont systaa Is baaed upon aa ltea of
information being reported only once* areafter it will be
available for aoat repairareata relating to personnel, supply and
financial aana^eaent.^
ploying data prooeaaing methods the Personnel licoouatiag
i/ste* functions as a management, tool, it gathera and proceaaee
data eaaeatial to manage sent of the personnel prograa. me overall
system conalata of those prooaaaaa b^ which personal and military
items of information fro a individual's service records and related
doouisenta are reported to a jata rrooeaaing Installatlo
a aoheaatlc diagram of the ayatea la presented la re 14.
The eyateu funotioaa in the following manner:
z reporting unit, whioh la usually the lowest
administrative level at which aervice reoorda are
led, aaintaina and re porta personnel accounting,
information on individuals on its rolls, k auaaary card,
Ividual Record Jarl (l£0), reflecta apeolfio
information. it is the basic worksheet and ia a
lq.
-, . . . rer3 3a.'i3l .aauai . p, 16-5*
2 lbld .















(Adapted from Marine Corps Order P5000.3, Marine Corps Personnel Manual
^
Fig. 14. --Schematic Diagram of Personnel Accounting System

9*
standardised visual file of data on eaoh person. As
changes occur In a -farina's status they are recorded
in the IRQ and his Service Record Book* Ihese changes
ars then reported on the tfnit Diary. The Jnit Diary
Is the reporting medium for the day to day history of
the unit and its personnel. It also ssrves as the
permanent historical record of the unit in the Archives
of the Jnitsd Jtates. The unit Diary is forwarded to
a Jata Processing Installation, it the Q?l the
information is audited and converted to machine
language, the punched card provides input data for
the performance of magnetic tape file processing. The
results of processing are the creation of an updated
personnel accounting tape record. A copy of each new
updated record is forwarded to headquarters where the
master tape file is maintained. 1
One point of interest is the utilization of an embossed
metal plate containing key data on eaoh individual. This plate is
used to enter identifying data into the various forms used within
the system. These plates help ensure that the original source data
are accurate and at the same time greatly reduoe the clerical
workload.
These systems which are relatively unchanged sines 1959
2
require replacement by a modern management information system*
"The requirements of nearly 300.300 ariaes and civilians
have strained • • • £vn$J ... present system beyond its elastic
1Adapted froa Marine Corps Personnel Manual . Chapter 16.
2 Commandant of the Xariae Corps* better to Comptroller of
the iavy, Subject: jar^ne Corps 3tt»Uy4 Program, anfl ?Vi—Schedule





limit." in ;«ovember* 1963$ * Manpower ;4ftna,j;e3ent Information taas-
foroe was established by J-l and by L»eoe.aoer it became the laapower
Management Information Jffloe (.;. } within the 0-1 Division.
The mission of this offics is to conduct analyses of existing
systems of personnel management to improve current capabilities*
This is to be accomplished by "• • • redesigning, by patching or
otherwise modifying parts of the existing system. Here are a
few examples of the automation programs whloh the 31 WIS office
has completed*
a computer program replaces certain manual
computations previously used to build manning levels
and requirements* • • •
cheduled for completion during September {V)§jJ
is a new T/0 process whloh §.« • will provide • • •
complete bodies and recaps £the actual I/O documenta-
tion/ which will then be inserted • • • behind the
narrative promulgation document. lore, the process
up-dates the authorized strength for each parent unit
and monitored command*
Another new process provides authorized strength
data on a tape-to-tape basis* 4
thus the 9IKMX3 is primarily concerned with the present but
it is also concerned with a short range look into the future. ^ for
^Jrigadler General tta/mond S. Davis* "Automated manpower,"
»fV» ?ffrgg 3»*f * jf ( iaroh. 1967), p. 44.
2ikU*» P* 45.
^bld.. pp. 44-43.




the future an integrated Information System, saapower xaoagement
System, I- IS), is being developed. 1 m® irU1 oe «i«««««4
later.
>eserva 3/e^eaa
Jlosely allied to the systems Just presented is the Marine
dorps deserve Oata Service Jenter (K3RDS0). It was activated on
2
Jul/ 1, 1966 in Caasas 3ity f Missouri. It performs the same
function for the :~!arine dorps Reserve as the ssmlautomated ays teat
does for the regulars, luch more is accoaplished at Kansas City,
however.
At the M0&DSO two systeas are functioning. These are the
Jentralised Automated Reserve Pay (0A&8PAT) iyste.2 and the Reserve
Personnel .tanageaent Information Systea (&SfHI8)« these systems
are interfaced on 13:4 360 system 00a outers and are providing the
Serine Jorps with experience with integrated pay and personnel
systems on third generation computers.
3
Thus the increased need for personnel information and
laproved techniques has resulted in the personnel management system
moving towards full automation. Also moving toward centralization
and automation is the pay system, which will be discussed next.
X Ibld .
2Interviews with Lt« Jol. -. '. lailard, 03,40, Systems
Analyst, iiaaageaent Systems ^evelopaent Office, Data Systems
Division, iiq. CJ3H0, December, 1966 to February, 1967.






Xh# policies and objectives for the development, test,
svaluatlon, Installation, and maintenance of a Joint Uniform
Military Pay system (JJi4?S) by J me X, 1969 was promulgated by the
Department of Defense on Moveaber 4, 1966. The primary goal of
tmn is: 1
• • • the application of the best aid most efficient
management and ooeratins techniques In a military pay
system based on (1) adequate service to members; (2)
aaximua practicable uniformity between the military
departments; (3) centralised and computerised pay
aooount maintenance; and (4) optimum support of the
planning, programming, and budgeting systems by
producing and making effective use of comprehensive,
accurate, and timely accounting reports and other end
produots. delated soala are (1) to eliminate or reduce
erroneous or illegal payments, and (2) to produce from
the pay data bank, data and reports now available only
through special statistical and reporting methods
outside of the pay system*
Fourteen basic policies were enunciated In the implementing
directives, they are:
A. 3aoh military service will, at a single
operating site for each service, establish a master
military pay account for each active duty member. • • •
faster military pay accounts will be maintained
by electronic data processing equipment and techniques
• . • with a prooesslnar capability consistent with
system requirements and a capacity appropriate to
programmed service strength, expandable to maximum
planned mobilisation strengths.
*J. >., Jepartaent of Defense Instruction 7330.3, fro^raa
Uniform .lllltary 2&j iyetaa . ifovenber 4. rafifi n. T.

CJ* share equipment used for the milltar/ pay ay8 tea
aervlcea other functions, total workload will be scheduled
to provide for contingencies to avoid compromising
effective continuity of the military pay function,
D* • • • disbursing capability will be retained at
the base and installation level for effecting payments
aa.de at that level.
Actions and member status ohan&es affecting pay
accounts will be input to the • • • ays tea • . • by
machine-sensible madia, where practicable, as close to the
true source . . . as practicable.
?• Soaaunlcation aethods, including A.0TODIH,
appropriate for the data Involved will be used* • • •
However, the system must be capable of operating by sail*
,-ata elements and related features will be • • •
uniform within and between the military departments* • • •
Identical forma and procedures will be used* • • •
I* Alternate aethods for payment • • • will be
developed for use when needed because of breakdown or
destruction of centralised operations*
J. The cost of • • • current service military pay
systems at all levels will be developed, recorded, and
analyzed tor each service* as services develop systems
Implementing JJA?3 specifications, each * * . will develop
forecasts of comparable operating and maintenance costs
and J investment costs* • • • These forecasts will:
1* Compare costs of • • • current systeas with
the cost of performing like functions under the J'JMPS.
2* 'how cost of new functions under the J
3* Contain an analysis of significant advantages
or disadvantages of JUMPS from an overall management
viewpoint* • • •
The operation of an effective, ^DP-serviced
military pay system • • • with the consolidation of all
pay aocounts by each service, provides for significant
improvement in current accounting, budgeting, and
statistical data recordation, collection, analysis, and
use* For this reason, the • • • System will not be
developed and Implemented solely as a system for payment
to members* * * • father, military departments will
ensure that all affected staffs cooperate in specifying
their data needs and in developing • • • systeas to
satisfy these needs effectively and economically. * * *
The data baee ueed • • • and • • • %nd products
will be modified and expanded, in phase with the refinement
of resource management systeas • • • to provide maximum
production and feedback of data needed at all levels for

M
both military Perconnel appropriation and resource
management systems. Phis will reduce or prevent a
proliferation of special accounting or statistical
reports to meet other system and management needs*
• • •
acquirements for the system were further specified In a
fifty-two page directive Issued on November 7. 1966* This
directive specified procedures for system development, review, and
approval; testing and evaluation; Installation; and the develop*
sent of time phased plans to meet the target date*
Thus the Department of Defense has required each service to
develop its military pay system In such a way that it will be a
fully automated system* In addition, all services will have
basically the same system but tailored to meet the specific needs
of the service within DOS established criteria, the primary goal
of JJ.4P3. as previously stated, shows that the emphasis is on
producing management information.
^
in ..arcn. 1965 the marine Jorpa commenced a requirements
study for the development of J 1'hls study was based upon
Ijbld *. pp. 2-4.
2 J. j*. Jepartme




. .... d nt of Defense Instruction 7330. A. dcQuire-
-g p ^ ien^, |es ^qa^on aqft igstaUatlp
«WA* tf^WTT -4UWT/ if*/ 4/?Ha» November 7. 1956,
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drafts of the specifications desired by D0S a Japth and scope In
the stud/ were possible because vie arlne Jorps aotlon officer had
the experience of participating on the POD J, oaslttee. The
stud/ was completed on June 30, 1966 and review completed by the
DOD Comptroller on September 30, 1966, Thus when the official
directive was Issued In November only alnor revisions were necessary
to the larlne Jorps ilan. i
perlence of the -larlne Corps In developing ., whloh
utilises computers In a continuous processing environment of multi-
processing2 and multi-programming^ ^as helpful. In addition, the
experience In developing the Reserve Data Services Center and the
Interfaced personnel and pay systems was a major experience
factor.^
e development of J Involves the time frame of
haroh 1, 1966 to ^areh 31, 1969* At the present time computer flow
charts and program decision logic Is being accomplished* Sixty
seven events are scheduled with thirty-three having been completed
J>Commandant's letter of January 10, 1967 » op. olt .
ore than one computer connected together for operation of
the same system.
.ore than one computer program being executed at the same
time.
^ora. p. 96.
)mmandant's letter of January 10, 1967 # op. olt .
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by .-larch, 1967. * Ihis detailed development Is being accomplished
by the _ysteme Engineering Branch and the Systems -ro t,ramming
iranch of the Data Systems Division*
i will provide for accounting for military pay on an
accrued basis thus collecting more meaningful management Informa-
tion. Of equal importance, it will provide improved service to
individuals* It will furnish each individual a periodic statement
of earnings and leave computations* (eduction ii erroneous pay-
ments will result from improved methods of reporting events as they
occur*
Of real importance, however* is the fact that the ilarine
dorps is not only in the process of developing JUHP3, but it is
also developing a Manpower Management Information System* the
JUMP 3 directive did not require the development of new personnel
systems, but it did require the pay and personnel systems to inter-
face* fhis eliminates duplicate records and files, provides for
the common use of data, and permits the two systems to reconcile
the data they contain*
1 Interviews with Lt. Jol* Mallard, op. clt .

1J2
thus wlt.n the reserve systems la operation at Kansas :ity
excess cost and tine delays can be avoided by Increasing the
puter capability at that site. This is due to the modular
capability of the System 360. * ?his approach provides a means
of performing the necessary pay and accounting functions without
intricate reprogramming, "ihen the lanpower Management Information
System is developed, compatibility with the existing pay system can
be assured* The results are that a complete integration of systems
for the regular and reserve forces on the same computer at the same
site* 2 The value of this from an effective management viewpoint
is obvious, for example, if the systems were in full operation
and if the requirement to activate all the Marine 3orp3 ieserve
appeared, the large volume of administrative woric could be
accomplished by computers.
A hydraulic action Is inherent in such an integrated
system, so that as the active force strength increases,
t: o relative decreases to inactive forces (such as
mobilization) permit resources (equipment, facilities,
and personnel) to merely shift emphasis to greater
quantities of different categories of accounts. 5
1Commandant's letter of January 10, 1?57, oo. clt .
2 lbld .
ommandant of the Marine Corps, Letter to the Comptroller
of the 'fcVT, :ubject: Marine Coras rime-?hased General Plan for
JJMP3 . ^eoember 16, 19677
or»«
/anoes In technology and the continuous introduction of
more coaplc lipaeat have created the need for improved aaia-
tenanoe efforts, -e proper allocation of scarce resources to the
maintenance problem requires that the best available information be
provided to improve the decision making process.
The arine ^orps is concerned with both aviation and ground
equipment. Two systems have been developed to assist in improving
the maintenance management effort. M system for aviation
maintenance vat developed for use throughout the Naval Establishment
and is in operation. e ground maintenance system is bel.




rly in 1962, the Secretary of the 'Javy received a
memoranda fro-j the Secretary of "Jefense stating that the Wavy's




ates Air Force. He suggested that the Navy Bight desire to
examine the Air force's AF 66-1 System* trials were oonduoted and
la 1963 tht Ohlef of Saval Operations directed that the standard
Navy Maintenance .materiel danageaent '.ystem (3M Jystea) be adopted*
The 3 Systea was, In effect, a refined version of the A? 66-1
3ystea that had been modified for naval aviation* 2'
The need for a highly effective systea to obtain the highest
state of alroraft readiness and reliability at the lowest cost In
men, aoney and materiel le obvious* what really brings the problea
Into focus Is the high cost and complexity of today's aircraft*
"In 19*1. a fighter aircraft had 10 electronic tubes, today—580.
Incidentally the most expensive electronic tube In iorld war II was
approximately 170 dollars—today It runs as high as 16,000 dollars*"
The 3M Systea Is composed of three basic subsystems* The
Planned maintenance Systea (Mi) is designed to afford the squadron
maintenance officer with the tools to plan and oontrol the scheduled
maintenance of alroraft* The Maintenance Data Ooileotion Systea
DCS) Is a systea by whloh all maintenance action accomplished, or
deferred, Is reported and processed to produce management reports*
interview with X.t. 3ol. . . iash, (79 , Officer,
Aviation installation and Logistics aranoh, Office of the Deputy
Ohlef of itaff (Air), February 20, 1967*




The third aubsystem la icrkload ?lanning and Control (w?KJ), which
la used at all la vela for planning aad controlling the workload
•
Figure 15 la a schematic representation of the interrelationships
of the subsystems and major elements of the 5* System.
ie Planned .lalntenance 3ystem (PMS) is used at the squadron
level. cvelopiaent and installation of this subsystem required the
review of all sources of maintenance instructions, i'hls review
evaluated all maintenance requirements and eliminated duplicative
instructions. The result was the Maintenance Requirement Oard.
This oard contains all the information necessary to perform a
particular maintenance function. It identifies the item, gives a
brief description of maintenance required, provides safety warnings,
lists tools and test equipment needed, and parts required. Step by
step procedures are presented* xii brief, the maintenance acquire-
ment Card is a oonolae maintenance procedures manual for a specific
assembly. It also contains space to be used by the maintenance
officer in planning and scheduling work. This subsystem also has a
aohedulln: process which enables the maintenance tastes to be
balanced evenly over a period of tinse based upon man-hours available
as computed from the /jtintsnance Requirement 3ards.
1 lbld .. p. Kal*3«
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Fig. 15.—Standard Navy Maintenance Material Management System
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the second subsystem la at iteaance Data Collection 3/8 tea.
At Ueohaniosburg, Pennsylvania a lairitenanoe Support Office
accumulates, processes, aad prepares reports baaed upon man-hour
data, maintenance data and aircraft statistical data of all aircraft
in the iavy and marine Corps.
*
.i-hour data are collected to define the alse of the labor
force and to parol t management analysis of the differences between
assigned labor and labor available, this permits determination of
the effects of non-aaintenanoe military activity on the maintenance
effor'
collection of maintenance data also provides information
for reports on what maintenance was performed with available
manpower. through the use of simple forms t.oe mechanic reoords
what equipment he worked on, the problem involved, what corrective
action was taken, the parts used, and how long it took to do the
Job.-*
Aircraft statistical data are collected to show hours flown,
number of landings made on land or aircraft carriers, and the
missions accomplished. Sy using computers to rapidly process the
large quantity of data statistical analysis ot manpower utilisation,
equipment failure rates, and aircraft utilisation that was






previously impractical, If not impossible, is aow possloie, for
example, one particular part could be failing periodically in each
of several remotely based squadrons, Jnder old procedures this
would not become evident until excessive demands were placed on the
supply s/3 tea for a part* The 3 >yste& analysis of reports would
show this trend early so as to permit timely management action,
is .lalntsnanoe Data Collection system has generated the
requirement to produce large volumes of punahed cards. At one
.ferine 3orps .ir Jtation it was estimated that approximately 290,
cards would be punched each month and that this volume would require
forty-nine 'arlaes to perform the key punching and verifying
operations. ? I a result, alternate methods of converting source
documents into punched cards were studied. The decision was reached
to use the . 1232 Optical Stark j?a*$e leader (as modified) ,^ This
machine provides for the entry of information directly into punched
SAM cards by marking with ordinary pencils on specially designed
forms. Authority was granted to test the aachine and results of
the test revealed that one operator with the IBM 1232 connected to
an .34 keypunch would do the work of fifteen operators and
1 interview with Lt, Jol. Hash, 00, olt .
oamandant of the ferine CJorps, better to the Chief of Java
-materiel ( l2-26), >uoJeot; gyajua^n .teport oi UgUoal ^fl ?«Mje
ufaflsr versus :'ty ^nch/?erlfy, process for zr.-;:.^, ' '.,
.larch 14, 1966.
^bj£*
^Technical Publications Department, IBS, Automatic -input
with the it . 13jl ana; \2-ft J$%\g*\ 4»f< f»fi« -*•»4»r» Uhlte Plains,M, l.i 13:'), p. 1.
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sixteen IBM 026/056 ieypancn/verifier combinations. It would also
do it at about oae ninth of the cost, improved accuracy also
appeared as a benefit. ^ ihis ljjpro/eaeat was the result of effort
at the working level,
j third subsystem is the s'orlcload Planning sad Oontrol
^ystea. 13 uses an Increased amount of communications media and
transportation to reduce the administrative tlae connected with
maintenance. One example is:
.aiatenanoe Control ;enter is a segment of the
system wnlch enables the Soa^ander to keep abreast of,
coordinate, and control dally aircraft maintenance
efforts as it affacts flight operations. It Is usually
located at the .larine air .-roup headquarters or Head*
quarters and Jaintenaace Squadron .ftlatenanoe Hanger,
All squadrons operating aircraft, maintain an operations
and riaiate nance situation status console displaying
j-to-the-mlnute status of assigned aircraft. Informa-
tion and control Is passed by closed circuit telephone
and portable radios to and froa the respective squadron
maintenance offices and shops and flight line areas.
Mobile repair parts vans are used to orin& the parts to
the mechanics, etc.
j individual squadron maintenance efforts are
coordinated by the squadron representative at Main-
tenance Joatrol Oenter. .owever, the overall group
maintenance effort 13 coordinated and controlled by an
officer designated by tne Ooaaander to operate the
i-iaintenanoe Jontrsl Center, usually the Jroup Maintenance
Officer. 2
3'uaaar,y
I BUM of the 3A System are to: (1) improve aircraft
readiness and utilization; (2) improve local maintenance and aaterle
lOoaaandant's letter of iaroh 14, , pp. clft .
^Interview with Lt. Sol. iash, op. olt .
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management; and (3) improve management and budget justification.
2o accomplish tnese aims, data are obtained at the woricla^
maintenance level or the source. -acrlnes and computers are then
used to correlate and summarize the data to produce ti;aely manage-
ment reports. It presents a new loo* at the management of men and
materiel resources used in trie aviation maintenance program. Better
means of air weapons costing can be achieved because aore accurate
costs of maintaining them trill be ac Ueved because the costs of
manpower actually involved in maintenance will be known. Problem
areas will be identified before they reach crisis stage, .management
at all levels will be provided with more information upon which to
base decisions. The results ultimately should be reflected in
improved aircraft combat readiness at reduced costs because resource);
can be ohanaeled into the proper areas.
/ouad folatenance iysfrfa
It is estimated that one-third of the appropriated funds the
2
marine Jorps receives goes to pay for the maintenance of equipment.
This, of course, excludes the cost of aalntenanoe of aviation equip-
ment wh.i i financed xoy IfcYy funds. To ensure that the larlne
3orp8 oan compete on a cost-effectiveness basis in the future the
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tfarine Corps established the Maintenance >yttema Offlot on July 1,
»66#* This office was assigned the mission of develops rojeot
otal :ievlsioa and vintenanee Procedures),
Ihe purpose of is the development of modern maintenance
2
management methods for Marine Jorpa ground equipment* Criteria
were established that the methods developed must simplify procedures
for the performance and control of the maintenance functions at
all levels and provide a maintenance data collection system.^
Aft* f»M
The exact mission or tasic assigned is more specific. It is:
^evelop maintenance objectives, maintenance
policies and maintenance standards for
(1) All larine Oorps furnished equipment;
(2) Navy furnished equipments in iarins
vlation units not covered by 3e»wj 3& 3ystem.
b. i>evelop and install an Integrated Maintenance
mat System to apply to all equipment and main*
tenanoe resources utilised by the sarin* Corps*
c. The design of the system will be in accord wita
the concept contained in the compendium "Tot * visit,
and J parading of Maintenance Procedures ( c . M
appropriate revisions to feo ta&e advantage of
design breaKthrou-jhJ will be submitted for approval.
*adquarters, J. >. Arine Jorps, ?9W\ ^''i810^.*^
. s-.r&di .: '- ^. .:u'j.i,L.i-jg, rjQ;..hr;i, tadquarteri Order *700»1|
July l t 1966.
ibid .
^adquarters, ;. ;. .<iarina Joroa. I'otal, Revision and
-adl-t




-aentify resources required to complete the
project and request that these resources be made
available*
e. lduot period lo status presentations to the
-teeria iroup.
f, onIt lonthl/ progress reports to the Tnief
<a£t with a copy to the teerinj *roup. 1
3 aissioa, thoiif re specific than the broad objective
of Project >, was also accompanied by the assignment of twenty
one aajor tasks. j-sa tasks forced the oasis for the beginning
of the systems stud/.
Organisation
director of the iaiateaanoo Systems Office is respon-
sible to the ..-.ief of :>taff for the development and implementation
of Project . . ieoauae cf the many tasks of the project, and
their nature, active p .patioa of the various staff elements
is requi. The assistant Jhief of 3taff, J-4, was assigned
responsibility for "coordinating matters requlrl tion which
croea staff visibility nit • iarfcers .ferine Corps." 2o
provide the project director with policy guidance and to keep the
interested f elements informed of progress t
Steering was established, .is group is composed of:
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Assistant 3hlef ti Staff, 1-4, Chairman
director, f-ianage-aent Analysis aroup
Quartermaster General
risoal director
at command relationships art shown graphically la
figure
$/stta Jeve^ppaen^
:i«:i %ht alsslaa. tasks assigned, and study of tht
maintenance profits fifteen requirements nave been devaloped by
tat -.alateaanct Systems Office, The requirements expand the
criteria originally established for the new methods and procedures-
2
of performing maintenance. These require cents are
l a uniform for all commodity areas—uniformly
managed.
e centrally asana^td—at the top.
3. Integrate supply and maintenance functions—
provisioning.
A. ^llow aaxi-ma aalntenanoe operations u tills 1^
low skill level personnel*
ovlde schools commsasuratt with 3kill require*
atntt—sequential prootss of training.
6. TVide incentives for retention of big)]
skilled maintenance personnel.
7. 3ttt>tilth a career program to Insure ca relation
of formal schools is commensurate with advancement of
ru
velop pride in workmanship.
?. -avide a means to insure placement of the right
an in tat right Job at the right time.
1 briefing \>y staff of .urine Jorps I maintenance































Assistant Chief of Staff ,G-&










• ••••• Policy Guidance
Fig. 16.—Command Relationship Chart
,:».'miS*3J<fc***>>MMM -rWTWtimi
u
10, Acquire m^ I inventory of repair parts,
assemblies, components, tools and test equipment,
11. Require low vc of technioal publica-
tions,
r/ide a simple and concise means or
aaintenanos data collection, anal/sis, and reporting.
13« rovlde cost and resource forecasting
14« i applicable to all present and future
-.
ply to all phases of the equipment life
oycl
rtaln basic considerations have evolved as the Maintenance
Systems Cl'lce examined the maintenance problem, These considerations
they eounciate as basic to a node- lntenance management system
irlthin t rine 3orps, They are;
1, ..ass storage, remote access data process!
equipment has made problems requiring the manipulation
and recovery of vast quantities data ble, whereas
before the solutions were too tise-coasumir .
.p management has become responsive to the
maintenance problem in all its aspects*
_dfe cycle and forecasting techniques must
be
aluation of the readiness of not only the
unit equipment inventory but the total equipment
inventor
loyment of modern maintenance record cards
and usual photo readers and display terminals to reduce
the mass of the technical library.
licet ion of quality control and assurance
techniques,
ntalnabillty and reliability to be
established as a feature of design,
osltive control of the configuration of equip-
ment,
I lementation of human factors engineering and
the recognition of man-maohine relationships, 1
jjeot P is still In the sta>;e of identifying t




have been applied to a management process and not la Its usual
tiue/cos i- appli a contractors have been asked to
submit bids on system design and other functions. * Bids have bean
received f tely twenty firms and are bein^ studied at
this tiae. 2
Conceptual /lev
eduled for implementation In 1970.
to \: y the Marin* tarps opes that, when
implemented, a 4aintenanoe Officer will be included at
.ttalion level, ^t the present the
maintenance supervision function is pmrformed by the
officer having fceohnie atrol over the equipment
(i.a., Dransoort Officer, Jnmunloations Officer,
and ^4V^. rfioer). I new Maintenance Offloer will
be school trained in ualnte nance management and will
iperviia the maintenance of all equipment organic to
the battalion. 'Jew tec 'oeuments containl
accurate time standards will aid in planning and
scheduling These same standards will have been
applied in develo the Tables of Organization whi
authorized the quint icy of maintenance personnel by
specialty and ran,. The training of personnel will
have been towards performance of organisational
aalnt o and conducted by schools without so much
reliance upon on-the-job trainln .
aaas of technical publications Kill be replaced
by a technical film library and a small, portable
battery powered viewer. e reporting system will be
on the exception basis and the utilization of hl t;h-speed
data 3rocesslnv
v . aaaiytls of reports will provide
Information on parts suffering high mortality and
failure. is Information, in turn, will be passed baok




terview with 5aJor . . laaozuk, , ^intenance
Officer, Jtor Transport branch, i-4, Jivision, ieadquarters, Marine
3orps, .arc . 15, 1967.
3Adapted from the forage Oorps 9V3W»ofl and Management
Presentation and the personal beirf Ing by the staff of the : -ferine
Corps alntenanoe Systems Office.
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fhe ultimate results of 19 are increased availability
of equipment and improved combat readiness of the unit.

ill
the ultimate purpose of the .Marine Jorpa I ibat*
laotlos is til* act of handling operational -t. The
marine .orps has been employ xctios and has had systeas for
oomma. and controlling its forces in battle since 1 3. The
nuclear age and the need for controlled response has created a need
r speed and detail In the Information requirements of commanders
at all levels la taking tactical decisions. cope with this need,
new systems have been developed or are being developed. The new
systems employ high speed electronic data processing equipment,
automatic displays, and digital oomaunicatio s between ooaaand
posts. .ey do not replace manual systems out supplement them; nor
do taey replace the judgment and decision of the commander*
. ee systems are involve tactical control of
aircraft, one for intelligence activities, and a tactical control
system for ooth gro^ id aviation.
118
•
u^ap foPUQ*! ?»t* aystsa
*»9JWPQWl4
?lne raetloal Data iystex o • raa waa started
in 1957 as the result of a two year air defease stud> by the Marine
Corps -.ivaaced research Jroup* air report concluded that neither
existing nor planned air defense and control 3ys terns would meet
ine Jorps requirements and recommended prompt action to obtain
a system tuat would* i'he Josaandant approved the study report and
certified Ine marine Corps requirement for a comprehensive,
automatic, tactical air defense and control system*
the HID3 3vst«
e recommended systes would provide Llty to
control large numbers of /.l&n and low performance aircraft and
simultaneously permit maximum integration and utilisation of the
capabilities of existing and expected weapon systems for air
defense* This need resulted In a decision to apply computers to
Marine Air Jommaad and Control, Routine functions could be handled
oy the computer freeing hundreds to make decisions* The results of
l iatarviews with *i* <ol. . .ddle a , operations
Officer, rogram "Joorilnator, Office of the Deputy Chief of
3taff (ilr), ieadquarters, j. •ins 3orps, Februa ', 10, 13
and 17, 1967.
iterviews with Ajox imey, raining/Support
Officer, )ffice of the .of of 3taff , .aadquarters,





this decision are an elaborate assembly of radars, electronic
computers, data processors, video screens and aaication networks
in an easily transported configuration. 1 • end or fiscal year
1972, approximately million will have been spent developing,
testing and produc!' PJ>3.
the major faactlons performed by are:
Automatic detection and location of t s A
somatic acquisition and tracking,
aatifloatlon and classlf ioatio
rest evaluation and weapon assignment,
weapon control by operators.
Data exchange with other components of the system.*3
s nerve center of trie system is the faotieal Air Soasand
Center. In this center the commander is provided almost
instantaneous Information enabling him to naaice decisions based upon
all t:;e current data. s-iand is centralized in this center with
control decentralized to the Tactical Mr Operations Center (ZA3 3), *
a TAOO receives target information by radar. ie
information Is automatically transmitted to tie computers. The
information scout the target is processed and the data translated
into graphs and symbols. These are displayed on video scopes.
^ ,rfr?i K *afr. *. >*U9*» ogt 9U«
.terview wi. ajor
. >> f cj, y .




ihese displays enable controllers to identify and monitor the
target and assign weapons to the target* Weapons nave been
reoosnended by the computer, visions and a continuous flow of
oomputed instructions relative to the target are oauunicated to
the assigned weapons. ;*ie assigned weapons could be canned
aircraft or guided missiles.
t present the first production model of the system equip-
sent Is UAdergolng operational evaluation. It will be Implemented
within the near future
•
k nodern complex system such as creates other problems
besides the ones associated with Its development. To train
personnel in the skills required to operate and maintain an
entire training company of fifteen officers and sixty-four enlisted
personnel was created. Additional civilian and military technicians
were added to the *.arine Oorps Supply System to overhaul and repair
tne equipment. Xhe Introduction of approximately 5.000 new items
In the supply system also created a need for additional personnel
to manage the Items.-*
the other hand a ooet analysis of an . radical Air
operations Jenter compared to a manual system of equivalent
4
capabilities showed tne manual system to be twice as costly. Thus,
I lbld .. p. -6
2 interviews with Lt. Coli "Xinwlddie, op. clt .




the degree of effectiveness needed was achieved at half the cost
through the use of an autosatsd system.
introduction oi as had and Kill continue to have
considerable inpact on Marine 3orps oparatln£ and supporting
activities. ort this operational capability, new schools
have been created to train personnel in the required skills, ftie
Supply Systea ^as been stocked to support the new systea and supply
depots will be provided with the personnel and facilities to enable
then: to overhaul and repair the new equipment. >leaentation of
» will sip the supply system handle the loristlcs problems of
complex systems llkf ...
.
ovides a significant increase in the ability of
rine avl : to perform its alsslons of air control and defense
in a supersonic environment. It will be capable of providing an
integrated rissile/intereeptor air defense of an s e<3 area.
-lne Air tslll^ence Sjrst Is still
in the research an4 study phase and is bei' ted in conjunction
with a Joint service effort and the uajori" tion on it is
1
highly classified. Its purpose will be to orocess and Interpret
"interview witn aejor . I n.dra^o, rojeot
Officer, ?oubat I regents and ision,




tactical intelligence Information. Conceptually it Kill have the
capability of processing intelligenoe data whether text, graphic,
photographic, verbal, or electronic.
It will be limited to areas where e leant rains in
intelligence capability can be achieved through automation.
le equipment Involved will be mobile modular s> e Iters
specifically tailored for the Maria jIous roroe level or
Jiv level. ..iiaed within these snelters will be the
equipment capable of:
. . . id automatic lnfomatloa display, control,
correlation aad analysis of intelligence data ....
... process ia.-^ equi w required
for tie storage and retrieval of digital information.
...
. . . fhe equipment necessary for the processing
of airoorne collected, a --tic radiations
which provide radar order-of battle information ....
. • , ihe capability for processla ioatiag
aerial film. . . ,2
The shelters will include facilities designed speoifloally to
support planning requirements of the con^acd and will provide
photographic processing and interpretation means on a timely basis.
^
j is being designed for employment with the marine
Divisions and Air fcings. It will provide, through the use of
advanced technology and computers, a means of processing intelli-
a
genoe information in vast quantities at high speeds. It is planned
Marine Joros Command and Mana ceaeat Presentation, op. olt..
p. XiJ-f.
2lbld .. lp. PAO-&-9,
3 la Id .
iterview wit -ijor ... ..Uraico, op. pit .
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for eaployaent la the 1963 to 1972 tiae period. 1
;arlae *act*.cai Jaaaanu &ng Jontrol 3y«
at iapaot would advanced tecnnolo£y xiave oa t e processes
of tactical coaoand and control oa the battlefield in 1 Ml
oo ill tnls advanced tecnnolo.sy ->o aarnesssd to help I riae
Jorpe be a nore effective no.bai feres? Answers to these types of
question nave been being studied for the last several years by the
staff at Meaiquarters, Marine :orps t tne iarlne 3orps landing yores
wevelopaeat Jenter, Stanford Adsear raatlos
Incorporated aad toe Jffloe of tiaval .i-jssar Ml rssuits of
this ati ive been the iOtlcaL id and Control
Jyetea ( jeea a system is
3 till In the conceptual design 3U,e,'
t considered as an Integrated ays ton concept
out in actuality t* j concepts eaerge. r'lrat is an Integrated systea
conoept provides tactical ooaaand and control support for the
. lne expeditionary /ores -onaanders, Divisi ndera and tfii




Officer, Joaaand and Jonti vision, .uarters
;'.
. . ps, ?ebrus
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Joamandere during all fiva phases of amphibious warfare. This
includes the support rendered the stuffs and subordinate commanders
J
{ «egrated concept provides a syatea composed of several
subsystem operated as an entity. . y subs ys tea siay bs located as
close to another or as far apart as the oo environment
will strait* ;Aoh suoeystem normally communicates with other sub-
systems with whioa it must exchange information; but each subsystem
will perform its tasks, thou tsslbly less perfeotly, without
beior connected to any other subsyate
The ^uba/steas
-3a though the sys te: will use many iqulp^ents and
oo/aputsr programs it can be subdivided iato five subsystems. These
are
:
1. *ctioal ?oabat ratio :.
srations jubsjste ...
3. irine Integrated Pin r Support
jswstea )•
Ine Integrate ,1 and Lcs
oayatem -.;
In addition, the arine Air ence 13)
which is also under development, could be added* ^ust
I I n I i n II m mm«—— i i I I Mil i i n " mn i I I n Ml i n i I
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only interface with MAilS, rather than have -UJI3 as an integral
part, 1
The Taotloal 3oabat Operations (TJO) fiubaystea deals with
the automated aids provided to the general staff sections at the
division level or higher. Various reports and files aust bs
maintained in each section and the TOO Subsystem will provide seal*
automatic message reception, analysis and data storage, Data will
be rapidly retrieved in more complete detail possible than by
manual techniques, A complete record of all messages in their full
text will be maintained
.
2
Those functions peculiar to aircraft command and control
will be under the Tactical Air operations Subsystem* This system
will handle such functions as anti-air warfare, close air support,
air traffic control and terminal aircraft traffic control*
3
Initially it appears that this subsystem duplicates &TD3 but iiXA,
is in the design stud/ stage and is planned for the 1975-1935 era.
:ioaely allied to the tactical Air Operations Subsystem is
the Marine Integrated ?ire and Air Support Subsystem (:4iFA33).
HI7AS3 consists of those automated aids provided to command centers
dealing with supporting arms. MIPA33 covers two specific areas:
1 interview with Lt. Col. Thomas, pp. olt .
glhlrd Interim Report .II&035. ? Pt oj.t., p. 1-3-4.
3 lbld .. p. 1-3-5.
m
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"(X) Coordination of supporting aras aad monitoring of artillery,
naval gunfire, and direct air support; and (2) fire planning and
the tactical and technical control of supporting fires"1 41*133
will have its primary coordination point at the divisions' i?ire
ipport coordination Centers and the air wings' direct air Support
Centers, ractioal and technical control of artillery fire will be
performed at the artillery units' ?ire Direction Jenters. 2
Ihe broad complex areas of personnel administration and
logistics in a battlefield environment will be processed by the
>4arlne Integrated Personnel and Logistics Subsystems (MII>XiOG3)t
the MtKM iysteta will have two &X&P&0S3 centers within Marine
Expeditionary ?oroe else units* One will operate within the ground
service unit and one within the aviation service group. WIW001
will perform those femotions currently being performed by the H
.data Processing Platoons. Xn addition, functions will be automated
in a taotloal environment that were previously not accomplished.
£hese are the functions of logistics, maintenance scheduling,
transportation control, allocation of resources, embarkation
planning, etc.-*





rheae subsystems will be tied together oy the 3om»unioatlon
Subsystem. Ibis subsystem will provide the necessary voice and
digital communications between the other a .ibs/s terns. 1 ihe
3ommunloatloa Jubsystem will have the following operational
characteristics
:
1* iemote entry devices will be able to Interrogate
tne computers and to sake use of their processing
oapabillty.
2. .iessagee will be automatically routed between
command centers and within command centers.
3. rransmlasion of all past • . • messages will
provide for data base recovery*
4. Joaputers will be able to directly exchange
data.?
?l£ure 17 provides a schematic representation of the
relationships of the atioas subsystems and the systems concept.
the MTACC System la envisioned to consist of modular equipment
mounted In mobile huts. Thus a building; block: principle le applied
to permit contraction and expansion of the exact configuration of
equipment to fit the operational situation. 3aoh of the unite
would be email and easily transportable by truck, landing craft.
or by he Hoop te:re.
3
P«




BM*ft iiibds. op. cl*., p. X->8.














Uhe final technical ays tan study report of Informatics
Incorporated was submitted in December, 1966 and is currently under
review by the staff of headquarters Marine 3orps and the Landing
Fores Development Center at Marina lorpa Schools, Quantloo,
'/irginla, The purpose of the staff review of the technical systems
study is to determine if MTACC3, as envisioned by the various
studies, is what the Marine Corps really wants and needs and if It
will most ths requirements of the Department of Defense. 1
this system will produce much of the same type of informa-
tion that is provided by ths systems previously discussed* It
must Interface with these systems. "The key point to be remembered
is that RIa009 is a tactical system for use in combat operations
.
*Interview with Lt. Col. Thomas, oo. clt .
2
-i*X\t\* ?or?« yOqaaOffl, »**<* [aaa^ement .jfr+fis-aUUft'lt op* o*t. t
p. nc-io.
*
t previous chapters have presented descriptions of
ays teas classified la various functional areas. Other systems
exist within the iarlne Jorps. The whole process of staff
functioning can be classified as a system. There are systems*
however, that provide management Information to the Commandant or
to field activities that warrant examination. These systems are
classified by the -!arlae Jorps as Information systems but all
systems provide Information, /or this reason they are classified
here as "other systems."
Readiness fie port la,:-. System
The responsibilities of the Commandant for the performance
of the iarlne Corps require timely and detailed Information on the
capabilities of the /leet Marine Forces to execute their missions.
de Is also responsible for providing support to the rforld-tfide
Military Command and Control System.
fulfill the need for information on the readiness of




3yatea exists. 1* This manual system requires unit co-cmanders
within the /leet Xarl-ie ?oroe to furnish copies of their plans and
orders; reports on personnel, training; the status of lo^lstlos;
and the commander's evaluation of his command's readiness for
soabat.
~r distinctive features are:
(1) ... It reports anticipated! as well as current
deficiencies and problems. • • •
(2) . . • There is only one standard of readiness
for the Marine Corps Combat readiness. . • • rleet
rlr.e ?oroes must be combat ready at all tir.es. . . .
(3) • • • Reports are in sufficient detail and
contain sufficient information so that through timely
corrective actions ... units can be maintained in the
highest state of readiness without any erosion. • . •
(4) . . . jystem lends itself to comparison with
the readiness reports which are sent from • . . Fleet
Marine /orce through the fleet and theatre commanders,
to the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
3
The staff at Headquarters believe it is an excellent system.
"The Secretary of defense was briefed on it and he . • . was
impressed. 3ut like every other system, it is in constant need of
refinement and improvement. M*
eadquarters, u. i. .marine Jorps, riect ^ariae .orce
Operational Jffeotlyeness Heoortln^ System . Marine ?orps Order
3000.21, ieptember 6, 19^6.
2 lpld .
3 ibid.





i^n of a new improved readineaa reporting system has
been accomplished. It is called Akm t the Marine Corps Automated
teadlneas sporting System. ^ It makes use of improved techniques
and equipment that are presently available. Initially only the
personnel readiness reporting aspects are being implemented. Jpon
completion of system design all aspects will be included.
The major objective of iARBS is to provide a single system
for the fleet -ferine force, Reserve and the Supporting establish-
ment—a single system that is to provide tiaely, accurate informa-
tion with an enlarged automatic analysis capability, but with
reduced workload. 2
One of the problems in an automated system is to get the
information into a form that can be used by the machine. ^ Jhe
personnel status report does this at the source of data.
ie reporting unit does this bsoause the report form is an optical
mar* page reader form requiring only that the right block; be
marked with a pencil, figure 13 is an example of this type of form,
/lgure 19 is an example of the narrative report form. The
narrative report form preserves command prerogative in that it
permits the commander to support his judgments with a personal
«^mm—»—— 11 1 1 1 » m 1 1 ii - i m iii . 11 in 1 iii 1 1 ii 1 m 1 m 1 ———1 11
1 4.bld .. p. I v >-6.
2Ibld .. p. llaA-5,
3 iobert . Gregory and Richard L« Van tiorn, Automatic aata
rrocsagla^ Jystems: Principles and Procedures . 2nd ed. (3elmoat,
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specified in Marine Corps Orders.)
Fig. 19.--Fleet Marine Force Readiness Report Narrative
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toach. e narrative is transformed into machine language and then
reproduced at headquarters exactly as it was submitted in the field.
ice an Initial report Is submitted for a unit only changes
need be reported. These changes, when reported, are compared
against the previous week's resort. Any major ohasges are exoeptlor
items brought to the commanders* attention.
"e 20 Is a simplified schematic portrayal of how the
j Personnel Status Report Is handled. Operating In the
alternative primary means of teletype a detailed report of the
readiness posture ttf a unit can be on the desks of the staff at




The conduct of an amphibious landing against a hostile
shore is one of the most complex military operations that oaa be
executed, jeoause of its complexity its planning and execution
must be carried out in the utmost detail. In the simplest of terms,
the heart of the matter Is that when the amphibious assault starts
everything must come off the ships in the order needed and when
needed. If there were an unlimited amount of snipping this would
1












by mail & in
cases of commun-
ication failure*













Fig. 20. --Flow of MARES Personnel Status Report

i;
bs no problem, but there is a Halt. fhla constraint makes It
necessary to load the ships at their point of departure so they oan
be unloaded during the assault in ths proper sequence. At the same
time the capability must exist to call for specific Items vhloh oan
bs extricated from the holds of the ships in time to be useful.
To load the ships to meet this criteria means that
quantitative data on everything to be embarked must be compiled.
In the past this has been accompliahsd by manual computation of
data. It is easy to imagine the vast combinations and calculations
involved. As a result of the need for rapid response to meet the
threats that exist now and in ths future the cumbersome, time-




.frohanlca; ^abarfcatlon ^ata Jystasfl
The Mechanical Sibarkation Jata System ( ) was developed
by i'leet /.arine ?orce, Atlantic and implemented by all units on
June 30, 126c. 1 &£DS is not a fully developed system but it does
provide the machine language data base upon which a fully automated
2
embarsatlon system can be based. At present it transposes and
^leet Marine ?orce, Atlantic, Mechanical Embarkation Data
System , /leet Marine Poroe, Atlantic Order £3120.6, June 30, 1966.
2 intervlew with iajor :ioy 8. Krieger, ,, Plans and




simplifies the existing manual eabarxatlon methods and soas supply
procedures iato coaputsr foroat for use with the IBH 1401 computer.
This was accomplished by ooabiniiv< the expertise of an embarkation
officer with the talents of a coaputer expert which was considered
".
• • the only way that the computerization of an operational
function can be successfully accomplished in any reasonable period
of tiae."1
,a.oh :4arine unit has a deck of oards reflecting each aan in
the table of organisation and each itea of equlpaent. As the units
are alerted for embarkation, the cards of noneffective aen and
equlpaent are deleted and the reaalning oards are then processed. 2
J2 these cards the necessary tables ars easily ooapiled. Besides
the standard Unit Personnel and Tonnage Tables and Consolidated
oarkatlon and Tonnage fable it also produces a weapon Count
mry. In addition it con bine n three other manually prepared
documents—the Jnlt Cargo lanifest, the Cargo Loading Analysis Fora
and the Vehicle Suiiaary and Priority Table—into a Consolidated
Personnel/Jupplles and Equlpaent Table. The PS and £3 table
contains lists and totals of personnel by rank; personal baggage
data; cargo by nomenclature, cuaic space, weight and quantity in
the saae sequence as contained in the jait personnel and Tonnage
Tables. aJ.su for each vehicle it shows dimensions and net weight
l ?HVLkHI ? 3120.6, op. clt .
interview with .-iajor iirieger, op. clt .
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plus its loaded cargo by nomenclature, cube and weight, and la
addition provide 8 the ^ross weight. 1
Without going deeper into embarkation procedures and
techniques it suffices to say that requires no additional
workload or information and through the use of automatic data
processing it eliminates the present cumbersome and time -consuming
methods required to maintain and use embarkation data.
As the system is operated, additional experience will be
gained and improvements implemented. To the planners there Is now
available more information in usable form than ever before and the
future looks even brighter.
loaetime in the spring of 1967 an attespt will be made to
connect the . and the navy Amphibious Data System (SABS), HA.
is the result of the development of a computer program to provide
detailed ehiploadlng models. At present the characteristics of all
amphibious ships are being recorded in the Sa£S data bank. The
program at present will provide a machine listing of the placement
of individual vehicles in holds, but the model is proceeding towards
incorporating a total combat loading capability. with the advent
of computer manipulated graphic displays ships stowage diagrams may
some day be prepared automatically, .-.ore importantly, the utiliza-
tion of such techniques as linear programming in computing optimum
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loading, etc. may oe developed and aa a result overall combat
effectiveness improved. 1
Marine Corps-Wide Project System
On .ijveuioer 10, 1966 g a system was Instituted for providing
".
. . meaningful and timely Information In a concise format to the
Commandant on the progress of programs of .iarine Jorps-wide
significance." Programs to be Included In this system have one or
more of the following characteristics:
v l; Migh cost,.
(2) Critical to the performance of the Marine
Corps mission.
(3) Highly controversial.
(4; Of specific Interest to 0M0. 3
xrojeots are under the purview of appropriate staff elements
and specific subjects are assigned \ty the Implementing directive.
The cognisant staff elements are required to furnish the Director,
nagement Analysis Group with the necessary data for charting and
short word descriptions to explain the essentials of what has
occurred and what is planned for the future. Jot included in this
system are projects more related to the r.eadquarters. These are
included in the Chief of Staff Project reporting system.
1 Ibld .
2Headquarters, J. 3. Marine 0orp3, Marine Corpa-alde Project




lef of Staff Project List
The Chief of Staff Project List is a means of keeping the
Chief of Staff informed on the current status of staff action
pertaining to designated projects under consideration by the
headquarters. 1 This is a manual system, or more properly, a
procedure in which a Project Recap Sheet lists all projects
assigned a staff element. Once the decision has been reached by the
Chief of Staff that a project should be placed on the Project List
it is assigned a control number and the project listed on the
appropriate staff element Project Recap Sheet. The staff element
then receives a Project List Sheet which informs them of the project
number, subject of the project, action required, deadline for
completion, and other interested staff agencies. The agency
receiving the Project List Sheet commences taking appropriate
action. It submits a Project Report on the first and third Friday
of each month. This report includes the current status of the
pproject and a resume of future plans or actions. Though not an
elaborate system it does provide the important function of keeping
top management informed.
A similar process called "Spindle Piles" is provided to keep
the Commandant, Assistant Commandant, and Chief of Staff informed.
This process requires the major staff elements to submit a file
folder at the end of each week with "New Business" on the left side
and "Action Completed" on the right side. The "New Business" side




contains copies of correspondence or other material setting forth
significant problems received during the week. The "Action
Completed" side contains copies of significant outgoing corres-
pondence not previously seen by the Chief of 3taff. Again, a
simple prooedure or system for keeping top management informed.
jam.nary
The majority of Marine Corps systems can be classified
into functional categories. These other systems, however, cross
functional lines, or require information from the functional
s/8 terns. and ABD3 require information from both the personnel
and supply systems. J/stems such as the Marine Corps-Wide Project
stem and the Chief of Staff Project ulst can require information
from every functional area. The important aspect of these latter
systems is the emphasis in both of significant matters. .e scope
and breadth of Marine Corps activities require the top echelon to




COMMAND AND MANAGEMENT OF SYSTEMS BY SYSTEM
phasi3 within the Defense Department has been towards more
and more centralization. Leavitt and Whistler in their prophesy,
tnagement in the 1980*3, " stated that, ". . . information
technology will make centralization much easier" and ". . . if
centralization becomes easier to implement, managers will probably
revert to it." Burck reached the same conclusion when he stated:
The computer is now radically altering the balance
of advantage between centralization and decentralization.
It organizes and processes information so swiftly that
computerized Information systems enable top management
to know everything important that happens as soon as it ~
happens in the largest and most dispersed organizations.
For the military, however, there are other reasons of far
greater importance. They are:
Ihe ever-present possibility of nuclear devastation
has created an awesome yardstick against which every
military and diplomatic move must be measured. The
threat of escalation and the doctrine of flexible
response have blurred the line between "political" and
"military" action.3
iarold J. Leavitt and Thomas L. Whistler, "Management in
the 1980's," Harvard Business Review (November-December, 1958), p. 43.
2Gilbert Burck, "Management Will Never Be the Same Again,"
fortune . August, 1964, p. 126.
^Colonel Robert P. Hagen, JSA, "Military Commanders Must
Learn That Command and Control Systems Can Aid Art of Command,"
Armed Forces Management
.




ir the untoward circumstances which ocseur and
which
to be
might escalate the war out of control that have.
oozaanded and controlled at the higheat levels,
.la has been the rationing for centralization in the
military operational area, but efficiency and cost reduction have
been the reasoning in the other areas. ipled with this
centralization has been the requirement to coordinate and integrate
management information systems.
p the larlne Jorp3 the question has not been whether
there is a valid need for fully integrated systems; lnterrelati j i
of aye teas has been directed
,
2 Nonetheless, the requirements for
response to higher authority have created the need for the
Commandant to have more information, with ^jreater detail, upon whicn
to base his responses, fhls need has focused attention upon
information systems, or more accurately, a totally Integrated
management information 9ystea.
i*l« *9*H ^'3 tern ^agogt
In any endeavor there is certain information required to
perform tha functions necessary to accomplish organizational ^oala,
Some of the information is identical for all functions and some is
effectiveness, Responsiveness of National Command System
Yital to . . Security," armed r'orces nanaresent . ^XI, o. 10,
P. A3.
. uhl, ".-iaaagemeat Information Systems to be
Joordlnated, " aayy rtanaaement aevlew (February, 1966), pp. 11*13.
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peculiar to a particular function. Ideally then, it should be
possiole to develop an all-encoapassln^ system that collects
information once, processes it in accordance with established
criteria, and produces information useful to decision (takers in
aoooapllshing the goals of an organization. Anthony writes:
The eventual goal • • . is integrated data
processing—the automatic aundlia^ o£ routine
Information in a single coordinated system that
encompasses all uses of the saae alt of data between
its original receipt or generation by the organization
and its final output ii the Torn of documents or
aana&eaent reports.^
i% he joea on to recognize that so far the integrated
systea is only conceptual and that tirae is needed because the task
2
is ". . • fantastically ooaplicated. " This coaplexity probably
accounts for the failure for a "total 3/9 tea" to be achieved. As
aufaan writes
:
. , . 3o far the integrated eoapany-wlde, so-called
'' total ays teas" have been largely unsuccessful, althou
the ooncept is useful and provides a practical goal for
aany data processing prosraas. In fact, as the second
ooaputer decade begins, soma authorities are sufficiently
disenchanted to reject the "total system" approach out-
right as unsound, recoaaeadin^ instead concentration on
:>re Halted out probably acre aana^eaent consolidations.^
uert 8« Anthony, "•• Frontiers in Defense Financial
Management," /ederal Accountant . o. 4 (June, 1962), p. 17.
2 ibld .
^.-elijc '.aufaan, "Data Systems That Gross Ooapany
Jouadariee," Uaryurd Juslness .'.evley (January-February, UCG),
p. 141.

7a }eardeat j wrlttea so extensively on jmnaseaent
;mpaters t la oat of the dlseachanted authorities. Hi writer;
? at least four years, the term "total systems"
has appeared with monotonous regularity In the literature
about -ere and systeas. aas oeea used so
aucn oy so many people to :aeaa so many different things
iat ... it has become completely meaningless* *•
•or examining the subject he concludes that "it will
never be possible to have a perfectly Integrated data processing
syste-t,"" feels that it is a dream concept and that an
organisation would be far ahead by eoncsrnlog itself with automating
those functions properly identifiable as worthy of automation.^
Despite the feelings on whether a total system can be
developed, two concepts exist for how one should be achieved.
Details of the system design principles involved are beyond the
scope of this paper, therefore, only a broad conceptual view is
provided.
.q approach is the single information flow concept, in
this approach all information is considered to be interdependent and
a single piece of data is entered into the system only once. The
results of the single information flow concept are that information
is related to overall company require- eats instead of individual
users. Jo .sequently, the system cuts across organizational and
*Jq 3&rdea, "how to Organize information Systems,"
fjarTfilTl business we/lew (.-iarch«*prll, l^ooj, p.
gIbld .
^ibld .. p. 72.
-)b.
1'
functional lines, jther a. is called the total ays terns
ttp x . has evolved froa integrating suasyateae and plaol
tnea under a aaster control syatt-i. In this approach subsystems
are responsive to needs of functional ^ana^ars and both are
responsive to the master control system, graphic comparison of
these two approaches is shown . ..are 21.
/lous chapters havs shown the systems developed a|
the Marine Sorps to assist in executing its various functions*
kith many systems already funotloula^ or on the drawing board the
Marine ;orps is also working toward a ''total system."
Ihe Xgffirafg Information uyst^em
She jemlae Jorpe integrated information System {
concept began in 1..'6h/ Ootooer, . , policies, procedures and
a tiae schedule for lta development were issued. 3 xhe 1*3 3/stea
was to sneoapase all aspects of information systems currently in use
or projected for use in the Marine >orps. Certain systems were to
x ?or detailed discussion of these two oonoepts see a. F,
itoravec, noepts for Planning Advanced electronic Data
Processing 3ysteas," Management ".ervloeo (.Say-June, 1965)» PP. 52-
and I ravec, "xiasic Jfi oepts for designing u fundamental
Information iystea," dmnagcaent iervices (July-kugust, 1965),
PP« 37*4
ijrandua from tue ijeputy :hlef of itaff (Plane and
Pro^rass, »j the Commandant of the Marine Qorps* enclosing Study
Ho. 1-64, iuoject: rotary ln,fftrmf fl ;t,r*^e rflo raoH9*4 an,4
Kanasement Information ^yatom. ..oveaber 16. 1964.
jadquarters, .. >. Marine 3orps, policies and Prooadurea
for the ,*vslopacnt and Implementation of the ^arlne 3orps Inte-





A. F, Moravec, Basic Concepts
For Planning Advanced Electronic
Data Processing Systems ,
* Intergration of subsystems
can reduce redundancy of
Input data*













Fig, 21,—Comparison of the Total System Concept







oa exoluded« Ihese were weaoona systems, communications ays tens
performing terminal communication operations, and ooeratlnsr systems
for the direct command and control of tactical forces* The concept
was stated as:
I, The objective of the Marine 3orps integrated
Jorma i a to provide timely and meaningful
information to appropriate deals ion*mafcing and
oper levels to permit Aoaltorl ldjustment of
current functional activities and analysis of probable
itura eXxaots ./ailauii jjzrsea o^ -jcion L
decision making.
^evemeat of the objective requires estaolik
sent aud centralised control of a common data base and
deve floated —nusl, -ijciw.az.zeci and
automated collection, transmission and processing
^r <CQ3 to translate raw data Into suitable formats
or displays to satisfy information requirements stated
b/ decision makers and functional area jra.
iystem mechanization or automation will be
unde. i only \th%n. operationally and economically
advantageous •
I
The Jeput/ Jhlef of itaff (Plans and Programs) was assigned
primary responsibility for all policy matters and the Director, Data
Systems was assigned all technical policy matters, (ill other staff
elements were required to determine their information requirements. 2
December, 1965, the establishment of wor oups was
directed* ?he purpose of the wor > *os was to establish the
Information specifications. Opacifications are the documentation of




1rot, flow, frequency and where It reaches decision points.
is the staff elements requiring inforaation were directed to
determine their information needs which would then be utilised by
the jata Systeas Division to determine the systea design proposal,
3y May, 1966, aodifioatlona to the iaoleaentli g directives
were required due to the requirements oeln>$ developed by the DGD
iesourcrt.i ianagement >rstem. ras to affect almost every systea
in operatic - leveloped.^
ist, 1966, experience with the problems involved an
the delay in the promulgation of ^honsive information on the
.eeources Management System required revising the original time
schedule and further definition of concepts.' the general staff
was concerned lest the requirements of 1*8 interfere with the
stlonlaj of the systems under their control. This concern,
however, was considered unfounded since it was envisioned that 1*8
was to be designed to neet total information requirements by using
a functional systems as a source of information* ^ Principal staff
headquarters, u. -trine Oorps, ^stabilstutteat and
runctloalHK of Information iyateiac rfork groups , headquarters Order
0*3, ^ceaber j 9 1965
«
uarte. ,orps, delineation of .tesconal-
frllltleo loc .evelosasnt o£fr* ^arlne 3oriz ;a unrated information
Systea, ..eadquartera Order 3200.6, May 13, 19? .
.quarters, J« .. aarlae ,orps. Integrated Infonaatl
ays tea { c , > ; .ulaanca for , headquarters .bulletin 5200, August 18,
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officers would continue to manage their functional 3/3 terns but they
would contribute the necessary information to i2 3. Ihus I2S would
be a master system requiring information from subsystems,
October, 1966, headquarters directives codified the
previous directives and provided clarification of the concept.
Ooncern with external pressure was also present. DQD and the
Department of the Mavy had expressed Interest in the Marine Oorps
I2 3. 9 directive stated, in part, ". . . the Marine Oorps must
continue to expedite its own system in order not to be overtaken
by events. "2
Several salient features of the I23 concept appeared in the
codifying directive. They are:
... To provide a complete and comprehensive
overview of the Marine Corps , 1^3 was established
(Italics added.). . .
I2 3 is a composite, integrated, flexible
combination of the information activities of the entire
staff . . . because the staff supports the Oomraandant.
• •
• o
. . . Imperative . . . that 1^3 provide timely and
accurate information to answer the WHAT, .. t
Y and HOW for the Commandant's decision-making
policy. . . •
Information required . . . will be supplied by
functional area operating systems and integrated
information systems of the field commands. . . .
. . . will provide information on 'Marine Corps
activities operating under conditions ranging from peace
to general war.
. • .
• . . I23 will provide information in an automated
form to commanders at all echelons.-^
-^Headquarters* arine Corps, Marine Oorps Integrated





rtaln principles were specified a* criteria lr. developing
the First, 9/s teas would be designed without regard for
specific qulpatat. sondly, the system wo be supported
by centralized files that would serve as a i Q data base for
tlple use* - irdly, systems would be designed to cross command
• lonal lines when best operational perforaa.net could be
achieved and when required by mutual need. Fourth, early conversion
of data into ted forms (source data automation) was required*
Lastly, the system cast be capable of using existing or planned
telr nloations facilities.*
Ihe tasks involved in developing I*L> and the schedule for
ftttoafllahlnv these tasts are snown in figure 27. This tine
schedule provides a vivid eiaopla of the problems involved*
Inforaation needs aust be determined by the staff for a system thst
is to bs tional four years or sore in the future*
.ponslbillty for Information requirements regained wl
the functional wore groups* A major change, howevtr, is that the
Dlrtotor, .ana^tmtnt Analysis >roj? instead of the Deputy Jhief of
Staff (Flans ind rams) was assigned responsibility for super-
vising an: monltorin; the development of I2 Technical matters
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Fig, 22. --I S Development Schedule

•st 81 .cant, however, la that is broken into four
eaosys terns. Jnese are apower), . ia&noe), -
(Operations), u ^istics). - ndicates the
assignment of responsibility for these systems and the relation-
ipe to the other .iarint 2hua what appears
tonotj Ly aa a total syste.u is, In fact, a collection of sub-
systems*
orlenoe of the wc. oups and staff in dealing with
.oncept has resulted In sore modification and understanding of
I concept. On January 25, 19*57. the ,aief of Jtaff Issued a
aeaorandum which provided a graphic portrayal of Iz3 which would be
applicable tc all command levels within the ;;arine Corps* .'i&ure
la a copy of this diagram. The heart of the system is the
coEaunicctions systea which peralts exchange and transaisslon of
data and lnforaatlon between the various elements. 1^3 will have
its own data storage and retrieval systea to provide information
peculiar to it that cannot be acquired rapidly froa the other
yet—_ Li data storage and retrieval system is envisioned to be
posed c. j than one installation. This systea will pass data
to the data processing system, tnat will be automated where required
The data processing systea will function automatically or on deaand
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Fig. 24. --I S Block Diagram

1^
urine Jorpe is la the early stages of developing a
system for aaaa to * . , Lta systems, to classify It as a total system
.ui, tut problems have already appeared that question tha
jased upon the assumption that oeeded information
can ue drawn from toe other Marine Jorps systems, ihese systems
overlap each other and ^plication exists* the supply systeme have
>£ providing detailed financial data that oaa
ue data la the financial management systems* The resources
*ageat t .ystem requires costly for ailltary personnel at the
operating level. ,1s Is really only a modification of Information
in the manpower systems. Ihe readiness reporting system requires
lormatlon from the manpower and supply systems. The interaction
process la almost infinite, figure 25 demonstrates the interaction
involve .«st he considered in intergratlag the Marine 7orps
systems e ramifications of the interaction or interface
problem are obvious and appreolation of the complexity of the
process is enhanced when it is remembered that the system(s) must
funotlon in peace or war.
a developmental work; an the I*S subsystems should identify
3 areas of duplication. Just as systems were developed to handle
specif it •ional areas the aosys terns can provide a purify
action on the systems they absorb.

Fig. 25. --Marine Corps Systems Interaction

1'
'a the -ubsystetis an! the staff satisfy the deflnl-
of a system, so will the other systems and the staff, A
logical extension ^f the evolutionary process of :*arine 2orps
systeas development will be to develop a system to absorb the -
subsystem, -."Sen this occurs a truly totally Integrated management
system for the exercise of command within the Marine 3orps will h&v«
been aohleved . ntll then the present concept provides another step
forwar
e evolutionary process focuses attention on the organiza-
tion of the Marine 3orps and in particular, the headquarters staff,
.Perhaps a task of hljher order is to design an organisational systeia
capable of coping with the impact of automated systems and one whic
will be adaptable to its ch ^nvironrjent.

Oat of the blg&est concern? in ooi. :*a as /ernaent
are computers and their impact on aanage-'aent aation and
»H,1l<ill nil . tiiea to tils is the luestion or whs will, manage
ioraation ayataaa. Jlewlow addreasea this a national view-
paint ay writin- , . • . an eariy (Oal in effective aanageaent of
.
srnaent co-spaters saoald oe tha development of a aaaaggaent
inforaatl^n ays tea about and for computers. I *ck f
waavitt an Jtldr,' John ^earien^ and a aost »f otuers nave
exaalnad these prowle.as. .at answers have at in pro/ided but
good questions have been raised
•
.oraatioa, and particular- .aaent laforaation, has
also beaa treated in sous depth within k . tera .
. 31ewlow, "Data Processing I tie /sderal iovernaenV
2h9 /sdsxml ^Qooaatant , » 59.
*«*• 33. oil;.. ;>?. 125-i. .
^eavitft aoi , jj. aic . p*.
4 jsardJ4, .o. q+„ .. pp«
,aolal reprint ssrle: ie artula^ i.*^eaent
information and a series on sanagln; computers is offered by





An Air Foroe general warns
;
Informatlon including management lnfor-aatioa Is
jrowia^ by the microsecond and even the aaaoeeooad*
v'e caaaot tarn off the flow, we, therefore, better ,
leara to control it—and we are already ruaalng late*
The sane general explained his method of coping with the
problem:
la ay own headquarters, the Director of Management
Analysis functions as the Management Information
.laaager* As a derivative of his activity in this role,
he and his staff also; act as an educator in management
techniques; serve as a helper and consultant In analyses
conducted within other staff agencies; and above all
operate as a catalyst for speeding up within the staff
the process of analytical Improvement* 2
Porter and Hulvihlll also suggest creation of a new
information systems group "• • • to be formally structured and for
one person to have specific responsibility for information
systems."^ fhey also propose that the director of this group
furnish information to management for the operation of the business
and that management decisions and policies would also flow to the
organization through this department*
—»»——— il I i i m 1 i I II I »»»—- i I li I i « I i II ii I ——»—
—
I H i I II I I I I
General riowell M* 3stes, USA?, "attll Managers be Over-
whelmed by the Information Explosion?. h Armed Forces Hanaaemeat.
XIII*. &>• 3 (December, 1966), pp. 75-84*
2Ibld *
3*, Thomas Porter, Jr. and Dennis ft, ^.ulvlhlll,
"Organization for Bffeotlve Information Flow, >lana«ement Services




*lsch in exploring the span of management problem also
recognized this problea and recommended:
There must be someone in tomorrow's complex
organization who is in charge of all aspects of
information generating, processing, and
dissemination. It must be his responsibility to
determine how management's information nsede can best
be met* furthermore, he must hare the Intellectual
capacity to know what types of analysis performed on




thurston takes the opposing viewpoint that control of
information systems should be with the operating managers. He
basss his recommendation on a detailed study of thirty-two systems
projects. He found that where w . . . operating men who, being
motivated to do the job, did take control, the record of successful
completion of projects was better than when staff men direoted
operations."2
John L/earden recognises the need of operating managers to
become involved but he also recommends centralization of the
systems effort. He stresses that it must not be under control of
the financial staff or the data processing specialists as it is in
so many organisations.**
herald Si ?isch, "Jtretohlng the span of Management, N
Harvard jualness Review \ >epteaber-Ootober, 1963), p. 13.
2Phillip H. Thurston, "irfho Should Control Information
Systeas,* Harvard business aevlew ( Jovember-December, 1962), p. 138.
^Dearden, oo. olt .. yp* 65-73.
lbJ
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The most significant Impact of ays teas Is upon people*
"Soldiers, no less than lawyers, priests or doctors, are human;
and the great institutions over which the/ all preside are organlo
rather than mechanical growths. • • ." Officers have developed
a reasonable degree of faith in the various systems dealing with
personnel, supply or any business type application* it is still
common, however, to hear such comments as "the machine made a
alstaxe so our data is incorrect," or "it gives me a ten inch stack
of paper but not the inforaation 1 want* " These coanents and
others like them will only be solved through an education process*
nanes and iebhard, while experimenting with computers on
tactical probleas, found that while professional naval officers
accepted computer aid in principle, that, in practice, acceptance
of tactical action recommendations varied from zero to 100 percent* 2
Konvalinxa and Trentin partially explain the cause of the afore-
mentioned response*
The winning general makes his decisions on a timely
basis, using the best information available to him at
the time and important intangible elements lixe
experience, judgment, nerve and an instinctive feel for
people and situations ,3
^Walter Millie , Aras and nen (;:ew i'ork: a. P. Putnam's Sons,
1956). p. 325.
2a. .:. .4anes and J. *• oebhard, "the Computer's lole In
Command Decision, " saval Institute proceedings (Septeaber. 1966),
pp. 6l*£
2j. W* xConvallnxa and B« S. rrentin, "Management information
Systems." Kanageaent Services (September-October, 1965). p. 27.
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if ths Harine Jorps £oes to the expense and effort to plaoe
ooaputer aided systems on the oattlefield then It aust insure that
the computer is prograamed to produce results acceptable to its
field commanders. It aust also train its personnel to understand
the s/8 teas so that ths/ oan properly use thea. otherwise, the
automated system is an unnecessary expense or could even beooae a
hindrance*
The effects are all encompassing. Leavltt summarizes:
Organisations oan be thought of as lively sets of
interrelated systems designed to perfora complicated
tasks. 4e oan try to manipulate at least three
dimensions of those systems in order to set the
performance of tasks changed or improved. We can
manipulate the organization structure ... we oan
manipulate the tools and techniques used in the system.
• . • «/e oan enter from tha people side, to change
bodies, or attitudes, or inter-personal relation.
• •• yat we jjustf qtyor fqr a gomea^ |or^ef frhat w,hoo
we tamper with any one oi th<ase_ three variables .
structure,
cause s^n^w^ e^scfs.oa %t\% others as weu * ?fl
the task.
tre or ^eohaoio^y pr gS9p\e t we are UW/ fro
il^QUloaat sff so ts on thj a U j? o?
lie. (Italics added. }*
it is in this pattern that the impact of systems will be
examined. While the major iapaot is oa people, it is upon them in
three environments: tne operating forces, the headquarters staff.
2
and top managemeat.
Harold J. Leavitt, Managerial Psyoholo,^ (2d ed. Chicago:
Xhe Jaiver8ity of Ohioago Press, 19&* )* ?• 325 •
2fhe oolonels and generals who are principal staff offioers




/ery major system that has bean discussed will have an
affect on the operating forces of the marine Jorps. 2he more
obvious and major effects of each system were shown in the
discussion about the system* There are other effects, however, that
are more subtle and possibly acre difficult to cope with*
i'he mission of the Marine Jorps Is not likely to change in
the foreseeable future. Marines will still be expected to close
with and destroy the enemy. Consequently, the organization of
combat units will be based upon anticipated tactical requirements,
The supporting elements of combat units, however, will experience
changes in the skill levels of personnel, more complex equipment to
maintain, and, hopefully, a reduction in paperwork:. The work in
logistical support should be simplified by such systems ar i,
3A33X t and HaDS* lore emphasis can be placed on solving people
problems instead of the clerical aspects of personnel management*
at the ease time, commanders at all echelons will have to
adapt to higher headquarters knowing facets of their operations* in
both combat and non-combat environments, as soon as they do* Higher
headquarters will have to cope with knowing sufficient detail
information to permit thes to control subordinates' operations*







could create andeeired human responses, even la a military
environment,
3*regor warns that the new detailed Information must oe
used at the appropriate level, not Tor closer supervision* He
writes
:
fch respect to data and reports compiled by staff
groups, the principle of self-control requires that they
be provided to each member of management for controlling
his own, not his subordinates' job. ... Svery manager
is entitled to all the detailed data he wishes for
purposes of self-control* If, however, the data are
broken down In a fashion which reveals the day-to-day
performance of individual subordinates, they are no
longer data for self-control* -lis use of such information
vitiates the idea of delegation completely • (The same
thing is true, of course, if he assigns to staff the
responsibility of "controlling" his subordinates by this
means)* • • •
j.f such summary data Indicates to the manager that
something is wrong within the organisational unit for
which he is responsible, he will turn not to staff, but
to his subordinates for help in analyzing the problem and
correcting it* de will not assign staff "policemen" the
task of locating the "culprit." if his subordinates have
data for controlling their own Joos, the likelihood is
that they will already have spotted and either corrected
the difficulty themselves or sought help in doing so* 2
*vor a detailed discussion of the effects of elevating
decision making through information technology see Joseph D, Jooper,
The Art of Decision frUla*: (harden 31ty, * f.l Doubleday * Go*,
1961), p. 95 and Rensls Lljcert, 'Jew Patterns of .ianagaaent (Sew
York: 'cGraw-nill 3ook Oc, 196l), p* 210, and James 3* Bower and
J. druoe iefert, "iiuman factors in Systems I/esign, n ianagement
Services ( 40veaber->ieceaber, 1965), 99* 39-5Q»
^ouglas n'oSregor, The ;luman Side of enterprise (\'ew York:
Jraw-Hl 3oo«c Co., I960), p* lol.
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All officers will have tc become xnowled^eaDle In the area
of advanced 3/3 tens and with the techniques associated with tries*
The Marine Jorpa has recognized this by placing operations analysts
and associated specialists on the staffs of the /last Marine Force
commanders. 4 special sylla&ua is being developed for officers'
advanced schools and a policy of providing general officers with
advanced schooling In data processing management has been
instituted. 2
The addition of Increasingly complex equipment will, as
always, have effects on the employment of combat units, Just as
modern communications have permitted greater dispersal of units
and tore centralised control of combat operations. The danger
exists that commanders may become chained to their computers.
Implications of this are far-reaohins and even though planners give
thought to it, major attention Is needed In this area. Colonel John
?. MoOarthy, Jr., J3A? (Retired), an associate professor and
instructor in data processing systems with extensive military
experience, warns that the military must be alert to the need for
alternate non-automated systems for if ". • . someone pulls the
plug ^electrica,!/ we're out of business. 11 inis may seem an obvious
Interview with ;4aJor i. u. ^vera, , jistrlbution
Officer, Personnel Department, headquartera, U. 3. Jarine Sorps,
rch 3» 19^7.
^Interview with arlgadier General L* lietser, JoA3, Assistant
Deputy Ohief of itaff (^ro^rams), Headquarters J. trine 3orps,
November 1, 1966.
^Lecture by Associate Professor J. ?. McCarthy, Jr. to the




point but history Is full of examples of military commanders having
a system or single piece of equipment overly Influence their
strategic and tactical decisions* The marine Oorps tactical
systems, from all Indications, have been designed to ensure
alternate systeas out the empnasis oust be on the training of
oommanders*
i'oo ^aaagsmsnt
In 1926* .*ary P. Collet prophesied,
• • >3anagement Is oecoaing more and jiore specialised;
the policies and methods of a department rest on that
department's special body of knowledge, and there Is a
tendency for the responsibility to be borne by those with
that special body of Knowledge rather than by a man at
the top becauss of his official position* 1
With the development of systems and the assignment of
principal staff officers as functional area managers, her prophesy
may be accurate forty years after It was made* Granted, field
commanders ara still directly responsible to the Commandant* More
often than not, however, they are obeying the orders of the head*
quarters staff*
The previous statement would cause consideraole argument
that the staff has no command authority but, as Hels notes:
LI orders, even those Involving minute details to
lower echelons, are given In the naae of the commander*
* * . *t the same time * . • the fiction that the staff
officer does not command does not alter the fact that he
not only plans and issues orders, but he also directs the
V.ary ?• collet, M rhc Illusion of Final Authority," a paper
pressnted before the Taylor 3ociety In Hew forte, December 10, 1926*
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details of execution, insofar as the commander permits,
• . • La. order to preserve uaity of command and
hierarchical configuration, subordinates must report
to only one superior and all lines of authority must
converge on one man at the top. 3Ut at the same time,
staff officers are to have real responsibility for
their assigned functional areasA
The line versus staff debate will not be discussed, but the
authority aspects of the staff Just developed draw attention to
another concept, that is, the conoept of management by committee
or the team concept* xeamwort, coordination, cooperation and other
such teraa are all considered necessary for smooth staff
functioning. lit is not what Is meant by the team concept, fhe
Deputy Shlefs of Staff provide an example. Their responsibilities
are stated in terms of assisting the ;hlef of Staff and In terms of
coordinating or supervising various activities; but they are not
responsible for a functional area. Ihey, in essence, help the
Chief of staff cope with his present large span of control, matters
relating to their areas of interest pass through their ofiioes for
perusal and coaaent prior to reaching the Shief of Staff ; or else,
he sends them the matter for comment, through this action they can
funotion as a super-staff. If disagreement occurs, the staff
offloer involved can appeal to the Chief of Staff, but this in no
way negates the power of the position held by the deputies.
^Joha 3. xels, The Maaa^emaafr of defense (3altiaore: ?he
Johns :!oplcina Press, 19o4), pp. 22-23, 155.
*for discussion of the line and staff conflict see «.
Bledsoe, "Line and 3taff Oonfliot in Organisation." Unpublished
master's thesis, School of Government, 3usinsss and International




Jlailar relationships could be developed but they too would
fit Janiel's "Teas at the Top" coaoept1 and validate Collet's
propnesy. Ihus aa operations beoouie store ooaplex and as ays teas
out through functional area harriers raore and acre talent will be
required to effectively reach decisions* This, in turn, will cause
realignment of the staff structure*
£he headquarters staff
as stated in Chapter XX, the theory behind the organization
of t«ie staff of Headquarters* , . . ariae Jorpa is at best
debatable* interviews with staff officers while doing research for
this paper produced a general ooservatioa that the staff is in an
unknown stats of change* The rate of change* however* is slow and
deliberate* Colonel Jhuaan advances an explanation for the slow*
ness* »e writes:
.*ost important* within the Marine Gorps the new
system of BOfi jjana^ejjent b/ programs is viewed as any
other scheme or aethod of administration and is treated
accordingly* rhus, with alnor adjustment* participation
becomes a product of the existing staff* negating a
possibly srronerous organizational realignment to
accommodate the new system* 2
with caution offers an explanation for retention of
the present staff organisation* It does not alleviate the fact,
iald Daniel* "Teau at the Top." Harvard Jus 1 ness
jtejtliw. (4ar il. 1963), pp t 74-82.
2Colonel Perry L. 3hu>aan, <J3#C, "fiilitary .lanageaent: A
Realistic /lew," Harlne Joros Gazette . June, 1964, p. 21.
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however, that numerous studies have recognized the existence of
duplication of effort, overlapping responsibilities, and an
inordinate span of control for the Chief of Staff. The most
obvious areas of overlap and duplication highlighted by these
studies were the S-l Division and the Personnel Departuent, and the
S-4 jivision and the Supply Department. These observations are
supported by analysis of the Marine Oorps systems. In addition,
other areas of almost equal importance appear.
The foous of the several approaches taken by the Marine
Oorps in developing systems has been on the U3e of work groups under
functional managers, or the task force approach. In every case the
expertise of the Data Systems Division has been added to the work
groups, it has also been necessary to assign overall systems
responsibility to the Director, Management Analysis Sroup, yet the
functional managers remain responsible for their functional systems.
In addition to responsibilities assigned the staff within
the headquarters, a special unit has been created to deal with
advanced procedures and techniques of using automatic data processing
equipment.
^'or detailed discussion of this point see material refer-
enced in footnote 1, page 12; "xteport of the Headquarters .Marine
Corps .ieorganlzation Soard (Pepper Soard) dated August, 1961";
"Supply Department Study 3-62"; "Report of Committee to Develop
Supply System Organizational Structure"; and "Report of Recommended
Organizational Struoture for Deputy Ohief of Staff (Command Systems)
(foungdale 3tudy) ; dated April 14, 1966.
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The .'Jyste.-rs lanajseaent Analysis, iesearch and Teat ( f)
Unit was established January 1, 1^57. l This unit is looated at
the iariue ;orps .apply "enter, Albany , Georgia but under the
technical direction and control of the Jata systems director.
The prlaary responsibility of the IMaSB Unit is to
accomplish systeas aanageaent studies for the Inventory Control
Point ^absystea and Heaote ;tora$e Activities of the Marine CJorps
Unified ateriel Manageaent 3ystea* because of the capability
available at Albany for the performance of the primary
responsibility, a secondary responsibility was assigned for the
oonduot of systeas aanageaent studies related to any functional
area where business data automation aethoda al&ht be applied*
*
e organization established for the IK nit Is saall.
It provides for a saall group of data processing specialists to
perfora systeas analysis functions* if a :4arine ;orps activity
requests systeas aanageaent analysis services for its functional
area it aust "• . • furnish functional systeas data analysts to
define the pro b lea*
>ugh broad responsibilities are assigned the unit* a
reader acre encompassing alsslon is assigned as follows:.
eadquartere, j. t* Marine Corps, designation of Systeas
ana,isasnt ..aalysls. ^esearoa. acq lest (j^ajf) Jnlt. ;;eadouarten
rder 54>0.9f August 8, 1966.
2 Ibld *
3 Three officers and el^ht noncoaalssloned officers*
Afiq.-. »• marine corps, designation of Systems Manageaent
t U.»^) Jolt, op, Ql^>
-
IT*
lesion * As dlreated or approved by the Commandant
of the /carina 2orps, this of! ice will conduct oentralieed
rlne Jorps applied research by developing and utilizing
advanced mathematio, operations, analytical, and
programming techniques in tha solution and simulation
testing of solutions to management problems. It shall
evaluate current procedures and develop improved
techniques to provide cost reduction and Increased
mission effectiveness. 1
lie broad responsibilities and a general mission were
specified, the implementing directive delineated specific functions
as follows:
actions , through various model and gaming projects,
tne TTHll Jnit will conduct the following;
a. Iclantlfie defiaitlon of logistics and supply
management problems deriving from the installation and
pleaentatton of the Marine Oorps Jaified Materiel
jeat ^y3te
b* Perform secondary responsibilities for scientific
definition of management problems deriving froas the
installation and implementation of 'arlne Sorps Systems
in other functional areas*
o. Performance of studies of the projected versus
the actual system performance, the extent to which system
specifications are being met or exceeded, and the degree
to which the specifications accurately reflect the
observed system requirements*
d. Validation of programming routines against initial
estimates of running time required to identify and describe
management factors and considerations operative in the
system which were not known or undere too d.
e* Testing of management hypotheses by the develop*
ment of mathematical and program models for computer
simulation*
f* Identification of correlations in various aspects
of system operation and behavior which might offer
potential short-cuts in the management process*
.reparation and forwardla. eadquarters, arlne
irpt of periodic research and test reports describing the
probleme under laves tlgati:.
, the current status of
development work., and what solutions may be reported or
projected* 2





i'iie functions assigned ths Jnit are very similar to
those be log perforated 0/ t.^a .iarine Jorpa Operations Analysis Sroup
In developing the Marine Jorpa Jost Model, They are also closely
related to the overall systems responsibility of the director,
jlana^eaent Analysis iroup.
cognition of the need for an entity for the management
of information systems resulted In the establishment of the
ianageaent analysis iroup, but a much larger group was recommended.*
Five alternatives, as shown in Figure 26, were considered. The
creation of the office of the Deputy Jhlef of itaff (Dommand
Systems) was recommended* 2hle new office would combine the office
of the deputy Jhief of Staff (administration) , the Data systems
isivlsloa, the ;ianagement engineering Branch of the Administrative
ji vi:ii oi, tne Marine Corps Command Center, and elements of the
8*3 and s-4 divisions. The organization that would have resulted
from this recommendation is shown in figure 27*
.aainatlon of the functions of the staff elements Involved
support the recommendation* e* Appendix Hi). When the inter-
association of information requirements for A are taien into
account, the need for a comprehensive systems management office
appears almost mandatory.
A centralised group, charged with overall systems develop-
ment duties, is in a position to recognise relationships that -aijht
^W > P«
. . (founsdale Study)," op. clt .

1Extracted from Report of Recommended
Organizational Structure for Deputy
Chief of Staff (Command Systems)
dated April 14, 1966




Corps for Centralised Systems Office

Extracted from Report of Recommended
Organizational Structure for Deputy
Chief of Staff (Command Systems)
dated April 14, 1966

n©cape recognition by the existing diversified 3taff elements which
ere now involved. :;f equal importance would be acre effective
utilization of scarce talent. The functional managers would still
determine their information requirements and evaluate the perform-
ance of the systems* .-Ach subsystem would still remain responsive
to the functional managers. On the other hand, a centralised group
is more likely to be able to develop a truly total system because
they have a broader view of the organization.
The systems also provide an indication of other possible
structural changes within the staff.
re 2$ shows the assi^naent of responsibilities for the
L^S subsystems and the other marine }or?s systems. The reader will
note that four staff officers are responsible for the overall
coordination of information requirements of the I23 subsystems.
These are: Assistant Ohief of staff, 3-1, ?lscal Director, Assistant
Ohlef of Staff 3-4, and Assistant 3hlef of Staff s-3. Overlap also
shows in the assignments of responsibilities for functional area
systems.
Assuming that the grouping of functions ander the 1*8 sub-
systems Is losioal for the information flow and interface of the
systems, then the question is raised as to taat also being a logical
grouping for staff structure.
If a centralized management systems group was adopted, four
of the twenty-four staff elements presently reporting to the Chief

1of Staff would be reduce! to one. Likewise, if the directorate
concept and the l"9 sroupings were used as a basis for organization,
further consolidation could be effected. The staff could be
consolidated by combining thj >*l Division and Personnel into a
''anpower Jiraotorate; the i-4 division and Supply Jepartmant into
an Installations and Los*-8 *!©9 Directorate; the 9*8 and 3-3
divisions into an Operations Directorate; and the programming duties
of the Deputy Chief of Jtaff (Piano aid Programs) could be given to
the ?lscai director to form a Directorate of finance
•
Jther consolidations also appear possible, fhs director of
Reserve could be elevated to the status of a Deputy Ohief of Dtaff
and most of the functions of the Division of reserve passed to
appropriate directorates. Centralisation of reserve and regular
pay and personnel records at Kansas Jity are already planned and
both reserve and regular recruit inj have long been combined
responsibilities of the directors of tarine Dorps Districts. In the
same light, many of the functions of the Deputy 3hief of Staff (Air)
oould be traneferred to the directorates. Dombinatlon of air and
ound functions at the Vleet .tarlne i'oroe level has proved
effective, additionally, the Policy Analysis Division oould be
placed within the office of the Deputy Dhlef of Staff (Plans).
tothar area of duplication that will be affooted by systems
is tnat of files maintenance. Durreatly, within the iieadquarters,
there is a decentralized policy on maintaining files. Saoh section
maintains files of information pertaining to its primary area of

no
cognizance, a Jentral ^llea -action, however, is charged with
aaintain in-; the unclassified subject correspondence files,
exercising technical control over the decentralized files, and
maintaining the current file of effective Departnent of Defense and
vwj directives. The Classified ciles Section aaintains the
2
classified files. fhe Dlreotive Jontrol Section of the Publication
and Print 1 inch serves as the control point for lncoaing
directives, adainisters the Marine Jorps directives Jystea,
aaintains a current file of effective vepartaent of defense and Navy
directives, arine Corps directives, issues checklists of effective
directives, and routes incoming directives and related material to
cognizant staff agencies.-* is one officer states, "1 spend aost of
ay tlas resea . tne background data on a subject," If the
matter involves an Historical subject the lilstorlcal oraaoh of the
4 o
G-3 division beooaes involved. development of systems such as I'
and a centralized aaaageaeat information agency could lead to
centralization of the files. Without belaboring the obvious it is
apparent that if there was one location, be it a staff seotion or a
computer data ban-:, that greater efficiency could be obtained, in
addition, tne computer could be used to advantage in cross referenc-
ing subjects.
Headquarters a&aual. op. olt.. p. 10-22.
fcli. f p. 10-2.5.
3lbld .. p. 10-16.
^j14 .. p. 4-15.

ianlzatlon of the staff using these combination* would
produce a structure as shown in figure 23. The reader will note
that the span of control of the 3hlef of 3taff has been reduced
froa twenty-four to ei&nteen. .span of control la not a law unto
itself but the simplification of the organization Is obvious,
i purpose of this stud/ is not to develop a new
structure for ueadquarters J. ,, trine Oorps, but the impact of
systems, especially . I, indicate that one is necessary. is of
the consolidations presented are drastically new for they have all
been recommended at one time or another but have lost to more
powerful vested interests. letheless, the existing ays teas are
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a military organization the Marine Oorps Is faced with
the 3a.;ia msio prooleas of any organization* it must obtain the
necessary resoaroes of men, rtoney and material and use them to
accomplish the -joals of the organisation. One difference is that
the larine Jorpe has well defined, specific missions and must
operate within the franewor* of the assigned missions and legal
constraints. Business corporations function within limits of their
corporate charters which senerally permit far greater latitude on
the part of raana^ement. Nonetheless, the processes of management
must be performed by both.
oerfor.fi in
_j its cosmand and management functions, the
ilarine >orps has used many systens. ay nave evolved from purely
manual procedures and methods to today's highly complex systems
using modern communications and high speed computers.
phails has beea plaotd on existing organizational




aaxe the decisions. *'ull recognition is given, however, to the
contribution of automated systems for providing more useful
information to the decision maker.
The .Marine Corps systems approach is, in large part,
inspired by financial considerations, increased emphasis on
effective and efficient utilization of money originally focused
attention on the need for the application of 3ound management
principles and techniques, ^centralization of financial management
responsibilities to field commanders contributed to the process.
2hay were held accountable for managing their resources in the most
efficient way. a manner in which decentralization has occurred
has helped -iarlnss develop a sense of financial responsibility.
system exists to assist in managing specific functions*
Ihe plannlng-programming-budgeting system as it will be modified by
the .ources rianagement System represents an externally
directed effort to develop the primary aanageuent system on a
financial basis. The impact of this on a military organization is
difficult to assess. A business exists to make a profit and its
financial statements provide a measure of its success or failure.
for the military the ultimate "pay-off" Is success in battle and the
nuclear age may provide only one chance for success. jarring a
total war, however, there are economic considerations that make it
mandatory tnat effective military strength be acoomplianed
economically. . :>; Ls reason the financial management 3/stea will
remain 3i^aif icantly important.
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ahen automatio data processing equipment entered the scene,
the initial application was in the area of personnel, supply and
accounting, just as in the business community, Ihe equipment,
however, has not become the property of a particular staff element
Out has remained an independent, service oriented function*
£esldes the need for continued economy of operation and the
advantages accruing from automated systems there is the need for
Improved means of control on the battle field, Thus, the impetus
has been a two-pronged attack to achieve greater effectiveness on
the battle field through increased combat readiness achieved by the
2oet effective and eoonomiosl means possible. Accordingly, the
supply systems, discussed in Chapter IV, were developed to fill an
internal need for improving supply acquisition and distribution to
combat units* rney were also developed to help the marine Corps meet
requirements placed upon it by the department of Defense to reduce
operating expenses.
Xhe systems for personnel and pay matters were developed for
several reasons, j?lrst, the most Important asset in the .*arine 3orps
is Harines, as the Corps has grown in size and complexity so ham
the need for more effective management of people, .jot only must more
numbers of people be handled, out complexity has oreated greater
emphasis on recruiting, training and placing the right person in the
proper Job, Ssoondly, the largest percentage of Marine Jorps funds
is spent for people. Inefficient management of people is inefficient
management of dollars. In order to compote for appropriations, ths
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3orps has had to show that It aases good use of its resources. Ihe
uniform pay systexa has resulted from external pressures* Whether
an Internal need exists is immaterial, but it would appear that as
the 3orps moves closer to implementation of an automated personnel
8/8 tea, its pa/ system would have beoorae more oentrallzed and in
order to seep pace, more full/ automated.
•Maintenance involves men, money, supplies and equipment.
In the aviation field the Marine ;orpa functions under lav/
policies and procedures. In this sense, the JM System was
externally directed* Project fSTJKf was a result of an internal
need to improve ground equipment maintenance procedures,
Experience with JH and other systems has shown what could be
accomplished, the dual pressure of improved combat effectiveness
and efficient use of resources are present. T.iJ <?, though still in
earl/ design stages, raises many questions* MJM.I3 and SASSY have
been designed to cope with existing and anticipated problems.
Their costs of implementation are not xnown in detail, but should
studies reveal needs for large scale modification to the
supply system, a hard deolsion will have to be made as to which
system will prevail. rt.J::? is also involved in personnel problems
and training problems. t&OKP will also have to conform to these




jevelopment of the taotloal systems is geared directly to
suooess on the battle field. The tfTDS system has been developed
In olose coordination between the Navy, the Deputy Chief of Staff
(Research, Jevelopment and Studies), the Deputy 3hief of Staff
(Air) and civilian contractors, the MTACJOS system has been under
the supervision of the G-3 with the exploratory studies by private
concerns. ,Uii3 is under the supervision of the 5-2, but other
agencies within the Department of Defense are also involved. In
each oase, however, other Marine staff elements are Involved,
Also, there are personnel problems that aust be dealt with. Once
equipment requirements are determined, the a-4 and Quartermaster
Jeneral become Involved in obtaining it and the Fiscal Director
becomes involved in obtaining the necessary funds. The point is
that the systems development effort crosses all functional
boundaries,
The systems developed for various functional areas provide
management information but other systems exist that also produce
useful information, ^aoh provides a means of controlling operations,
*ach carries with it the concept of military command or national
responsibility and authority, tfaeh provides for some form of
direction, -,aoh provides an incremental contribution to the overall
management effort, £ach requires the input of data on men, money
and material and the objectives sought, 3y themselves, however,
they do not offer the analytical and projective capabilities
necessary for the Commandant's timely decision making. I«r do they
iV
-
3assure ths timely flow of required information between each other*
The aee of the task foroe approach has helped the Marine
Jorps eye teas effort to effectively cross functional boundaries*
It has also permitted tne deep involvement of the functional
managers in the development of automated system* If. however*
staff had been organised as suggested in Chapter XI* with a
centralized systems office, many problems might have been avoided*
One of the major contributions of such a staff organization would
be that it more nearly matches the logical flow of information
thereby reducing duplication of effort*
-aft helps coordinate the various systems, thus providing
the information needed by the Commandant in executing his
responsibilities* tfany decisions are made by the staff and
transmitted in the name of the Jommandaat. *he development of the
I system and its subsystems, with the requirement of a central
staff element to administer them, is a key evolutionary step toward
an overall, integrated system* besides changes in organisation.
L^3 also points to changes in the decision making process* /.ore
decisions will be programmed deoisioas based upon compromises
reached t>y tne top management group* The need for iarlae officers
to become not only knowledgeable in the functions of management but





ny systems exist In the Marine Corps and have slnoe Its
beglnnir The systems presented In this study represent a
significant effort towards harnessing the power of modern
oommunicat Ions and data processing equipment to improve the
effectiveness and efficiency of the Marine Corps, ifhe two major
questions to be answered by this study are why the Marine Corps has
developed so many systems and what their impact appears to be on
the Corps as an organization.
Large numbers of systems were developed to handle each of
the narrow functional areas because they were more manageable, in
the beginning, manual systems were converted directly into
automated processes, is knowledge of automated systems increased,
as new equipment became available, and as existing procedures were
more carefully analyzed, new and better systems were designed.
Now, after a decade of computer experience and with the
introduction of the third generation of computers, the Marine Corps
systems effort is being directed towards the integration of the
functional systems into a total system, tfhat the exact form of the
total system will be is not fully discernible at this time.
Nonetheless, It will evolve from the Integrated Information 3ystem.
With its evolution organizational ohanges appear inevitable.

IX)
3033 organisational changes have been ooourrlng gradually.
As automated systems were developed, computer installations have
appeared on organization charts. aclal task groups and staff
elements have been oreatsd to design and manage computers and their
sys teas. The current trend appears to be towards the creation of a
centralized staff element, placed high in the hierarohy of the
headquarters, that is responsible for the overall systems effort*
Emphasis has been, and will still be. upon active participation of
functional managers. Other structural changes in the headqu&rter's
staff may occur. Changes in field oommand staffs are also likely,
as are the changes in organisation of units that will have automated
systems to employ on the battlefield.
the ever present need of maintaining and Improving combat
readiness in an uncertain environment has been a aajor influence on
Marine Jorps systems development. Of equal importance has been the
pressure of economy, efficiency, and more centralization within the
jepartment of defense. lo achieve the required state of combat
readiness the iiarlne Jorps must compete for appropriations on the
basis of its efficiency. Thus, whatever the need or pressure, the
results have been that automated systems are needed, and being
developed, to achieve combat readiness efficiently*
Despite the emphasis upon financial management systems, such
systems by themselves cannot manage the iiarlne 3orps. They will
always play an Important role, but the development of a total system
should be an important step towards ensuring that proper consider-
ation is given to the qualitative as well as quantitative factors
by the decision makers.

>1
3h system will hare ao indelible impact on how the farlne
Jorps is managed. The professional knowledge required of all
marines will have to include an understanding and appreciation of
the processes and techniques of automated systems. Less numbers of
Marines will be involved in performing routine clerical tasks. It
is apparent that Marines, who aspire to reach the top echelon of the
Jorps, will have to become well versed in management techniques and
sjrs teas.
it has been said that the raising of the American flag over
Iwo Jiaa assured the existence of the Marine 3?rp3 for the next two
hundred /ears. Je that as it may, the development of systems for
Itproving the management of the CJorpa and the ultimate development
of a total system seea lively to play a more significant role in the
life of the Jorps, Jertalnly its survival depends on its being the
iiad of force-ln-readiness that the time and situation require.

APPENDIX I
Paragraph 7 of Department of the Navy, General Order No. 5, Assignment
and Distribution of Authority and Responsibility For the Administration
of tho Department of the Navy .
7. The Commandant oj the Marine Corps is the senior officer of the United States Marine
Corps. While matters which directly concern the Marine Corps are under consideration by the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, and with respect to such matters, the Commandant has coequal status with
the members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. He is responsible for keeping the Secretary of the Navy
fully informed on these matters. In this capacity, he is responsible under the President and the
Secretary of Defense for duties external to the Department of the Navy as prescribed by law.
a. Internal to the administration of the Department of the Navy, the Commandant of
the Marine Corps, under the Secretary of the Navy, shall command the United*States-Marrne»
€k>rrW-whieh^haU -include Headquarters, United States Marine Corps, the Operating 'Forces
ef the Marine Corps, Marine Corps Supporting Establishments, and the Marine Corps Reserve.
<&i& fidviee*^the—Secret ary of the Navy on matters pertaining to the Marine Corps. •He"i#
«ritrectly"Te"gpoTreiblo to the Secretary of the Navy for the administration,-disciplinef internal*
organization, training, requirements, efficiency, and readiness of the Marine Corps ;-:for--i>hu
«perati©n-of its materinl support system ; and for the total performance of the" MarinerCorpai
•He" i«r also responsible to the Secretary of the Navy forthe utilizationof resources^byand thtr
^>peratin|r effieieney-of all activities under his command. When performing these functions,
the Commandant of the Marine Corps is not a part of the command structure of the Chief of
Naval Operations. However, there must be a close cooperative relationship between the
Chief of Naval Operations, as the senior military officer of the Department of the Navy,
and the Commandant of the Marine Corps, as the one having command responsibility over
the Marine Corps. The Commandant of the Marine Corps is directly responsible to the
Chief of Naval Operations for the organization, training, and readiness of those elements of
the Operating Forces of the Marine Corps assigned to the Operating Forces of the Navy.
Such Marine Corps forces, when so assigned, are subject to the command exercised by the
Chief of Naval Operations over the Operating Forces of the Navy.
b. These general responsibilities include the following specific responsibilities:
(1) To plan for and determine the support needs of the Marine Corps for equipment,
weapons or weapons systems, materials, supplies, facilities, maintenance, and supporting
services. This responsibility includec the determination of Marine Corps characteristics
of equipment and material to be procured or developed, and the training required to
prepare Marine Corps personnel for combat. It also includes the operation of the Marine
Corps Material Support System.
(2) To budget for the Marine Corps, except as may be otherwise directed by the
Secretary of the Navy.
(3) To develop, in coordination with other Military Services, the doctrines, tactics,
and equipment employed by landing forces in amphibious operations.
(4) To plan for and determine the present and future needs, both quantitative and
qualitative, for personnel, including reserve personnel, of the United States Marine Corps.
This includes responsibility for leadership in maintaining a high degree of competence
among Marine Corps officer and enlisted personnel in necessary fields of specialization
through education, training, and equal opportunities for personal advancement; and for
leadership in maintaining the morale and motivation of Marine Corps personnel and the
prestige of a Marine Corps career.
(5) To plan for and determine the needs for the care of the health of the personnel





DETAILED 3TATSA3NT OP MISSIONS OP VASIOaS DKPARTMENTS AND
CIVI3ION3 OF HBAIXJUARimS, 0. 3. MAJttfflE CORPS
• . . rhe Assistant Chief of itaff, 0-1
(Manpower Coordinator) is responsible to the Commandant
for formulating plans, policies, and instructions
regarding manpower and personnel matters necessary to
implement the Commandant's policies and decisions.
. . . Xhe Assistant Chief of Staff, 1-2, is
responsible for the formulation of plans and policies
pertaining to intelligence, counterintelligence, signal
intelligence, communications security and electronic
warfare
.
. . . The Assistant Chief of 3taff, 3-3
establishes the operational requirements for, and super-
vises the development of, in coordination with the other
services, doctrines, tactics and techniques employed by
landing forces in amphibious operations; coordinates the
formulation of policies, plans, and programs for the
organization, training, mobilization, and demobilization
of all components of the Marine Corps; supervises the
training and combat readiness of the Fleet Marine Forces
(less Aviation); develops, coordinates and supervises
the execution of the historical program of the Marine
Corps (less Marine Corps Museums); coordinates planning
within headquarters .'Iarlne Corps for mobilization and
continuity of government; supervises the competitive
marksmanship and ground operational photographic (less
intelligence) activities of the Marine Corps. Develops,
coordinates, and supervises the execution of the Civic
Action Program of the Marine Corp3.
. • . Ihe Assistant Chief of 3taff, G-4, under the
direction of the Commandant, is responsible for Marine
Corps logistic plans and policies; determination of
^xtraoted from Headquarters Order P500O.3A, Headquarters




requirements, program objectives sad programs relating
to materiel readiness, as letermlnes the materiel
requirements and materiel program objectives of the
Marine Jorps. Bf plana and establishes requirements
for research and development efforts In the area of
logistics, and Is responsible for the development of
ground materiel equipment required for support of
amphibious operations. It coordinates budget activities
relating to the Procurement appropriation and the
Operation and Maintenance appropriation. fie formulates
plans and policies relating to the development, operation,
maintenance and expansion of Marine Jorps facilities and
Installations tc ensure their ability to support peace-
time and mobilisation requirements. He coordinates
matters relating to International standardisation. .vie
establishes and coordinates the Marine Jorps development
of landing force requirements to support to Davy's
amphibious force levels and shipbuilding programs.
• . . The fiscal director of tne Marine Jorps Is
responsible to the Commandant of the :arlne Jorps for
tns formulation of fiscal policy and for fiscal and
disbursing administration In the Xarlne Jorps, to the
end that fiscal and disbursing actions, policies, and
procedures of the Marine Corps will be In conformity
with law, good business practice, and applicable policies,
procedures and regulations Issued by higher authority*
• ••••••••••••••••••••«••••••
• • • The Jireotor of Personnel, Marine Jorps, under
the direction of the Joamandant, Is responsible for: the
procurement and administration of officers and enlisted
personnel of the Marine Jorps; the distribution,
appointment, promotion, retirement, discipline and
discharge of commissioned officers, warrant officers and
enlisted personnel, and for their welfare; adjudication
of personal claims; casualty processing; maintenance
of officer and enlisted personnel records; and for
coordination of requirements for data from the Personnel
Accounting System which are needed for personnel
operations.
• • • The uireotor, Larine Corps Reserve,
formulates and recommends to the Commandant of the
Marine Jorps plans and poHoles for the Marine Jorps
deserve and Is responsible to the Commandant for the
execution of approved plans and policies for the




• • • i'he quartermaster General is responsible
Tor the management of the Marine Corps oupply iystem;
ti*e acquisition, construction and leasing of facilities;
technical inspection, maintenance, alteration, and
disposition of facilities, including real estate, public
works, and utilities at installations under the
Commandant's management control; and is the Marine
Corps 3 took, /and manager.
• • • The director, Administrative division, plans,
ooordlnates, and supervises administrative and manage*
ment services in support of Internal Headquarters
marine Corps activities and, within the scope of
established polio/, furnishes <iarine Corps field
commands guidance and support in the areas of manage-
aent engineering, industrial relations, and publications
and printing.
... The Director, Policy analysis Division,
assists the Commandant by maintaining continuous
examination of current or projected .marine Corps
policies for continuity, coordination, and timeliness,
and submitting recommendations for changes in policy as
appropriate.
... The Director of Information is the direct
representative of the Commandant of the larine Corps in
all matters of public information and is responsible to
the Commandant for the Informational 3ervioes Program
of the marine Corps.
• • • The Inspector General is responsible for the
conduct of inspections, investigations, and audits of
nonappropriated funds, as directed bj the Commandant of
the Marine Corps.
• • • The Director, Data Systems Division is
responsible to the Commandant for the development of
objectives, concepts, policies, plans and progress, and
for exercising program control ov^r data automation
activities, the Director further serves as the Marine
Corps focal point for coordinating the development and
approval of data systems and for obtaining approval of




• • • fhe Director, .larina Jorps voaaaai Jeater
(M000), under the direction of the Jhief of itaff and in
support of the Joaaandant and the Headquarters itaff
,
plans for and supervises the operation of the Marine
Jorps Joaaand Center in aooordanoe with the policies and
prerogatives of the Joaaandant and in consonance with
principles outlined in i>epartaent of Defense directives




. . LSD DIUSI01
deputy Ohlef of St&tt (Administration )
1. 4ots for the Chief of >taff in matters Involving
violations of security of class if led material.
2. <eviews and approves ieneral Officer and Division
. ead leave and TAD requests.
3. reviews reports and recommendations of the 3WA.3
oard and forwards to 0X0.
4. reviews and signs congressional correspondence
requiring General Officer signature when originated
within an office where no signatory authority exists.
5* reviews replies prepared to congressional
correspondence for the signature of the Commandant when
reply is of an unusual or sensitive nature.
6. Reviews items proposed for the periodlo report to
the ahite .louse, selects items by title, and signs and
forwards the report to the Secretary of the Savy.
?• 3lgns Headquarters Directives and Marine >or?s
Orders and Bulletins not involving polioy which have been
submitted to the Jhlef of Jtaff for signature.
Designates speakers and representatives for
special occasions.
9. Arranges for /i? briefings of non-operational
nature and represents the Jhlef of Staff as required on
briefing teams when any /IP's are briefed*
10. iias cognisance over local special events,
ceremonies, etc.
11. .ievlews final reports of the Awards Board and
makes recommendations for final action to the Jhlef of
Staff.
12. .ievlews reports of the unlisted Performance Joard
prior to submission to 380 for approval.
! i i i ip— — — —«« m—mm -— —— — —»—— m i — — tmrnmrn m mi « i—^—w^wi mi imiiii i ubii h i
1 extracted from J. 3. Marine 3orps, Headquarters Sulletln





13. Hevlews and maces recommendations oa Permanent
-iarine Jorpe Uniform Board reports.
14. teviews and maxes recommendations concerning
civilian personnel actions submitted to the Ohlef of
Staff.
15. ieviews drei I -is and provides appropriate
recommendations to the Onief of Staff.
16. reviews and, as appropriate, makes
recommendations to the Ohief of ^tuff on natters
involving the iion-^pproprlated /uade joard.
17. Performs other duties as directed by the Jhief
of Staff.
Su-rector, fraaftsmont ^na^/sls yrou.p1
1. represents tae Chief of Staff In the execution
of his responsibilities in the development and adminis-
tration of tae department of tae «e*ry >4aaagement
information Systems.
2. Supports the Chief of Staff in the execution of
his responsibilities in the development and administration
of the Jepartfflent of the Havy Management Systems and 3ub-
Sys tens
.
3. Represents tne Jhief of Jtaff in direct liaison
with the Office of the Special assistant to the Secretary
of the 2iavy t the Office of iiana^ement information, and
the Oepartmeat of the navy Management Information Oeater
in all matters relating to management and information
systems.
4. .then required, in coordination with the oognlzant
staff agencies, reviews and analyzes management and
Information system proposals generated by Marine Jorpa
field activities, the Headquarters Marine Oorps staff,
other offices within the department of the aavy, and
other outside sources (to include civilian agencies j, in
order to advise the Jhief of Jtaff as to compatibility of
the proposals with the overall :iarine Jorps management
and information systems,
5. Provides the focal point at Headquarters Marine
Sorps for coordination of management and Information
matters, and of external inputs and responses to the
Office of the Secretary of defense, and to the management
and Information Offices of the Department of the Navy.
Maintains contacts with outside agencies as required.
5. Supervises and monitors the development and
coordination of the .ferine 7orps Integrated Information
System*
1 extracted from J, S. Marine Oorps, Headquarters Order




7. jtays alert lor proposed future ays teas and
subsystems, and for improvements to e Ale ting systems,
and appropriately advises the staff and the Jhief of
Jtaff.
9* Jo ordinate a t.ie staff actions required to
develop and maintain pro olaa area data for use oy tne
apartment of tne .*avy -ianagement information Center
(HxJ;.
9. Joordinates staff preparation of point papers,
and prepares the back-up folder for use by tns
Jommandant of tne narlne Jorpe at the Weedly
briefing for the secretary of the :*avy.
10. Joordinates iieadquarters .iarlne Jorps inputs
to and monitors the ;avy Program rrogresa Report.
11* Joordlnates the development and presentation of
Marine Jorps management problems in the department of
tno Ifcvy iianagement information Jeater.
12* Provides a marine Jorps representative at tne
weekly preliminary ttld briefing and debriefing*
13* Monitors and advises the staff and Jhief of
staff on requirements for training and education of




a. Provides consultation on management systems,
methods, procedures and techniques to achieve more
economical management operations and to eliminate overlap,
duplication and unproductive wor* efforts*
b. Jonduots analytical research to provide timely
and effective solutions to management objectives.
o. Analyzes existing and proposed recordkeeping
systsms to Improve the operating efficiency of rieadquarters
-larlne Jorps.
d. Reviews requisitions for plant property office
equipment at headquarters itarine Jorps as required;
oonduots feasibility studies; and provldos technical
advice on office equipment.
Extracted frai ;J. 3. Marine Jorps Headquarters Order
?5000.jv. :eadquartera Manual, /olume {I .
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e. Administers tae ftarlae Jorps Management Improve-
ment Program; anal/sea reports received on Management
Improvement; maintains ourrency of .-Marine Jorps Manage*
sent Engineering publications.
f. Administers the marine Corps and Headquarters
..arise Corps Records disposition Programs ; maintains
currency of instructions for disposition or retention
of records; and arranges for transfer of inactive
records to ieoords Centers or National archives.
.j. tluatea .-larine Corps-wide requests for licro-
filning equipment and proposals for microfilming projects.
h. Administers the Marine Corps Forms Management
Program; analyzes requirements and feasibility for all
f )rns; eliminates duplloatlon and effects consolidation;
develops forms which are functionally designed,
economical to reproduce, and technically suitable for
specific and general use.
1. Administers the Marine Corps ieports Management
Program; conducts anal/sis of all reports, determining
need for and feasibility of execution; eliminates
duplication, overlapping, and unnecessary reporting;
reviews and consolidates reports; and provides continuity
for the .iariae Corps Reports Screening Committee,
-ialatalris and publishes current Hating of recurring
reports quarterly*
J. Administers the Headquarters Committee Manage-
ment Program; maintains current list of committees and
publishes annually the Headquarters Marine Corps Directory
of Joards and Committees.
'&. Maintains accuracy and currency of paragraphs 5200,
-laaagemeat improvement and 542 J, Marine Corps 3oards, of
the ;Iariae Corps manual.
1. maintains liaison with other government activities
and private industry in the fields of management.
director. Cata Systems division
a. Coordinates and supervises the development of the
Marine Corps Integrated information System to provide
timely and meaningful information to appropriate decision
making and operating levels.
b. Assists, advises, and acts for the Commandant of





c. vesponslble Tor overall administration,
operation, technical supervision, and coordination
of the >iarine Corps Automated >>ata Systems Program.
d. Prepares, coordinates, and presents for the
Commandant 's approval a recommended Marine Corps
position on joint automated data systems matters.
e. rrovldes for lnterstaff, intereervloe, and
intra-. marine Corps liaison on matters of automated
data systems,
r. burnishes advice a.nd assistance to .iarlae
Jorps boards, committees, working groups, and operating
agencies of this .isadquarters on data systems matters
with scientific, technical or research implications.
g. formulates, In coordination with appropriate
staff agenoiea, research and development requirements
in the field of automated data systems.
h. Develops and supervises data automation cost
and utilization data for command analysis and action.
1. Coordinates the formulation and justification
of budget estimates and supporting submissions for
Marine Qorps data automation requirements.
j. Performs system anal /sis functions pursuant to
the study, evaluation and recommended improvements in
operations to include: analysis of an operation as
presently performed with an examination of the source
data Inputs, resultant outputs, and the complete
processing procedures ay wnlch the outputs are derived;
an oojective procedure evaluation and the operational
improvement of the present system based on the required
functional objectlvos of the operation; the design of
a proposed system utilizing data automation techniques
to include hardware selection.
k« daintains technical cognizance over personnel
in Occupational /leid 40, Including recommendations as
to tnelr authorization in manning documents and their
training; prepares recommendations concerning their
classification, qualifications, and assignment plans;
and recommends Occupational Field 40 changes to MOO
P1200.7, K08 •ianual.
1. rrovldes technical assistance in the management
of automated data systems instruction conducted by
j-sponsored formal schools; recommends required
factory training courses; recommends and monitors
production of training devices required for automated
data systems schools; monitors and recommends allowance
of instructional support items, publications, and test




a. Heviews needs for contract civilian data
automation equipment engineers and technicians; makes
appropriate recoa&endatlons.
Assistant Jireotorfor Hanageaent Systems
^evelopaent. jata v<ystca8 DlvlslonX""
a. Acts for the Director, Data Jysteas Division
on aaaageaent systems development matters wherein policy
has been established*
0. Recoaaends to the Director, Data Systeae Division
changes of major importance to include those affecting the
establishment of policy.
c. Determines tixou^h functional staff agencies, the
information requirements of the marine Qorps.
U. Provides technical assistance in the standardisa-
tion of data elements and data codes program.
e. Promotes the use of automated systems in applicable
areas to increase the availability of data for management
and control purposes and to develop the economic limits
thereof.
i. Evaluates advancements in the use of computers
for management and control purposes.
^reotor. marine Jorpa Ooaaand Jenter2
a. establishes operating procedures for and supervises
the operations of a Headquarters Harlne Jorps facility
vhioh
:
(1) On a 24-hour basis, maintains communications
linkage with the national Military Command 3enter and
its alternates, atner service 3oamand Jenters, tie Joaaand
Centers of the Jnlted and Jpeolfled Doamands, and all
major larine Jorps installations.
(2) Jnrough coordination with other Headquarters
agencies, provides rapid and knowledgeable Marine 3orps
response to the requirements of the 103, to include
requirements with respect to the imer^ency Actions
procedures.
(3) Jerves as a focal point for staff effort
during periods of increased military alert or eaergenoy
when rapid communications, secure briefing/conference




(4) Ihrou-ih coordination tflta other aeaiqaarters
agencies, supporta the vouaaadant and hid staff 0/
acquiring, aaintaining, displaying and dlssealnating, as
ap propria la, inforaatioa pertaining to the current status
of Xarlne forces relative to personnel, training,
logistics, and overall ooabat readiness.
(5) Jerves as a repository for reference data
and contingency and other plans which will assist the
Joaaandant and his staff in reaching decisions and tuicing
tiaely actions related to .ferine Gorps service responsi-
bilities.
(6) monitors on a 24-hour basis all aessages
incoming to Headquarters Sarins Jorps and, through
coordination vlth appropriate staff action officers and
agencies, assists in the initiation of appropriate and
tlasly action required by aessages delivered to Head*
quarters ;iarlne Qorps outside of normal working hours.
(7) Publishes dally a written brief of incoming
aessa^ss considered of Interest to the Commandant and his
staff.
(5) Outside of normal wording hours and when
directed, provides situation and spot reports, summaries
and briefings pertaining to natters of significant and
iaasdiate interest to the larine Corps.
(9) Haiatains an appropriately staffed and equipped
facility to provide rapid preparation and display of
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